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WILLIAM AUGUSTUS BOWLES
AND THE STATE OF MUSKOGEE
by LYLE  N. M CALISTER
AS THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY approached its end, the declineof the imperial power of Spain was reflected and magnified
in the borderland provinces of East and West Florida. In these
outposts of empire the hand of authority was weak and resources
for defense were almost non-existent. The military establishment
consisted of understrength garrisons in the presidios at St. Augus-
tine, San Marcos de Apalache, Mobile, and Pensacola, and the
sparsity and dispersion of the population precluded reliance on
troops raised locally. Moreover, the Viceroy of Mexico and the
Captain General of Cuba, who were responsible for the defense
of the northern frontier, were themselves so desperately short of
military and financial resources that they could offer only emer-
gency assistance and when called for even this was generally too
little and too late. 1
To defend the Floridas, Spain relied not on her garrisons
which were hardly more than token but on control of the southern
Indian nations in the hope that they could be used as a buffer
against the pressure of the American frontier which constituted
the principal threat to the two provinces. Even in the execution
of this policy, however, Spanish authorities had to depend on
two alien instruments. One of these was Alexander McGillivray,
the son of a Scots trader and a Creek princess, who occupied a
position of great influence among the nations. 2 The other was a
British trading firm, the Panton, Leslie Company, which had been
granted permission to remain in the Floridas after the return of
those provinces to Spain in 1783, with the role of maintaining
1 .  T h e  s t r a t e g i c  s i t u a t i o n  o f  t h e  F l o r i d a s  t o w a r d  t h e  e n d  o f  t h e
eighteenth century is described in Arthur P. Whitaker, The Spanish-
American Frontier: 1783-1795 (Boston and New York, 1927),
Chaps. I,  II,  and in the same author’s Documents Relating to t eh
Commercial Policy of Spain in the Floridas (Deland, Fla., 1931),
xix-xxii.
2 .  The  career  o f  th i s  co lor fu l  f igure  i s  recounted  in  John  Wal ton
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the allegiance of the Indians by supplying them with trade goods. 3
It was against this background of declining Spanish power
that the drama of the rise and fall of William Augustus Bowles
and the State of Muskogee was played. Bowles, who was both the
director and principal actor in the spectacle, first appeared on the
stage as an ensign in a unit of Maryland loyalists which was sent
to strengthen the English garrison of West Florida when in 1779
Spain joined France and the thirteen colonies in the war against
Britain. However, some breach of discipline caused his dismissal
from the service and as a young lad of fifteen he was left adrift
in Pensacola. Fortunately he was befriended by a party of Creeks
who chanced to be in the neighborhood and went off to live with
them in Indian country. Here he adopted their customs, learned
their language, married the daughter of one of their chiefs, and
through this connection became a chief in his own right. Bowles
must not have felt too bitter about his disgrace, for on two occa-
sions he assisted the British in actions against the Spanish who
were attempting to regain the Floridas. As a consequence of his
conduct in these operations he was reinstated in the army and
after the fall of Pensacola in 1781 he was repatriated with other
British prisoners to New York and retired on half-pay. His ex-
periences, however, apparently did not satisfy his taste for adven-
ture because he soon made his way back to the Floridas and re-
sumed his life among the Creeks. Here he remained until 1785
when he was evacuated to New Providence in the Bahamas by
the departing British. 4
In Providence, opportunity of a sort came Bowles’ way. The
trading firm of Miller and Bonamy, whose headquarters were in
Nassau, was very much interested in opening trade with the
Florida Indians and breaking the monopoly of the Panton, Leslie
Company. They had secured the backing of Lord Dunmore, the
governor, for their undertaking. These enterprisers became ac-
quainted with Bowles and recognized in him an instrument tai-
3.  A br ie f  descr ip t ion  of  the  ac t iv i t ies  of  th is  f i rm is  conta ined  in
Whitaker, Documents, xxx-xxxix.
4. Lawrence Kinnaird, “The Significance of William Augustus Bowles’
Seizure of Panton’s Apalachee Store in 1792," Florida Historical
Q u a r t e r l y ,  IX  ( Ju ly ,  1930-Apr i l ,  1931) ,  159-160 .  Bowles’ own
account of his adventures may be found in The Authentic Memoirs
of William Augustus Bowles, Esquire, Ambassador from the United
Nations of Creeks and Cherokees, to the Court of London (London,
1791).  See also Public Characters,  or Contemporary Biography
(Baltimore, 1803),  332-359.
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lored for their designs. Not only was he thoroughly familiar with
the Indians and their country, but he was a person of some stand-
ing among them. Moreover, he was on excellent terms with Alex-
ander McGillivray, whose support was essential to any enter-
prise among the Creeks. Bowles, who had been making a rather
precarious living as an actor and portrait painter, fell in with the
scheme and in June, 1788, was dispatched to Florida to sound
out McGillivray.
The Creek chieftain, who was temporarily on the outs with
the Spanish and Panton, agreed to the introduction of goods from
Providence but when the operation was actually launched, it
turned out to be somewhat more ambitious than a mere trading
venture. In October, Bowles landed at Indian River with the
mission of not only seizing Panton’s stores at Lake George and
San Marcos de Apalache but of subverting Spanish authority
throughout the Floridas. The operation, however, rapidly devel-
oped into a fiasco. A change of Spanish policy had redeemed the
loyalty of McGillivray, the Spanish garrisons were alerted, and
the filibusters recruited in Providence deserted when they did
not meet with the easy success they had been led to anticipate.
By the end of the year the expedition had disintegrated and
Bowles himself was a fugitive. 5
Although his first invasion was a failure, Bowles did not
abandon his plans for filibustering in the Floridas. On the con-
trary they expanded in scope. Apparently inspired by the visions
of Alexander McGillivray, he conceived the idea of a sovereign
Indian nation which was to be carved out of territory claimed by
Spain and the United States. The nucleus of the new state was
to be the Creek nation and the Seminoles, but subsequently the
Cherokees, Chickasaws, and Choctaws were to be incorporated. 6
Initially the project was rather vague in concept and appears to
have been merely an adjunct to earlier plans for the commercial
penetration of the Floridas. However, its architect certainly had
in mind several basic considerations. In the first place, the con-
stitutional foundation of the state was to rest on the claim ad-
5. Kinnaird, “Bowles’ Seizure of Panton’s Store,” 160-162; Caughey,
McGillivray, 36. 
6. Kinnaird, “Bowles’ Seizure of Panton’s Store,” 164-166; Lawrence
Kinnaird, “International Rivalry in the Creek Country, Part I.  The
Ascendency of Alexander McGillivray,” Florida Historical Quarterly,
X (July, 1931-April ,  1932),  73.
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vanced by McGillivray and taken up by Bowles that the Indian
tribes of the Southeast had always been sovereign, that they had
been recognized as such by Great Britain, and that the transfer of
the territory involved to Spain and the United States in 1783 had
in no way alienated this sovereignty. In the second place, general
Indian support had to be obtained. Bowles recognized two lines
of approach to this problem. One was to play on the very real
fear of the tribes that the encroaching whites would deprive them
of their lands; the other was the provision of a steady supply of
ball, powder, and trade goods to the Indians. The latter tactic
tied up very well with the plans already developed by Bowles and
his associates for the commercial penetration of the Floridas.
Finally, in order to give the Indian nation any chance of success
against the certain hostility of Spain and the United States, official
support had to be obtained.
Bowles’ first important move after the Florida fiasco of 1788
was to secure British aid. In 1790, accompanied by several Creek
and Cherokee Indians, he made his way to Nova Scotia. At
Halifax he convinced the governor of his value to British policy
and was dispatched to the governor general in Quebec and thence
to England at government expense. In London he represented
himself and his savage companions as an official delegation from
the “United Nation of Creeks and Cherokees,” and sought from
the government recognition for the Indian state, a commercial
treaty, and an alliance. In connection with his attempts to con-
vince officials of the desirability of such an association, Bowles
revealed a project even more grandiose than that of his Indian
state. This involved nothing less than the enlistment in the
Floridas of an army of Indians and American frontiersmen, the
invasion and liberation of Mexico, and eventually that of Peru
also. The bait was, of course, commercial concessions to England
in the liberated Spanish colonies. 7 Bowles arrived a little too late
to secure the most favorable atmosphere for his negotiations since
the danger of a break between England and Spain over the Nootka
Sound question had been averted. He was, however, feted by
British society and treated cordially by the government, possibly
because he was regarded as a useful tool should Spain and England
7. Bowles to Lord Grenville, Adelphi, January 7, 1791, Archivo General
de  Ind ias :  Pape les  de  Cuba ,  Lega jo  2372  (Transc r ip t  in  J .  B .
Lockey Papers, P.K. Yonge Library of Florida History).
4
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fall out again. Indeed, he partially accomplished his aims in that
all vessels flying the flag of the Creek and Cherokee Nation were
granted access to the free ports in the British West Indies. 8
Upon his return to Florida in the autumn of 1791, Bowles
took definite steps to implement his scheme. He arranged for his
supporters to elect him “Director of Affairs” of the Creek and
Cherokee Nation and in his new executive capacity began to
experiment with balance of power politics. 9 Bowles was shrewd
enough to recognize that in the long run the greatest obstacle to
his designs was not the declining power of Spain but the young,
vigorous, and expanding United States. He accordingly directed
a memorial to the Spanish government demanding recognition of
the independent Creek and Cherokee Nation and of its right to
establish free ports in its territory. In return for these conces-
sions, Bowles offered friendship and an alliance between Spain
and the Indian nation. 10 In order to lend some attraction to such
a presumptuous offer he referred to the very real threat of Ameri-
can aggression against Spanish territory and pointed out that the
Creek and Cherokee nation would provide a very desirable buffer
between the Floridas and the United States. This offer, however,
proved to be an instrument of his undoing. Bowles’ seizure of
Panton’s store at San Marcos in January, 1792, confirmed the
conviction of the Spanish government that he was a dangerous
troublemaker, and Baron Carondelet, the governor of Louisiana,
invited the Director of Affairs to New Orleans on the pretext
that he wished to discuss the proposed treaty. Here Bowles was
arrested and the first phase of his imperial design came to an
abrupt and rather ignominious conclusion. 11
During the next five years Bowles, as a Spanish prisoner, was
transferred from New Orleans to Havana, from Havana to Madrid,
and from Madrid to Manila. Despite his record he was treated
with courtesy and on occasion with deference, apparently be-
cause Spain recognized his influence among the Florida Indians
and hoped to win his allegiance. Bowles accepted this treatment
8. Frederick Jackson Turner, ed., “English Policy,” American Historical
Rev iew ,  VII  (Oct . , 1901 - Ju ly ,  1902 ) ,  708 ,  726 -735 ;  K inna i rd ,
“Bowles’ Seizure of Panton’s Store,” 163; Caughey, McGillivray,
47-48, 296-297.  
9. Bowles to Arturo O’Neill ,  December 4, 1791, AGI: PC Leg. 2371
(Lockey Papers).  
10. Caughey, McGillivray, 48-49.
11. Ibid., 49-50; Kinnaird, “Bowles’ Seizure of Panton’s Store,” passim.
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as his due and then, while being transferred from the Philippines
back to Madrid, he escaped in the British African colony of Sierra
Leone. Here he was able to convince the governor that he was
an important instrument of British policy in America and was
sent on to England. 12
During his captivity Bowles had not abandoned his vision of
an independent Indian state and in London renewed his petition
for British support. As was the case on his earlier visit to Eng-
land, he was well received. Although his representations did not
obtain open recognition of Indian sovereignty, he was certainly
given some assistance and his return to New Providence was fa-
cilitated. In Nassau Bowles renewed his connections. Governor
Thomas Halkett, who had replaced Lord Dunmore, was not un-
favorably disposed toward his plans, and the merchants of Provi-
dence were just as eager to break the Panton, Leslie Company’s
monopoly in the Floridas as they had been ten years earlier. After
making arrangements for the trade that was to be opened as soon
as he had reestablished himself, the filibuster left New Provi-
dence in a British gunboat which had been placed at his disposal
and in early October, 1799, arrived at the Apalachicola River. 13
Shortly after his return to the Floridas, Bowles established a
temporary headquarters on the Ochlockonee River and rallied his
old friends among the Indians. Through their influence a con-
gress of Seminole and lower Creek chiefs elected him “Director
General” of the “State of Muskogee,” as the Indian nation was
now to be called. Vested with this authority Bowles turned his
attention to affairs of state. 14
The must urgent problem that faced the State of Muskogee
was that of relations with its two neighbors, Spain and the United
States. In October, 1799, Bowles directed a communication to
American officials reviewing the history of relations between the
northern republic and the southern Indians, denouncing the usur-
pation of Indian lands, attacking the treaty of New York which
12. Caughey, McGill ivray,  50.
13. Merritt B. Pound, Benjamin Hawkins-Indian Agent (Athens,
Georg ia ,  1951) ,  191 ;  Mark  F .  Boyd ,  “The  For t i f i ca t ions  o f  San
Marcos de Apalache,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XV (July, 1936-
A p r i l ,  1 9 3 7 ) ,  1 9 - 2 0 ;  E d w a r d  F o r r e s t e r  t o  W i l l i a m  P a n t o n ,  A -
palachee, October 16, 1799, in the Cruzat Papers, Florida Historical
Society Library.
14. “A talk from the Chiefs of the Creek Nation to his Excellency the
Governor Genl at New Orleans,” Ochaulafau, October 5, 1802, AGI:
PC, leg. 2355 (Lockey Papers).
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McGillivray, acting for the Creeks, had signed with the United
States in 1790, and protesting the surveying of the boundary
line between the United States and the Floridas which had been
established by the Spanish-American Treaty of 1795. The Direc-
tor General then went on to state that although aggressions of the
past were serious, Muskogee would be willing to negotiate a treaty
with the United States on the basis of American recognition of
Muskogean sovereignty and the immediate termination of the
work of the boundary commission. If, on the other hand, the
United States persisted in its effort to run the line or made any
attempt to alter or subvert the sovereignty of the State of Mus-
kogee, such acts would be regarded not only as a rejection of the
proposed treaty but as grounds for a declaration of war against
the United States. This representation was followed by a proc-
lamation issued on October 31, ordering the departure from
Muskogean territory of all persons holding commissions from
either Spain or the United States. 15
Relations with Spain were even more critical. Bowles must
have been convinced that any rapprochment with that power was
hopeless in view of his capture, imprisonment, and escape, and
of a more recent Spanish proclamation offering 4,500 pesos for
his capture. On April 5, 1800, the State of Muskogee declared
war against Spain, citing as grounds the Spanish-American Treaty
of 1795, Spanish intrigues in the internal affairs of the State,
and ultimately an attack by Spanish forces against Bowles’ head-
quarters on the Ochlockonee River. 16
In the meantime, Bowles occupied himself with implement-
ing the internal structure of the State of Muskogee. By a series
of acts and decrees the nation was equipped with the trappings
and machinery of sovereignty. Mikasuke, a Seminole village near
Tallahassee, was designated as the national capital, and a national
flag was designed. The motto “God save the State of Muskogee”
was adopted and appeared on State papers. In signing these doc-
uments Bowles assumed the executive or royal “We” after the
form employed by European monarchs. 17
15. Pound, Benjamin Hawkins, 191.
16. AGI: PC, leg. 2372.
1 7 .  I b i d . ,  “A talk from the Chiefs of the Creek Nation,” loc.  ci t .  The
 flag, rectangular in shape, was divided into four quarters by crossed
vertical and horizontal broad blue bars bordered by thinner white
stripes. The upper left and the lower left and right quarters were
red .  The  upper  r igh t  quar te r  was  b lue  and  had  in  i t s  l e f t  cen ter
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To assist him in matters of government and administration,
the Director General naturalized and appointed to state offices
fellow filibusters who had arrived with him from Providence or
who had joined him subsequently. Thus one, William McGirt,
of unknown antecedents, was named Commissary of Marine,
Judge of the Court of Admiralty, and, in addition, performed the
functions of Minister of State. 1 8 A renegade Irishman, James
Devereux Delacy, who had in 1801 descended the Mississippi to
New Orleans, represented himself variously as a lawyer, doctor,
and Mexican landowner, and then left the city just ahead of his
creditors, became Bowles’ representative in New Providence. 19
The Director General also professed an interest in the cultural
and economic development of Muskogee. Schools were to be
organized for the instruction of the Indians in the arts of civiliza-
tion; commerce was to be stimulated by the establishment of a
free port at the mouth of the Apalachicola; agriculture and the
crafts were to be encouraged. In order to accomplish the latter
objective advertisements were placed in the Nassau Gazette extol-
ling the opportunities that existed in Muskogee and offering free
land and other concessions to farmers and artisans who would
settle in the country. 2 0 As a sequel to this publicity it might be
mentioned that in the summer of 1802, Peter Sarketh, farmer,
and Frank Parker, mason, arrived at Bowles’ headquarters to take
advantage of the Director General’s offers. Although Bowles re-
ceived them cordially enough, it was immediately obvious that the
opportunities in Muskogee were somewhat less than the glowing
description in the Gazette had led them to believe and it soon
became apparent that the Director General was unwilling or
unable to redeem his promises. Sarketh and Parker wished to re-
turn directly to New Providence, but having heard that certain
other white men who had parted company with Bowles had been
assassinated, the two disillusioned men engineered an escape and
a  s u n  t o  w h i c h  w a s  a d d e d  h u m a n  f e a t u r e s .  I  a m  i n d e b t e d  f o r
information about the flag as well as many other items about the
State of Muskogee to a letter to me dated March 21, 1954, from
Lawrence  Kinnai rd ,  Professor  of  His tory  Emer i tus ,  Univers i ty  of
California at Berkeley.
18. “A talk from the Chiefs of the Creek Nation,” loc. cit.
19. Correspondence of DeLacy and Bowles, AGI: PC, Leg. 2372.
20.  Art ic le  on condi t ions  in  the  “State  of  Muskogee” presented for
publication in the Nassau Gazet te ,  Cruzat Papers.
8
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made their way overland to sanctuary at San Marcos de
Apalache. 21
In view of the unsatisfactory relations between Muskogee and
its neighbors, Bowles devoted considerable attention to the organ-
ization of the armed forces of the state. An army was formed
consisting of the Seminole warriors of the Tallahassee region and
leavened by some of Bowles’ white associates and a number of
Negroes and mulattoes who had deserted from Spanish garrisons
at St. Augustine and Pensacola. Bowles, with the commission of
General, assumed personal command. 22 Shortly after the decla-
ration of war against Spain, he appeared at the head of his army
before the Spanish fort at San Marcos de Apalache and proceeded
to invest the post. On May 19, 1800, San Marcos surrendered
but the victory was of short duration, for five weeks later a Span-
ish relief expedition forced Bowles to withdraw. 23 The Director
General also attempted to carry the war against Spain to the sea
by forming a small navy. This consisted of several vessels armed
as privateers and was placed under the command of one Richard
Powers, who carried the title of “Senior Officer of Marine of the
State of Muskogee.” In 1801 this force was launched against the
enemy. Although its efforts were limited to the seizure of Spanish
shipping, in this field of activity it experienced some success and
caused Spanish authorities annoyance and embarrassment. 24
In the meantime, however, the forces at work against Bowles
were accumulating. The first serious reverse that he suffered was
the loss of British support. Through the representations of the
Panton, Leslie Company and the Spanish government in London,
British officials who had supported Bowles became convinced that
he was not only a useless but a dangerous tool and orders were
issued to the various colonial governors to the effect that he was
21 .  Repor t  o f  Sa rke th ,  AGI :  PC,  Leg .  2372 .
22. Article on conditions in the “State of Muskogee,” loc. cit. The term
“army” is  somewhat  pre tent ious .  Bowles’ forces  probably never
exceeded  400  men.  Benjamin  Hawkins  s ta ted  tha t  h i s  e f fec t ive
fighting force consisted only of some sixty men “more attentive to
frolicking than fighting.” Ar thur  P .  Whi taker ,  The  Mis s i s s ipp i
Q u e s t i o n ,  
Hawkins, 192.
1795-1803 (New York ,  1934) ,  172 ;  Pound ,  Benjamin
23. Enclosure of Tomas Portell to Vicente Folch, San Carlos de Bar-
rancas, June 7, 1800, AGI: PC, leg. 2355; Mark F. Royd “Fortifi-
cations,” 19-21. 
24 .  See  Lyle  N.  McAl is te r  “The  Mar ine  Forces  of  Wi l l iam Augus tus
Rowles and his State of Muskogee,” Florida Historical Quarterly,
XXXII  ( Ju ly ,  1953) ,  3 -27 .
9
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to be refused any further assistance or encouragement. Indeed,
the British attitude changed from support to hostility as reflected
in the decision of the vice-admiralty court at Nassau which not
only denied his claim to a prize he had taken but denounced the
State of Muskogee as a farce and Bowles and his companions as
unprincipled adventurers. 25
In Florida itself events were working against Bowles. Spanish
authorities were fearful that his influence would increase if he
were not removed from the scene, and were embarrassed and
humiliated by the impunity with which he acted. Moreover, the
Treaty of 1795 provided that each party to it was responsible for
the maintenance of peace and order on its side of the line, and
Benjamin Hawkins, the American agent among the Southern
Indians, was pressing for action. Since it had been impossible to
apprehend the filibuster by force, more indirect methods were
adopted to secure his undoing. Governor Vicente Folch of Pen-
sacola, who realized that the influence of Bowles among the tribes
depended on his ability to redeem his promises of a steady supply
of ball, powder, and trade goods, established a naval blockade of
the coast of West Florida which interrupted Bowles’ communica-
tions with his Providence Island backers. At the same time,
Lieutenant Colonel Jacobo DuBreuil, the new commander at San
Marcos, attempted to subvert the Indian followers of the Director
General and was successful to the extent that in August, 1802,
a treaty of peace was negotiated between Spain and the Seminoles.
DuBreuil, with the connivance of Hawkins, also intrigued with
certain Lower Creek chiefs who were hostile to Bowles, with the
object of seizing the person of the Director General.
The downfall of Bowles, however, was accomplished not so
much by Spain as by the initiative of Hawkins. In May, 1803, a
general congress of Seminoles, Creeks, Cherokees, Chickasaws,
and Choctaws was held at Toukabatchee on the American side of
the line. It was anticipated that Bowles would attend and careful
plans for his arrest were laid by Hawkins and his friends among
the Lower Creeks. The Director General did not disappoint his
enemies. On May 24, he arrived accompanied by a retinue of
25. John Leslie to William Panton, London, February 26, 1799, Gordon
to  Pan ton ,  London ,  March  11 ,  1800  ( t ransc r ip t s  in  the  Lockey
Papers);  Juan Madraz vs.  Richard Power, Proceedings in the Court
of Vice Admiralty of the Bahama Islands, March 31, 1802-May 29,
1802, in the Cruzat Papers.
10
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Seminole and Upper Creek chiefs. Although he was aware that
something was afoot, he apparently felt that he could restore his
fortunes by some bold stroke. Indeed, he openly announced that
the outcome of the congress would be his election as king of the
four nations. However, the support that he had hoped to organize
among the Indians did not materialize and on the following day
he was seized by the Hawkins faction, placed in chains, and sub-
sequently delivered to Governor Folch in Pensacola. This time
there was no spectacular escape. From Pensacola he was taken
to Havana and three years later died in a cell in Morro Castle. 26
In attempting to place Bowles and the State of Muskogee in
historical perspective two questions present themselves. One of
these involves an interpretation of the man himself. There is no
doubt that he possessed a high degree of talent and resource, and
his spectacular escapes, his feats of derringdo and the sheer audac-
ity of his plans and actions cannot help but excite admiration.
His powers of persuasion were quite remarkable and he could
tailor them to meet the requirements of a council of savages or
the sophisticated company of a London drawing room. Although
those whose interests he crossed hated him bitterly, his flair for
public relations won him many admirers, and in the metropolitan
centers of England and the United States he was something of a
public figure. In Baltimore, for instance, there was published in
1803 a volume entitled Public Characters, or Contemporary
Biography, in which the life of “General Bowles” is included along
with biographies of Thomas Jefferson, William Pitt, Lord Nelson,
and many other national and international figures.
An interpretation of Bowles, however, cannot be made with-
out asking how he employed his undoubted talents. Was he
simply an adventurer, a pirate, a scoundrel as he was represented
by his enemies, or was he a builder, a civilizer, a protector of the
Indians as he, himself, and his many admirers claimed? The
evidence does not allow a categorical answer but only an opinion.
To give him the benefit of the doubt, his early life among the
Creeks, his constant championship of the Indians and his plans
for their economic and cultural betterment might seem to indicate
a sincere concern for the race of his adoption. On the other
_______________
26. “A Journal of John Forbes, May, 1803,” Florida Historical Quarterly,
IX (July,  1930-April ,  1931),  279-289; Pound, Benjamin Hawkins,
194; Caughey, McGillivray, 186, n. 130.
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hand, a man of intelligence-and Bowles was no fool-must
have realized that his plan for a sovereign Indian nation had not
the slightest chance for permanent success. His incitement of the
Creeks and Seminoles to futile action against Spain and the Unit-
ed States was unquestionably a disservice to them. Moreover, his
correspondence and his pronouncements taken as a whole reveal
an inconsistency, a disregard for the truth, and an egotism that
cannot be reconciled with sincerity of purpose and action. It is
difficult to escape the conclusion that Bowles was interested pri-
marily in personal gain and that his policies were based on ex-
pediency. Yet there is a lingering feeling that perhaps he de-
served, if not a better end, at least something more heroic than
a lingering death in a Spanish dungeon.
The second question to be answered relates to the historical
significance of Bowles and the State of Muskogee. To those who
are interested in history primarily as a fascinating story of men
and events, one might answer that Bowles added a broad dash
of color to Florida’s already vivid past. For those who desire a
more philosophical interpretation, the answer lies in the very
impunity with which the filibuster invaded Florida, roused the
Indians, and attacked Spanish establishments. Although his suc-
cesses were temporary, it is significant that Spain was not able
to muster enough military strength to drive him from her territory
but had to rely on duplicity to accomplish his downfall. The
Bowles episode, then, provided a revelation of Spanish impotency
and foreshadowed the ultimate withdrawal of Spain from the
Floridas.
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THE CELESTIAL RAILROAD TO JUNO
by NATHAN  D. S HAPPEE
TH E TOPIC OF THIS PAPER  is deeply and affectionately im-bedded in the early history and folklore of northern Dade
County and present day Palm Beach County. Until this present
undertaking no attempt at a comprehensive article about the
Celestial Railroad has been made. Stray references and short
descriptions are found in a wide variety of places but the best of
these are in unpublished reminiscences of old-timers and in con-
temporary newspapers which are not readily accessible to general
readers.
The correct name of the Celestial Railroad was the Jupiter
and Lake Worth Railway. It was only seven and one-half miles
long and since it went from Jupiter to Juno, passing through the
way stations of Mars and Venus, perhaps it was inevitable that
someone should call it the “Celestial Railroad.” The line was
granted articles of association by the State of Florida in October,
1890, after it had been in operation for fifteen months. 1 Ac-
counts of that period usually referred to it by its initials - the
J. & L. W. The residents along the line did not begin to call it
the Celestial Railroad until 1894 when they learned of its lofty
nickname from outside visitors. The earliest use of the term,
“Celestial Line,” occurred in an article, “Our Own Riviera,” by
Julian Ralph, which appeared in the March issue of Harper’s
New Monthly Magazine in 1893. 2 The next year, an English
visitor to Lake Worth used this same appellation in his article,
“The Indian River Country, Florida,” which appeared in Cham-
bers’s Journal. 3 The use of the nickname has become more prev-
alent since the little line passed into oblivion.
Guy Metcalf, editor of The Tropical Sun, published in Juno,
was annoyed by the fascinating name given to the railroad, feel-
ing that it emphasized the frivolous rather than the solid achieve-
ments of the Lake Worth region. When the Lake area suffered
1. State of Florida, Secretary of State, Annual Report, 1889-1890, 14.
2, Julian Ralph, “Our Own Riviera,” Harper’s New Monthly Magazine,
LXXXVI  (March ,  1893) ,  507 .
3 .  Ju l i an  Ra lph ,  ‘The  Ind ian  River  Count ry ,  F lor ida ,”  C h a m b e r s ’s
Journal ,  LXXI (July 7,  1894),  424-426.
[ 329 ]
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cold weather in February, 1895, he brought the names of other
celestial bodies into his comment on the weather in order to
ridicule the nickname:
Lake Worth may well be called “The Celestial Region.”
One way to reach it is via Indian River and the railroad from
Jupiter to Juno, passing through Venus and Mars and running
not far from the late office of THE SUN. Not only this, but
Mercury even fell there a few weeks ago. 4
These remarkable names on the railway’s schedules, which
appeared in The Tropical Sun, account for the celestial simile and
aside from the name of Jupiter, a settlement older than the others,
they were local designations to go along with Jupiter. Perhaps
Julian Ralph, when he visited Lake Worth, remembered that Na-
thanial Hawthorne earlier had written a satire in the literary style
of John Bunyan entitled “The Celestial Railroad.” 5
The Jupiter and Lake Worth Railway was the second means
of transportation across the narrow stretch of land between Jupi-
ter on the ocean and Juno on Lake Worth. Because Jupiter on
the ocean side was north of Juno, the route to Lake Worth became
a seven and one-half mile distance on a diagonal. The earlier
communication had been a county road established in 1885.
E. N. Dimick and the Brelsford Brothers operated a hack line on
it for transporting visitors to Lake Worth and for hauling freight
to and from the lake. 6 The freight wagons, pulled by oxen,
were known as “bull trains.” 7 In 1889 the local line sold out to
a new company, The Lake Worth and Jacksonville Transportation
Company, whose facilities were quickly absorbed by the Jupiter
and Lake Worth Railway. Both of these companies had contracts
to carry the mail to the lake. 8
The J. & L. W. was a tiny branch of the Jacksonville, Tampa
and Key West Railroad Company. This sprawling and overly
ambitious system was engaged in a race down the east coast of
Florida with the East Coast Canal and Transportation Company.
Both companies had marked out larger areas for operation than
4. West Palm Beach Tropical  Sun,  February 7, 1895.
5. Nathaniel Hawthorne, “The Celestial Railroad,” Littell’s Living Age,
LXVI (September 22, 1860), 740-747.
6. Dade County Board of County Commissioners, Minutes, October 20,
1884, August  3,  1885; Titusvil le Florida Star,  March
July 9,  October 7,  1885, January 13, April  21,  1886,
1 3 ,  1 8 8 4 ,
August 11,
1887.   
7. Titusville Florida Star, March 14, 1889.
8. Ibid. ,  March 21, 28, April  11, 1889.
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they could possibly hope to develop. Both wanted the land grants
which the Internal Improvement Fund gave for the encourage-
ment of public transportation. The J. T. & K. W. operated from
Titusville down the Indian River through its subsidiary, the In-
dian River Steamboat Company. The Jacksonville system entered
the Lake Worth area by building the Celestial Line. When the
railroad, already built and operating, was chartered in 1890, its
incorporators were men well known in Florida railroad activity.
The principal figure was Mason Young of New York, a member
of the inner circle of control of the Jacksonville road and later
receiver of the bankrupt line. J. R. Parrott of Jacksonville was
another chartering member, soon to become Flagler’s vice presi-
dent and general manager. George J. Zehnbaum of Palatka and
T. M. Day of Jacksonville, legal counsel for the J.T. & K.W.,
were the other two incorporators. The little railroad was capital-
ized at $50,000. Mason Young subscribed for 497 of the $100
par shares and each of the other three signed for one share
apiece. 9 Local news around the lake at the time of the charter-
ing claimed that $7,500 was subscribed by local residents to
hasten the building of the line. 10 Final investment in the road
approximated $20,000. Thus in 1889 the Lake Worth region
secured a three-foot narrow gauge steam railroad 11 - the southern-
most railroad in United States and the pride and distinction of
early north Dade County. The railroad became an important
factor in the development of the Lake country.
The role of the Celestial Railroad in the development and
importance of Juno needs a few moments of explanation. Cer-
tainly Juno, a new courthouse town with a railroad terminal, re-
ceived more favors than its age or its size warranted at the time.
The start of operations of the railroad in 1889 occurred about
three months after the county offices started functioning in Juno.
Juno and the railroad helped each other. The fortunes of each
depended on the other and after the railroad was dismantled in
1896 the future of Juno was gone. In 1899 the courthouse and
county offices were taken back to Miami and Juno withered away,




Jupiter and Lake Worth Railway, “Articles of Association,” October
14, 1890.
Titusville Florida Star,  May 3, 1888.
George W. Pettengill, The Story of Florida Railroads (Boston, 1952),
104; Writers Program, Florida, “The Railroads of Florida,” 36.
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JUNO  BECOMES  THE  COUNTY  SEAT
The removal of the county seat from Miami to the Lake
Worth region came about as a result of lack of connections and
common interests between the different communities of Dade
County, which at that time embraced all of Dade, Broward and
Palm Beach counties - a huge area of about 6,000 square miles.
The county had 150 miles of coastline. The older settlements
were in the south: Miami, Lemon City, Coconut Grove, and
Elliott’s Key. The settlements around Lake Worth date from the
early 1870’s. W. L. Pierce, who arrived in 1873, reported only
ten people in the lake region on Christmas Day. 12 Between these
two widely separated areas stretched a no-man’s land of sixty-five
miles. Lack of roads and no regular boat service forced settlers,
public officials, and the barefooted mailman to walk the beach
between these two areas of population.
Although the southern part of the county had more residents
than the Lake Worth area, the northern residents were more
closely united in economic and political affairs. This fact was the
reason for the celebrated local option election of 1889 when the
Lake residents took the courthouse away from Miami. Conten-
tions and delays in the county’s business, revealed in the minutes
of the Board of County Commissioners of this period, help to
explain this revolution which resulted in the removal of the court-
house to the nonexistent town of Juno in 1889.
Prominent in the direction of county business in Miami was
J. W. Ewan, who had served in the state legislature and was, at
the time, county treasurer. His nickname was the “Duke of
Dade.” He dominated the government of the county and con-
tributed to the revolt of the northern citizens and their capture
of the courthouse. Ewan rented a room to the county for the
conduct of its business. As the lease on the quarters drew to an
end in 1888, he raised the rent from $5.00 to $15.00 per month.
This seemed to be the last of a long series of irritations imposed
upon the residents of the northern settlements. The residents of
the lake area circulated a petition calling for a special election to
determine the location of the county seat for the next ten years.
12. Charles W. Pierce, [“Reminiscences of Early Days on Lake Worth”],
Photo-copy in possession of the Palm Beach Historical Society.
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With the petition in order and with more than enough voters’
signatures to validate it, the commissioners called the election for
February 19, 1889, and southern Dade went down to defeat by
a vote of 107 to 80. 13
At the time when Mr. Ewan was trying to raise the rent on
the county quarters, Commissioner A. M. Field from the lake
area offered the county a square acre free as a site for a court-
house in the northern part of the county. 14 His offer was accepted
and he and his wife deeded the plot, described by township,
range, and section, with the point for survey being a stake in
the middle of the track of the railroad. 15 In this heated election
of 1889, the courthouse location was described on the ballot by
its legally surveyed location because the town of Juno had not
yet been named. Juno did receive its name sometime between
the time of the removal of the county records from Miami in
March, 1889, and January 6, 1890, when the county commis-
sioners met for the first time in Juno. During this ten month
period Mr. Fields rented a room in his house for the county’s
records and business for a monthly rental of $15.00, the same
rent that had sparked the election. 16 In this time also, either Mr.
Fields himself or in conjunction with friends and neighbors
named the new county seat Juno. The classical allegory of the
name is clear. Older Jupiter, 17 on the ocean, was now wedded






Dade County Board of County Commissioners, Minutes,  January 7,
February 25, 1889; Titusvil le Florida Star,  February 23, March 7,
1 8 8 9 ;  F M .  H u d s o n , “Beginnings  in  Dade County,” T e q u e s t a ,  I
( Ju ly ,  1943 ) ,  No .  3 ,  1 -35 .
Dade County Board of County Commissioners, Minutes,  January 6,
1 8 9 0 .  
C.  C.  Chi l l ingwor th ,  [“Reminiscences  of  Ear ly  Dade  County  and
the Founding of Harmonia Lodge”], Palm Beach Post, November 27,
1932.
Dade County Board of County Commissioners, Minutes,  January 6,
1 8 9 0 .    
The place name, “Jupiter,” has an interesting tri-lingual history.
Jonathan Dickinson, who was shipwrecked off the coast of Florida
on September 23, 1696, and captured by the Indians when he gained
the shore, said that the place where he landed was called “Hoe-Bay.”
This  i s  p resen t  Hobe  Sound,  nor th  of  Jup i te r  In le t .  The  Spanish
called the place Jobe or Jove from Indian names, Xega, Jega, and
Jeaga. When the English secured Florida, Jobe or Jove was trans-
formed into Jupiter. Consult: Jonathan Dickinson’s Journal or God’s
Protecting Providence.  Edited by Evangeline Walker Andrews and
Charles McLean Andrews. (New Haven. 1945); also W. R. Jackson,
Early Florida Through Spanish Eyes, University of Miami Hispanic-
American Studies, No. 12. (Coral Gables, Florida, September, 1945.)
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this celestial marriage were Venus and Mars. But Mars never
survived its christening and Venus remained only a dream of its
sole resident, Mr. J. B. Wells, whom Metcalf averred kept two
cats which he called Jupiter and Juno. 18
The failure of Venus to become a town along the Celestial
Railroad, however, was just a failure to attract capital to the
place. Mr. Wells was very effusive about the glories of Venus.
In a letter to the Evening Star in his home town of Steubenville,
Ohio, he distilled the attractions of Venus into some remarkable
real estate prose:
. . . If you look on the map of Florida you will see
Jupiter, Venus, Mars and Juno, all in a line on the Jupiter
and Lake Worth R.R. Venus certainly has the prettiest
location of all the great stars. In fact, Venus is a beautiful
location as she comes fresh from the great artist Nature, and
with the addition of what man can do to beautify and
embellish this embryo city, will in a short time convert it
into an earthly paradise fit for the dwelling place of Venus,
the goddess of love and beauty.
The land on which Venus lies extends back from the
ocean over three beautiful hills with an elevation of sixty
feet above the sea, each one rising a little higher than the
other as they recede from the ocean beach, and each one
commanding a beautiful view of the deep, majestic sea as it
lies in calm repose with all its varied tints of blue, green,
purple and gold, or in its garb of war, gray, just as the over-
hanging sky and clouds choose to paint it, or at other times
we see it lashed into an angry mood with all the majestic
terror imaginable depicted upon its mountainous surface,
white capped billows on the wings of the wind come rolling
in and with a sound like thunder burst upon the shore,
throwing their white foam high in the air and producing
upon the observer a feeling of awe and terror at the madden-
ing war of these great elements. After the storm is over, then
returns the delightful calm, and a peaceful feeling steals over
one; such a one as we may suppose was enjoyed by those of
old when the “Great Master” rebuked the winds and the
sea and there was a great calm. 19
The removal of the courthouse was a political revolution in
which 187 voters out of a population of about 800 residents
registered an opinion. Although it may seem difficult now to
18. Juno Tropical  Sun,  April 27, 1893.
19.  Ibid. ,  May 25, 1893, quoting an article by H. W. Wells of Venus
in the Steubenville, Ohio, Evening Star.
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imagine that Dade County was ever such a tiny community, the
state census of 1885 and the federal Eleventh Census of 1890
support this contention. In 1885 Dade County had 332 residents,
an increase of 75 since 1880. It had then twenty-three settled
farms and fifty men of military age. 20  The Census of 1890
counted a population of 861 and 134 Indians. The county then
contained 226 families and 224 dwellings. There were five
voting precincts that stretched all the way from Waveland at
the Broward County line to Elliott’s Key, opposite Coconut
Grove. 21
After the northern end of the county had voted itself the
location of the county seat, the commissioners prepared to erect
a new courthouse in Juno. At the end of 1889 the courthouse
fund contained $1,181.36 which would be applied to the cost
of the structure. A mill tax would be maintained in the rate to
bring in more needed money. 22  In February, 1890, the com-
missioners awarded the contract for the construction of the new
building to Mr. C. C. Haight, a contractor on Lake Worth. The
contract price was $1,495.00. This first separate county court-
house structure was a two-story building thirty by thirty-five feet.
The first floor contained a general office across the front, thirty
by twenty feet deep. In the rear were two smaller rooms for the
juries and a stairway against the rear wall which led to the court-
room on the second floor. 23 This was the largest assembly room
in the county at the time and served as a church, lodge hall, and
a ballroom, on which occasions it was rented for $5.00 a night. 24
The two jury rooms for a while were rented out at $5.00 per
month to lawyers who resided in Juno. C. C. Chillingworth, later
a judge of Palm Beach County, had his office in one of the jury
rooms as the local representative of the Titusville law firm of
Robbins, Graham, and Chillingworth. After he had been in these
quarters for a time, the firm traded free legal advice to the county
officers in return for free rent for his office. 25
20. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, September 20, December 2, 1885;
Jacksonville News-Herald, August 1, 1887.
21. United States Census office, Eleventh Census of  the United States:
1 8 9 0 .  P o p u l a t i o n ,  2 5  v o l u m e s  ( W a s h i n g t o n ,  1 8 9 5 ) ,  I ,  P a r t  I .
Tables 5, 18, 22, 33, 79, 88.
22. Dade County Board of County Commissioners, Minutes,  January 6,
1890.
23.  Ibid. ,  February 11, May 23, 1890.
24.  Juno Tropical  Sun,  December 31, 1891.
25 .  Dade  County  Board  of  County  Commiss ioners ,  Minu te s ,  May 16 ,
December 6, 1892.
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As is common with contracts for public buildings, additional
work was ordered as the courthouse was built and contractor
Haight made these additions. For $230 he was ordered to “ceil”
and finish the second floor. The completed building was given
three coats of white paint and stood tall and proud among the
lowly settlers’ cabins around. Even later Mr. Haight was ordered
to supply chairs for the officers in the courthouse and to construct
a “watter” closet, six by ten feet, with a screen door. The county
jail was built in 1892 at a cost of $350, but the installation of
the iron jail cells cost another $850. 26
Once the courthouse had been completed, Juno became the
lodestone for settlers, merchants, and others who could live
off the courthouse. Judge Chillingworth was one of these and
Guy Metcalf, editor of The Tropical Sun, was another. Metcalf
was the embodiment of Juno except he never got much of a local
following. He brought his Melbourne Indian River News to Juno
and started publication there on March 18, 1891. Metcalf pub-
lished a lively paper but, as was common with editors in very
small towns, he also carried on many other enterprises. Many of
his journalistic duties he presently turned over to his assistant,
Bobo Dean, who later had a long and distinguished career in both
West Palm Beach and Miami. Metcalf was the first postmaster of
Juno; he ran a real estate exchange; built the county road, eight
feet wide, from Lantana to Lemon City for $24.00 per mile;
and operated a ferry over New River. Metcalf was a shrewd
observer of this rapidly developing area around Juno. He watched
the Flagler railroad boom pass Juno by. He tried to breathe new
life into discouraged Juno, but in January, 1895, took his
Tropical Sun to West Palm Beach. Juno was in his past. 27
THE  RAILROAD  IN  OPERATION
Plans to build the Jupiter and Lake Worth Railway were
first announced by the Titusville Florida Star on June 8, 1887,
when its Lake Worth correspondent reported a visit of officials
of the Jacksonville, Tampa, and Key West Railroad to sound out
local sentiment for a railroad from Jupiter to the lake. “Sam,”
26. Ibid. ,  May November
August 1, 
2 7 ,  J u l y 7, December
1892.
13, 1890, 2, 1891,
27. Juno Tropical Sun, 1891-1895, passim.
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who was the correspondent for the Star, reported an enthusiastic
first announced by the Titusville Florida Star on June 8, 1887,
Another meeting was held the following night in the schoolhouse
with “Sam” reporting that:
Captain Paddison, representing the Jacksonville, Tampa
and Key West Railroad, gave us an encouraging talk. Al-
though no positive arrangements were entered into, we feel
greatly encouraged in the prospect of soon having a railroad
from Jupiter to Lake Worth. 28
Early in January, 1889, “Sam,” who steadily developed into
a railroad skeptic and critic, set back his hopes for the early ap-
pearance of the railroad to Lake Worth:
Neither the railroad, canal, nor telegraph line has got
here yet, though they are all talked about. Wonder which
will get here first. The odds, if any, seem to be in favor of
our being “struck by lightning” first. 29
About six months later, “Sam” nagged the railroad for the slow
progress on the line:
The J.T. and K.W. Railway have got their line located
from Jupiter to the head of Lake Worth, and it is said they
intend to build at once, but it is thought that the move is
simply a game on the part of the J.T. and K.W. to bluff off
the other parties who are going to build the railroad across,
put on steamboats, build hotels, etc., and to take the stock
of which the Lake Worth people have subcribed liberally.
Somebody said “yellow fever” and the parties interested in
this latter road rushed north as fast as the cars could take
them. The J.T. & K.W. railway have their road located, and
that is, probably, the last we will hear from them-at least
until the road that is promised from Kissimmee, via Forts
Bassenger and Drum, wakes them up, and then they will
drive another stake or two to secure this roadway. Such
prospects for getting our next season’s crops to market do
not look very flattering at present, but they may improve
before fall - especially if the L & N takes a notion in their
head to push the Kissimmee through and it is hoped they
will. 30            
However, the Jacksonville road pursued the plans to build
the line to Lake Worth even if the speed exasperated “Sam” and
28. Titusville Florida Star, December 8, 1887.
29. Ibid. ,  January 5,  1888.
30. Ibid. ,  June 28, 1888.
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the other residents. Workers for the new line were reported on
the right-of-way in October, 1888. In the next month, the Flor-
ida Star reported that the rolling stock for the local line would
be the narrow gauge stock from the St. Johns and Halifax Rail-
road which had recently been converted to broad gauge. 31 The
grade was completed and the laying of ties begun before the year
was out. In February, 1899, further work on the track was held
up until the rails, piled up at Titusville, could get boat trans-
portation to Jupiter. This long delay over shipping the rails made
“Sam” pessimistic again: 
From the present prospect the Jupiter and Lake Worth
Railway will be finished about the time the visitors and the
tomatoes are all gone. Perhaps, if the rails don’t rust out by
next winter, there may be a little use for it.
The produce shippers continued to use their bull trains to
deliver their crops to the wharves at Jupiter. On March 23, the
engine was delivered to Jupiter. Final inspections were made late
in June. All the annoying delays were now over and the little
railroad was ready for operation. Lake Worth residents celebrated
the Fourth of July with a free ride over “their” railroad to Jupiter:
Lake Worth, as usual, had her regular Fourth of July
picnic, but it was an unusual one for this section. Only think
of riding on a steamboat and in the cars in this country-
both in one day! For the first time in the history of this part
 of the country we could do it. The invitation of the Jupiter
and Lake Worth Railroad having been accepted, arrangements
were accordingly made, and Capt. U. D. Hendrickson, hav-
ing offered the use of the steamer Lake Worth to carry us to
the head of the lake, and Capt. H. P. Dye, offering his serv-
ices to run the steamer, all offers were accepted, and bright
and early on the Fourth the steamer went down to Palm
Beach, where it took on board all the Hypoluxo, Figulus and
Palm Beach folks. Leaving Palm Beach at 8:30 a.m., it came
up to Lake Worth, taking on another crowd there and leaving
at 9:15 a.m. It also stopped at Oak Lawn and took on more
passengers, making in all about 75 people on board. The
head of the lake was reached at 10:15 a.m., where the J. and
L. W. train, consisting of one coach and one flatcar, with a
locomotive to pull them and an obliging conductor to boss
the job, was found waiting. Everybody, including one addi-
tion to the crowd from Juno, was quickly aboard and away
31. Pettengill ,  103-104.
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we went to Jupiter, arriving there at 11 a.m. Here we were
met by Captain James A. Armour and family and Assistants
D. A. Allen and Agee of the Jupiter Light; Observer Geo. W.
Eddy and wife and Assistant M. W. Lichty of the U.S. Signal
Station, John Roberts and wife, and others, among whom was
Capt. John H. Grant who was in charge of the steamer Chat-
tahoochie during the absence of Capt. Fitzgerald, and who
kindly threw open the steamer for our use and who did ev-
erything in his power to make our visit both enjoyable and
memorable. The table was set in the cabin, and there were
nearly 100 in all to eat, and the table not being large enough,
the old people and children were served first, after which
came the middle-aged and young, but no one went away
hungry, for there was enough and to spare of all kinds of good
things. The blessing was asked by Rev. E. Heyser, and before
the crowd had dispersed, on motion of E. Heyser, the unani-
mous thanks of the assembly were tendered to Capt. U. D.
Hendrickson, Capt. H. P. Dye, the Jupiter and Lake Worth
Railroad Company and its employees, Capt. John H. Grant
and all others who had contributed towards the enjoyment
of the day.
Visiting the Lighthouse and Signal Station, strolling on
the beach and sailing around the harbor were some of the
diversions indulged in by the picnickers to pass away the time.
We left for home on the train at 4:15 p.m., being accom-
panied to the head of the lake by all our Jupiter friends. A
little time was spent in getting up steam and a little more in
getting the steamer off the mud, where the falling tide had
left her, but we finally bid our Jupiter friends adieu and
started down the lake. The trip down was a delightful one
and enlivened by singing patriotic songs, and as the different
parties left the steamer they one and all agreed that this Lake
Worth Fourth of July picnic had not only been a success but
the biggest success of any picnic ever held. . . . 32
With the Fourth’s unique celebration over, the railroad and
the residents settled down to get used to each other. Generally,
during the off-season months the railroad ran one round trip a
day. During the tourist season, two round trips were maintained.
The line tried to arrange schedules to meet the Indian River
steamers when they arrived at Jupiter or left there. This was a
precarious operating schedule, however, and was featured by
exceptions rather than by dependable service. Delays of three
or four hours at Juno sent provoked passengers to Metcalf, who
sometimes amplified these complaints into a full-sized blast against
32. Titusville Florida Star, July 11, 1889.
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the steamboat company or the Jacksonville system. When the
locomotive, “Old No. 3,” broke down, all transportation ceased
until it could be repaired. Then the hack lines and the bull
trains resumed or the passenger handcar was pressed into service
for emergencies.
The Celestial Railroad was a good income producer. With no
other competition, the local company kept the rates high. Passen-
ger fare was seventy-five cents one way, and the freight charges
were twenty cents per hundred pounds for the seven and one-half
miles, with wharfage additional. 33
As building activities on the lake increased, the volume of
heavy freight increased and passenger facilities were compressed
to the point of actual discomfort. Metcalf waged and won a cam-
paign for a larger freight platform at Juno but failed in his next
campaign to procure better station conveniences. In July, 1892,
he complained bitterly about the station at Juno:
The need for a better station at this point becomes more
urgent daily, and we but voice the sentiments and decrees of
the public generally when we call attention of the managers to
the deficiency in the matter of conveniences afforded by them
for the public.
The building stuck on the end of the wharf at Juno that
has to answer for the purpose of a waiting room for passen-
gers, a storehouse for freight, a distributing room for mails,
33. Writers Program, Florida, “Miami and Dade County,” 83; Titusville
Florida Star, July 31, 1889.
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tickets, express and telephone offices, is one of the most un-
sightly buildings to be found in this entire country, and the
matter appears worse when we think of the progressive spirit
manifested by the company in other directions at other places.
The house is very small, in the first place, being hardly
adequate for a freight house, though it might do if used for
that purpose exclusively. Persons obliged to wait in its stuffy
confines for several hours, with all sorts of ill-smelling fer-
tilizers and other freights, find it a very disagreeable resort,
but as it is the only available room in which to spend their
time when waiting for boats or train, they have to endure
and put up with what is furnished them-though it must be
confessed they do it with very audible murmurs.
Since the establishment of a ticket office at this place, or,
rather, since it has been made possible to secure tickets here,
it does seem as though we might be accorded a decent place
of business, and that the ticket office might be somewhat
more conveniently arranged.
Other houses in the vicinity are neatly painted and the
surroundings fairly well kept. The freight house of the big
J.T. & K.W. Line is too small, unpainted, undeniably shabby
and unquestionably uncomfortable,  though prominently
located. . . .
The business of this section has grown to such proportions
that it is worth catering to. Passenger traffic in the winter
and the fruit, vegetable and lumber shipments in the spring
and summer, make a nice little plum for a transportation line
enjoying a monopoly, and now is a very good time to be solici-
tous, as other lines are beginning to turn their attentions this
way with the expectation of sharing the profits, or, it may be,
of securing all if possible. “The long pole gets the persim-
mon,” invariably. To apply this: the line that meets the
demands of the country through which it passes, is the pole
that will get the fruit - literally, “the fruit” of this section.
Now we want to see a neat, commodious and comfort-
able addition built to this station, with offices partitioned off,
and a well ventilated waiting room among them; so that wait-
ing passengers, and ladies in particular, need not be made to
suffer from the disagreeable contact with various nauseat-
ing freights mentioned above. We want to see the whole
nicely painted and the surroundings made as inviting as
possible. When shall we have it, Messrs. Managers. 34
In 1891 the railroad received a new passenger coach which
made the total two. The line never had but one engine, and only
three freight cars. Captain Buie of the Indian River Steamboat
34. Juno Tropical  Sun,  July 14, 1892.
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Company was the actual supervisor of the road. If a serious
breakdown occurred, the captain was summoned by telegraph to
come to Jupiter by boat to survey the damage and order the re-
pairs. Mechanical accidents to the equipment were repaired as
quickly as materials could be delivered between Titusville and
Jupiter. Improvements in passengers’ comfort were usually aban-
doned somewhere inside the administrative procedures of the
Jacksonville office. As the financial woes of the parent company
increased after 1891, repairs or improvements were either avoided
or delayed.
What good relations did exist between the residents along the
line and the little company were fostered by the employees who
were residents also. Conductors and wharf agents did give good
service and were patient with complaints. The most popular man
on the Celestial Line was Blus Rice, the engineer, a jovial, chatty
person whom all people liked. The special achievement of Blus
was his rendition of “Dixie” on his engine whistle which had only
one tone. Passengers who heard this solo for the first time often
sang “Dixie” on their return trip with Blus accompanying them
on his whistle. 35
The railroad did small favors for the region which also helped
to make the poor service less offensive. The polling place at Jupi-
ter was at the railroad wharf. The boys of Jupiter fished off the
pier. The train crew would stop and wait while passengers went
hunting in the woods along the track. 36
FLAGLER 'S  SHADOW  OVER  THE  LAKE
While the Celestial Railroad did boom real estate prices at
the north end of the lake for awhile, the flush times did not last.
The completion of the railroad saw land prices along the right-
of-way go to $75.00 per acre, but they never went any higher and
the higher priced parcels were advertised for suspiciously long
periods of time. 37 The railroad did speed up transportation and
convenience of travel between the North and Lake Worth. C. V.
Barton of New York, who had a winter place on the lake, made
a trip from New York to his winter home in seventy-two hours,
35. Ibid., September 6,  1894, February 14, 1895.
36. Chillingworth, “Reminiscences,” loc. cit. 
37. Titusville Florida Star,  March 18, 1891.
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but he had a special trip on the J. and L. W. from Jupiter to
meet his launch at Juno to complete the trip in the time
achieved. 38
Actually, the J. and L. W. had only about four years of favor
and monopoly before it was caught up in the whirlwind of rail-
road consolidations, bankruptcies, and extensions which Henry
M. Flagler created when he decided to put a major line into south
Florida. He was competing with H. B. Plant on the West Coast
but Flagler had more money and knew where he could get more
if he needed it. So Flagler pre-empted the east coast and Plant
consolidated his own empire on the west.
Flagler’s railroad was rumored to arrive at Lake Worth in
January, 1893, but that was panic and fabrication. Flagler visited
Palm Beach in March, 1893, and this was solid proof that his
railroad was coming to the lake. At the time of his visit, his
agents secured options on large amounts of property on both sides
of the lake. 39 Railroad promotion in those days usually necessit-
ated displaying the magnates to the local citizens and entertaining
them at local receptions. While this was being done, or immed-
iately afterwards, agents would pass subscription books for the
securing of options and contributions of land and money. This
had been the procedure when the J. and L. W. raised $7,500
on Lake Worth to bring the railroad to Jupiter and Lake Worth.
This was the same procedure followed by Flagler and his party
in March at Palm Beach. The railroad agents asked the men of
Palm Beach to raise $30,000 as earnest money to bring the Flor-
ida East Coast Railroad to the lake. 40 At nearby Hobe Sound,
$10,000 was asked and secured by the Flagler men. 41 At Palm
Beach, Flagler and his companions were entertained with a musi-
cale by Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robert. Flagler’s visit was the great-
est social event in Palm Beach during the season of 1893 as the
following account shows :
A large reception was tendered Mr. and Mrs. Flagler by
Mr. and Mrs. Robert on Thursday evening from 8:30 to
10:30. More than a hundred persons were present, residents
38. Juno Tropical  Sun,  November 18, 1891.
39. Ibid., March 16, 1893. Chapter 9, “‘Penetrating the Florida Frontier,”
of Sidney Walter Martin, Florida's Flagler, narrates Flagler’s coming
to the Lake Worth area.
40.  Juno Tropical  Sun,  March 16, 1893.
 41.      Ibid.                                                               
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and non-residents, all glad to greet the gentleman who has
taken such an active interest in Lake Worth and its brilliant
future. The dress suits of the gentlemen and the bright gowns
of the ladies foretold of the social future of our quondam
“paradise.” The guests were treated to some rare music by
Mrs. Robert, Miss Cluett and Mrs. Dimick. After dainty and
welcome refreshments and hearty thanks for a charming eve-
ning, the happy throng dispersed to their several homes under
the moonlit palm avenues or over the bright waters of the
quiet lake, to dream of Aladdin’s lamp. 42
There was good reason for the residents of the lake area to
dream of Aladdin’s lamp. A week after Flagler had departed,
The Tropical Sun reported that $400,000 in real estate had
changed hands. Flagler bought the Heyser homestead land of
136 acres on Lake Worth for $10,250. He paid $75,000 for
the McCormick place at Palm Beach, which a few years before
had sold for $10,000. The Brelsfords sold out for $60,000.
Another parcel brought $40,000. 43  In these purchases Flagler
secured most of the acreage for Palm Beach and for West Palm
Beach, which he proposed to develop as the railroad and service
town for Palm Beach. By May, the residents heard that the rail-
road magnate was going to build a great hotel at Palm Beach.
The Indian River Steamboat Company contracted to haul the con-
struction materials from Titusville to Jupiter. From there the
Celestial Line would transport them to the Lake, where another
fleet of boats would deliver the materials to the location. 44 Thus
all the materials for the Royal Poinciana were freighted across the
bar by the little railroad at a cost set variously from $60,000 to
$96,000. 45 This freight income in a fourteen-month period ex-
ceeded the total cost and receipts of the railroad to that time.
Flagler tried to buy the line to carry his hotel materials but the
Jacksonville system, then in mortal financial distress, asked so
much for the J. and L. W. that Flagler decided to pay the charges
rather than be scalped for the road which would be obsolete
when his own railroad reached the lake. 46
Flagler’s revenge upon those who had attempted to hold him
up was achieved when he by-passed the Jupiter-Juno peninsula
4 2 .  Ib id . ,  Apr i l  6 ,  1893 .
4 3 .  Ib id . ,  M a r c h  2 3 ,  1 8 9 3 .
44.  Ibid. ,  May 4, 26, 1893.
45 .  J .  Wadswor th  Travers ,  His to ry  o f  Beau t i f u l  Pa lm  Beach  (West
Palm Beach, 1931), 6.
46. Chillingworth, “Reminiscences,” loc. cit.
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and left Juno out of his railroad plans, a blow from which the
county seat and the Celestial Railroad never recovered. The resi-
dents thought that Flagler would have to use the peninsula be-
cause of swampy flatlands west of Lake Worth. But his engineers
built a bridge across the Loxahatchee River, west of Jupiter, and
laid the tracks across the flatlands into West Palm Beach. Storms
and floods later caused washouts but these were easily repaired
and the engineers’ judgment was vindicated. To destroy even more
the precarious hold of Juno on the regional economy, Flagler,
after he had secured control of the East Coast Canal and Trans-
portation Company, completed that company’s promised canal
commitments to the state and opened a canal into Lake Worth
north of Juno, to render the railroad completely useless. Juno,
by this latest action, became the terminus of a by-passed narrow-
gauge railroad.
The decline in the fortunes of the Celestial Railroad was also
directly related to the financial agony of the parent line, the
Jacksonville, Tampa, and Key West Railroad. This tentacled sys-
tem had been developed from a small road chartered in 1878. I t
had spread both west and east, south of Jacksonville. It invaded
Plant’s empire in the west and central parts of the state with too
little capital to overtake him. It never had the money to buck
Flagler once he decided to build the Florida East Coast system.
Through consolidations and purchases the J.T. and K.W. became
a $2,000,000 capitalization and by the same devices secured
1,474,129 acres of land. It extended its lines to Palatka and
then to Titusville, where the Indian River Steamboat Company
and the Jupiter and Lake Worth Railway gave it entrance to Lake
Worth and northern Dade County. 47 The Jacksonville line was
headed by Robert H. Coleman, who owned iron mines in eastern
Pennsylvania. But he could not dislodge Plant on the west coast
or compete successfully with the steamship companies along the
east coast. And certainly he could not out-bid Flagler once he
had decided to build the East Coast system. Coleman ran out
of money, and when he resorted to borrowing, he accumulated
debts faster than he secured more business.
Rumors of receivership were reported in 1891 but these were
strongly denied by company officials. In 1892, however, the
47. Writers Program, Florida, “The Railroads of Florida,” A-12.
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bankruptcy became an open fact. 48 The American Construction
Company of New Orleans, which had built part of the track of
a railroad acquired by the Jacksonville line, had never been paid
for its work in stock of the Jacksonville company. It made claims
on the Coleman road which it could not meet. 49 When this fact
became known, then the Pennsylvania Company for the Insurance
of Lives and Granting Annuities sued to protect its $4,000,000
mortgage with the J.T. and K.W. Judgments finally amounted to
$2,604,000. 50 The Florida Star commented that Coleman had
. . . built the Jacksonville, Tampa and Key West Railroad al-
most unaided and his friends think that this had much to do
with bringing on his present embarrassment.
When he took to building Florida railroads he found
something which would swallow money faster than the Leba-
non iron beds could produce it. 51
The receivership of the Coleman line was a long, drawn-out
lawyers’ circus which went through the Supreme Court and lasted
until 1899 when the Plant Investment Company bought it, later
to add it to the Atlantic Coast Line system. Flagler, through his
Southeastern Railroad, acquired the Indian River division. 52
The disintegration of the Coleman system knocked out the
Indian River Steamboat Company which was thrown into sepa-
rate receivership in 1895 for an accumulation of nearly $40,000
in debts. It suspended operations in April, 1895. 53
Small roads, such as the Celestial Line, did not count in
these battles of the railroad giants. Plant, Coleman, and Flagler
were all directors of the Plant Investment Company, but when
the creditors destroyed Coleman, his partners and fellow directors
picked his bones. Flagler secured those elements of the Coleman
lines which aided the development of his East Coast system as he
built southward. The Florida East Coast lines reached Rockledge
in February, 1893. Two months later Flagler was still buying
acreage for his new town of West Palm Beach which his railroad
entered on March 20, 1894. The city of West Palm Beach was
incorporated later that year by a voters’ choice of 77 to I.
48. Juno Tropical  Sun,  August 11, 1892.
49. Titusville Florida Star,  April 14, 1892.
50.  Ibid. ,  April 4, 1895.
51.  Ibid. ,  August 11, 1893.
52. Pettengill, 80-83. 
53. Titusville Florida Star,  April 29, 1895.
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THE  END OF THE  RAILROAD AND THE  DECLINE OF  JUNO
When the Indian River line laid up its steamers in April,
1895, service on the Jupiter and Lake Worth was suspended
also. 54 Its rolling stock was sold at public auction in Jackson-
ville in June, 1896. 55 Three months later residents along the
right-of-way petitioned the county commissioners to declare the
tax-defaulted roadbed a public highway. This was done in the fol-
lowing year, when the commissioners appropriated $450 to make
a twenty-foot road. 5 6 Dora Doster Utz, who as a girl in Jupiter
played on the locomotive, has given us a good account of the end
of the Celestial Railroad and the pallor which its passing left on
the area:
After we had lived in Jupiter proper for a year, it became
plain that the heyday of the river steamers and the little
Celestial was past. Mr. Flagler’s Florida East Coast Railway
had sealed their doom. It was so much more convenient for
tourists to pursue an uninterrupted journey to the paradise
that was Palm Beach and its world famous hotels, the Royal
Poinciana and The Breakers. In fact, Mr. Flagler built a
bridge across Lake Worth, which connected the towns of
West Palm Beach and Palm Beach, so that tourists rode on
the cars right up to the north entrance of the Royal Poinciana,
with no inconvenience at all. Those winter visitors, who still
preferred inland water routes, went out through the inlet at
Jupiter and back through the inlet at Lake Worth and Palm
Beach.
So, the Celestial fell into disuse, and Papa was commis-
sioned to dismantle it. Some of the river steamers, as the St.
Sebastian and the St. Lucie, were beached along the river
and eventually rotted away there. For a time the captain and
his family lived on one, and its grand salon was used for
entertainments of various kinds. Often itinerant theatrical
troupes came down the river and put on performances on
these boats for us.
The little mail boat, “Dixie,” was tied up in the canal and
disintegrated there. The big railroad carried the mail now,
supplanting the primitive years of boat, stagecoach, and
even the barefooted mailmen, walking the route along the
beach.
5 4 .  I b i d .
55. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, July 1, 1896.
56. Dade County Board of County Commissioners, Minutes,  August 4,
October 12, December 8, 1896.
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The hotel was abandoned, and the nearby saloon vacated,
becoming the meeting place of more respectable pursuits,
like dances, for instance.
There was something sad about how quickly the little
stops along the Celestial right-of-way were abandoned, but it
was natural that they should because transportation for their
produce was no longer available. So shacks were left with
doors ajar, and the odoriferous pineapple patches ripened and
perfumed the air with their golden fruit unpicked.
The jungles and the underbrush were fast claiming the
right-of-way, and the sorrowful call of the Mourning Dove
seemed to be sounding a requiem to its passing. 57
This graphic picture of Jupiter and its environs is stark but
this place still had the government offices and services which
enabled it to survive. Not so Juno, the bride on the Lake. It kept
the courthouse only until Miami reclaimed it in 1899. Juno was
desolated by the disappearance of the Celestial Railroad and
withered away after 1896. Judge Chillingworth, in his long
historical description of the early days on Lake Worth, written in
1932, gave a clear analysis of Juno’s handicaps and its limitations
for expansion :
Of all the county seats that ever existed in the United
States, I believe that Juno was one of the most unique. In the
first place, it was never incorporated into a town. It was
simply a hamlet or unincorporated village. It had at various
times about seven dwelling houses, two boarding houses, one
newspaper building and one very small railroad station and
one small store on the dock near the water’s edge. In addi-
tion there was the courthouse, the jail and the kitchen to the
jail. Juno never had a church. No preacher ever lived there.
No doctor ever lived there nor practiced medicine there. It
never had more than two lawyers at one time. It never had a
schoolhouse except in the latter part of its career as a county
seat, and then a very small building in which school was
held for a short time. It never had a bank or other financial
institution. It did have one newspaper, The Tropical Sun,
which later moved to West Palm Beach, and is now published
there. 58
The foregoing description of Juno was written by a dis-
tinguished jurist who had begun his law practice in the tiny
57. Dora Doster Utz, Life on the Loxahatchee and West  Palm Beach
(Photo-copy in possession of the Palm Beach Historical Society),
2 3 - 2 4 .  
58. Chillingworth, “Reminiscences,” loc. cit.
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village. His affectionate memory of Juno is apparent in his re-
collections. C.M. Gardner, as editor-in-chief of the Business
Directory, Guide and History of Dade County, Fla. for 1896-7,
appraised the future of Juno more dispassionately and more
correctly :
The vegetable industry around Juno has been increased
during the past year and will eventually assume large pro-
portions. There is also fine hammock land in the vicinity.
The discontinuance of that portion of the canal and the
completion of the railroad reduced fares and freights so that
the boats could not run and the entire line and the railroad
were abandoned. Had the canal been cut through, as per con-
tract, the boat line could have been maintained and cheaper
freights resulted. Juno and vicinity have now about one
hundred inhabitants and it is not likely that it will ever be
more that a farmer’s village and postoffice. . . . 59
Juno was consumed by fire after the courthouse was moved
back to Miami. Judge Chillingworth visited the site of the village
and was able to locate the brick foundation wall of the court-
house. He urged that a monument be erected to mark the location
of the railroad that went to Juno. In the 1930’s a group of
pioneers did erect a monument which marked the spot where
the present highway crossed the right-of-way of the Celestial
Railroad. A bronze medallion, imbedded in the front of the stone,
explained the significance of the monument. Figurines, which
adorned the upper corners of the marker, were soon stolen by
vandals. About ten years later, when the State Highway Depart-
ment was re-surfacing the highway in front of the marker, a
machine knocked the monument over and broke it. Soon after,
someone chiseled the bronze plate free and made off with it. 60
Thus, at the present time the obliteration of Juno is complete.
59. Gardner and Kennedy, Business Directory,  Guide and History of
Dade County, Fla. for 1896-1897, 48-49.
60. Stuart News, May 1, 1947.
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THE TREATY OF MOULTRIE CREEK, 1823
by JOHN  K. MAHON
A DECADE BEFORE THE  United States obtained possession ofthe whole of Florida the Indians had learned to fear Ameri-
cans. Three times the men of the new nation to the north had in-
vaded the peninsula; two of these invasions had brought ruin to
the redmen. The first invasion-during the “Patriot War” of
1811-1813 - had initiated the disintegration of the towns and the
agriculture of the Indians, east of the Suwannee River. The
second - Andrew Jackson’s campaign in 1818 - had wreaked
the same havoc upon those west of the Suwannee. The Florida
Indians were never the same after these two catastrophes;
perceptive white men testified to this fact. In 1822, Captain
John R. Bell, U.S. Army, acting agent to the Seminoles said they
had once been proud, numerous, and wealthy, possessing great
numbers of cattle, horses, and slaves; “they are now weak and
poor, yet their native spirit is not so much broken as to humble
them to the dust.” The following year Joseph M. Hernandez, a
pre-United States Floridian and a person of consequence in the
peninsula put it this way. “. . . being thus broken up [they]
have continued ever Since, without the least Kind of Spirit of
industry or enterprize, - they could at one time have been con-
sidered as having arrived at the first Stage Civilization.” But it
remained for one of their own to set their downfall in deeply
touching words. Chief Sitarky said, “When I walk about these
woods, now so desolate, and remember the numerous herds that
once ranged through them, and the former prosperity of our
nation, the tears come into my eyes.” 1
Quite naturally the Seminoles were alarmed when rumor
reached them that Spain had transferred their abode to the
1. J. R. Bell to Secy. of War, Jan. 22, 1822, American State Papers:
Ind ian  A f f a i r s ,  I I ,  416 ;  J .  M.  Hernandez  to  Secy .  o f  War ,  Mar .
11, 1823, in Clarence E. Carter (ed.), Territorial Papers of the
United States: Florida Territory, XXII, 644; Sitarky quoted in Wil-
liam H. Simmons, Notices of East Florida: With an Account of the
S e m i n o l e  N a t i o n  o f  I n d i a n s  (Char les ton ,  1822) ,  89 ;  Joseph  M.
White to Secy. of War, December 1, 1822, ASP: Indian Affairs, II,
411.  For  de ta i l  on  the  “Pat r io t  War” see  Rember t  W.  Pat r ick ,
Florida Fiasco (Athens, Ga., 1954).
[ 350 ]
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United States. Rumor is all that percolated through to them, and
there was plenty of time for it to eat at their nerves, since two
years passed before the treaty of transfer was ratified by both
sides. Meanwhile, white speculators whispered that Andrew
Jackson was coming with a large army to wipe them out once and
for all. Some Indians sold their slaves and cattle at disaster prices
and plunged into the interior. The United States, for its part,
did nothing to relieve the anxiety of the savages. 2 Few of its
leaders, indeed, seemed to feel that Article Six of the treaty of
transfer applied to the Seminoles:
The inhabitants of the territories which his Catholic Majesty
cedes to the United States, by this treaty, shall be incorporated
in the Union of the United States,  as soon as may be
consistent with the principles of the Federal Constitution, and
admitted to the enjoyment of all the privileges, rights, and
immunities, of the citizens of the United States. 3
But that the new owner of the peninsula was acutely aware
of the redmen living there is certain, for the government appoint-
ed a subagent to deal with them before the real estate had of-
ficially changed hands. The date of his commission was March
31, 1821; the person, a Frenchman named Jean A. Penieres. No
one on the ground could see sufficient reason for his choice inas-
much as he could speak neither Muskogee, Hitchiti, nor English.
Certainly the choice did not spring from known sympathy for
his charges. He reported that the Seminoles seemed dirtier and
lazier than other Indians he had seen. 4
On March 2, 1821, Congress sharply reduced the army. A
few words will show the connection between this event and the
narrative we are following. One result of the cut was that there
was to be but one major general instead of two. This raised the
delicate political problem of what to do with the “riffed” one,
he being none other than Andrew Jackson, a folk hero. Inas-
much as Jackson more than any man had panted after Florida and
2. Charles Vignoles, Observations Upon the Floridas (New York, 1823),
134, 135.    
3. Treaty of Amity, Settlement, and Limits Between the United States
and  His  Ca tho l i c  Majes ty ,  February  22 ,  1819 ,  in  ASP:  Foreign
Relations, IV, 623-625.
4. Secy. of War to J.  A. Penieres, Mar. 31, 1821, Territorial Papers:
Florida, XXII;, 27; J. R. Bell to Secy. of War, Aug. 14, 1821, ibid.,
170; J. A. Penieres to Andrew Jackson, July 19, 1821, ASP: Indian
Affairs,  II,  412.
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been responsible for connecting it at last with the United States,
a solution was ready at hand. The President’s commission was
issued to him on March 10, 1821, to be governor of the new
territory. Nor was he the only person to pass off of the payroll
of the army and onto that of the territorial government. Several
displaced officers took the same path. 5
The appointment of their old conqueror was bad news to the
Seminoles. Could they have seen his correspondence, it would
have seemed worse. Jackson told John Quincy Adams, Secretary
of State, that in 1818 he had ordered many of the “Redstick”
Creeks to go back north whither they had come. Nearly a thousand
warriors had migrated to Florida after General Jackson had
beaten them in the Creek War, 1813-1814. These migrants were
part of the faction of the Creek Nation which had warred upon
the United States, a faction referred to as “Redsticks.”
“These Indians,” Jackson wrote later, “can have no claim to
lands in the Floridas, humanity and justice is sufficiently ex-
tended to them by . . . permission to return, and live in peace
with their own nation.” He either did not realize the deep hatred
existing between the Florida migrants and the Creeks who had
not moved (a hatred which resulted from having fought against
each other in the Creek War) or else he did not care. 6
Until Andrew Jackson should reach his new post he des-
ignated Captain Bell to act for him. By law the governor of the
territory was also superintendent of Indian affairs. But the
government failed to explain to Bell the role of Penieres. As a
result, the acting superintendent wrote, “I am informed that a
french gentleman has been on the St. Johns river styling himself
an authorized agent of the United States to explore the country
and to hold talks with the Indians, him I shall take measures thro
the Alcalde to have brought before me.” Eighteen days later
the Secretary of War, John C. Calhoun, posted a letter advising
him that Penieres was a legitimate representative. 7
5. An Act to Reduce and Fix the Military Peace Establishment . .
March 2, 1821, U. S. Statutes at Large, III, 615; Territorial Papers:
Florida, XXII, 21n.
6. Andrew Jackson to Secy. of State, April 2, 1821, Territorial Papers:
Florida, XXII, 29; Jackson to Secy. of War, Sept. 20, 1821, ibid.,
211.
7 .  J .  R .  Be l l  t o  Secy .  o f  War ,  Ju ly  17 ,  1821 ,  Terr i t o r ia l  Paper s :
Florida, XXII, 126; Secy. of War to J. R. Bell, Aug. 4, 1821, ibid.,
164.
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Meanwhile, the suspense was unbearable for the Seminoles.
They had to try to learn what lay in store for them under the
United States. Several times some chiefs went to St. Augustine
to make inquiry, but could learn little. Next, Micanopy, head chief
of a number of bands, arranged with two trusted white men,
Horatio S. Dexter and Edmund M. Wanton, to negotiate a treaty
for his people. This was close to July 17, 1821, the date when
Governor Jackson arrived and took formal possession of Pensa-
cola. One of his first acts was to issue orders to seize these “self
made” Indian agents, for no white man had a right to negotiate
with the savages except as an authorized agent of the government.
No harm came to Dexter and Wanton, neither did any treaty
result, for not only did the Governor refuse to deal with such
agents, but he also stated his desire nevermore to be involved
in a treaty with Indians. Inasmuch as Congress had both the
authority and the power to handle Indian affairs, he said, there
was no sense in treating the tribes as nations. 8
On September 28, 1821, Secretary Calhoun appointed Cap-
tain Bell acting agent to the Seminoles. Now the organization
for handling the Indians was complete: Jackson was superin-
tendent, Bell acting agent, and Penieres subagent. It mattered
not that neither superintendent nor acting agent had met the
subagent, with a full table of organization on the white side it
appeared likely that the redmen would soon know where they
stood. Fate did not so dispose! On October 6 Andrew Jackson
went off to the Hermitage, never to return to Florida. At about
the same moment Penieres died of yellow fever. Only a few
weeks later Captain Bell was charged with conduct unbecoming
an officer and suspended from his duties. Thus the organization
was shattered, the Indians left wondering. 9
But the government in Washington and the white leaders in
the peninsula continued to ponder on the problem of the Semi-
noles. They considered two alternatives: to concentrate the
Indians somewhere in Florida or to remove them altogether.
8. A. Jackson to Secy. of War, Sept.  17, 1821, ibid. ,  207; Dexter and
Wanton to A. Eustis, Oct. 5, 1821, ibid., 244. For data on Horatio
Dexter see Mark F. Boyd, “Horatio S. Dexter and Events Leading
t o  t h e  T r e a t y  o f  M o u l t r i e  G r e e k  w i t h  t h e  S e m i n o l e  I n d i a n s , ”
Florida Anthropologist, XI (Sept., 1958), 65-95.
9. Secy. of War to J. R. Bell, Sept. 28, 1821, Territorial Papers:
Florida, XXII, 220. For Bell’s court martial and subsequent acquittal
see ibid. ,  409n.
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Calhoun defined these two courses as early as March, 1821.
Which alternative had Governor Jackson preferred? His first
choice was to remove them out of the peninsula, but he saw,
once on the ground, that this was unobtainable at the moment.
Then they must be concentrated, and the proper place was along
the Apalachicola River close to the Georgia and Alabama
boundaries. There they could not cut communication between
St. Augustine and Pensacola; there a white settlement would
stand between them and the sea. They must not have access to
open ocean because across it they could receive foreign influence
and foreign arms and ammunition. Indeed, they had carried on a
traffic with Cuba for many decades. But situated along the upper
Apalachicola they would be hemmed in on all sides. 10
Most white men preferred the alternative of eliminating
them from the peninsula, and the simplest way to do this, at least
on the surface, was to send them off to rejoin the Creeks in
Georgia and Alabama. This solution did not reckon with the
Seminoles. Acting Governor William Worthington gave his
estimate of their attitude toward it: “It is said they never will
consent to go up among the Creeks - They will assume no
hostile attitude, against the United States, no matter what Course
they may adopt respecting them - But if they are ordered up
amongst the Creeks, they will take to the bushes.” Respecting
the other alternative, Worthington said be thought they would
willingly concentrate in Florida. 11
Florida, being surrounded on three sides by water, was viewed
as highly vulnerable to foreign attack, especially so with the
Indians in it. Yet late in 1821 the Secretary of War let it be
known that the administration would not try to force the natives
out, that is, would not unless Congress took the initiative by
authorizing such action and appropriating the money for it. 12
Meanwhile, the white personnel for Indian affairs continued
to change. When Governor Jackson left, his duties were divided
between two acting governors, William Worthington for East
Florida and George Walton for West Florida. The Indian super-
intendency, so far as anybody knew, was split between them. The
10. A. Jackson to Secy. of War, Sept.  20, 1821, ibid. ,  211; Secy. of
War to J.  A. Penieres,  Mar. 31, 1821, ibid. ,  27; Secy. of War to
J.  R. Bell ,  Sept.  28,  1821, ibid. ,  220.
11. William Worthington to Secy. of War, Dec. 294.
12. Secy. of War to A. Jackson, Nov. 16, 1821,
4,  1821,  ibid.,
ibid. ,  278.
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next change was the appointment of Peter Pelham, a “riffed” of-
ficer on October 29, 1821, to replace the late Penieres as sub-
agent. Then, on April 17, 1822, a commission was issued to
William Pope DuVal, a judge in East Florida, to succeed Jackson
as the Governor of the Territory of Florida. Three weeks later
Major Gad Humphreys of New York was appointed Indian agent.
He had served thirteen years in the Army before being cast out
by the reduction of 1821, and was badly in need of a regular
sa la ry .  Cap ta in  Be l l  -  who had been cleared of the earlier
charges - had applied for the job given Humphreys, and Secre-
tary of War John C. Calhoun assured him that the latter had not
been chosen because of superior fitness but of greater need. Now
the table of organization was complete once more, and there was
reason to suppose that the Seminoles might expect to learn their
fate promptly. 13
The new governor was to loom very large in the sight of the
Florida Indians, if for no other reason than that he held his post
for twelve years. A descendant of Huguenots expelled from France
by the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, he left Virginia, the
place where his forbears had settled, and became a hunter in Ken-
tucky. Then, of a sudden, he grew dissatisfied with what he saw
ahead, abandoned the free ways of the forest and took up the
study of law. Since he had had little education his new way was
hard, but he doggedly stayed with it, and in 1804 was licensed
to practice. It was his fortune sometime in his life to have en-
countered Washington Irving. That author considered him typi-
cal of the best strains in frontiersmen and wrote several stories
centered around his career, using for him the name of “Ralph
Ringwood.” At least in the beginning, DuVal had a wide streak of
sympathy for the Indians. 14
Governor DuVal found the Indians understandably uneasy.
They were wandering in every direction. Because floods had
ruined their crops, some of them were actually starving. They
were digging up miles of the country for “briar” root (coontie)
13. Secy. of War to Peter Pelham, Oct.  29, 1821, ibid. ,  264; William
P. DuVal’s commission, April 17, 1822, ibid., 469; Gad Humphrey’s
commission, ibid. ,  429; see also 429n; Secy. of War to J. R. Bell,
June 1,  1822,  ibid. ,  450; Secy. of War to DuVal,  June 11, 1822,
ibid. ,  453.
14. James O. Knauss, “William Pope DuVal,” Florida Historical Quarter-
l y ,  XI  ( J an .  1933 ) ,  95 -139 .
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which would fend off starvation. They were not willing to make
any improvements on the land lest the white settlers crowding in
confiscate it. Throughout the summer and autumn of 1822 Du-
Val continued to tell this doleful story to the government and to
urge action. Meanwhile, he did what he could on the spot. July
29 he issued a proclamation saying that no white man might deal
with the natives unless he had a special license, and none might
settle near an Indian town. This measure was terribly unpopular
with many of his own people who made money from the Indians,
and could not be enforced. Seeing this, the Governor urged that
his charges be bundled out of the state, either to join the Creeks
or to resettle west of the Mississippi. 15
The Monroe administration was obliged to choose positively
between the alternative courses. At first it favored reuniting the
Seminoles with the Creeks, but this policy met opposition not on-
ly from the Seminoles but from the people of Georgia. Accord-
ingly, it took Jackson’s advice to locate them near the Apalachi-
cola River, this resettlement to be accomplished that very fall. In
July, 1822, Secretary Calhoun said the shift would already have
been completed but for the lack of money. By late August, how-
ever, this relocation lost favor because the administration realized
that it might interfere with the Forbes Purchase which the United
States was honoring pending final settlement of it in court. All
the while the Indians remained on tenterhooks, unable to find out
what lay in store for them. 16
They were humble enough about it. Captain Bell had ex-
plained the why of this when he had been in Florida. “They ap-
pear sensible of their reduced situation; that they are too weak
to make much resistance in war; and that the presumptive rights
to their land has passed into the hands of the American govern-
ment. To that Government, they now look for that liberality,
15. DuVal to Secy. of War, June 21, 1822, Territorial Papers: Florida,
XXII, 471; DuVal to Secy. of War, July 18, 1822, ibid., 491; Proc-
lamation,  July 29,  1822, ibid. ,  504; DuVal to Secy. of War, Sept.
22, 1822, ibid., 533, 534.
16. Secy. of War to DuVal,  July 17, 1822, ibid. ,  488; Secy. of War to
DuVal, Aug. 19, 1822; ibid., 508; Secy. of War to DuVal, Aug. 28,
1822, ibid., 518.
The Forbes Purchase comprised about 1,250,000 acres along the east
bank  of  the  Apalach ico la  River .  The  case  concern ing  i t  was  f ina l ly
settled in favor of the assigns of Forbes in 1835. The brief concerning
the case is printed in Record of the Case of Colin Mitchell and Others
v .  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  (Washing ton ,  1831) .  For  the  s to ry  in  b r ie f  see
William T. Cash, The Story of Florida, 2 vols. (New York, 1938), I, 328.
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justice, and protection, which it has extended to other nations of
Indians.” It is noteworthy that his estimate added up to the same
thing as Acting Governor Worthington’s quoted above; the In-
dians intended to keep the peace if at all possible. Nevertheless
the pressure upon them was very great; hunger, the thronging
white men encroaching on their lands, and the inevitable frictions
between the two cultures, white and red, pushed them into a
corner. There were many border incidents and a murder or
two. 17
The time had come to solve the Seminole problem lest it grow
very ugly. Accordingly, the administration sought to reach de-
cisive action late in 1822. A council with the Indians was set at
St. Marks to be held November 20. This was expected to pro-
duce an agreement, but before it could take place the organization
broke down a second time. To begin with, Peter Pelham, the
subagent, fell ill and had to go north for his life. Then, late in
September, 1822, Governor DuVal abruptly left for Kentucky to
tend to his personal fortunes. Lastly, Agent Humphreys did not
appear in Florida although he was supposed to organize and run
the projected council. There was no one to negotiate for the
government at the council. Acting Governor George Walton was
in a state of panic. His nerves were near the snapping place any-
way, because a terrible epidemic of yellow fever was rampant in
Pensacola, carrying off his friends and loved ones. He had no
knowledge of what the government intended to do at the talks-
DuVal had not posted him - nor had he any money to buy the
presents and food necessary for a pow-wow. Meanwhile, the In-
dians had already been notified, and it was too late to head them
off. Yet if they went to St. Marks and found no representative
of the United States there, relations would be permanently dam-
aged. Walton all but wrung his hands in his letter to Secretary
Calhoun. 18
In the end, that situation occurred which the acting Governor
had shuddered to foresee. A few chiefs went to the rendezvous
on the 20th, and found no preparations to receive them. They
waited three days, then left annoyed. It was not until a week later
17. J. R. Bell to Secy. of War, Aug. 22, 1822, ASP: Indian Affairs, II,
416 ;  DuVal  to  Secy .  o f  War ,  Aug .  3 ,  1822 ,  Terr i t o r ia l  Paper s :
Florida, XXII, 501.
18. A. Eustis to Secy. of War, July 23, 1822, ibid. ,  495; G. Walton to
Secy. of War, Nov. 4,  1822, ibid. ,  501.
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that the “crash” negotiator, Thomas Wright, a paymaster in the
U.S. Army, reached St. Marks. He called the nearby chiefs to-
gether and explained the government’s embarrassment. The In-
dians were good natured about it, for they apparently realized
that they dared not ruffle the new lords of their peninsula. The
head chief in that quarter, Neamathla, assured Wright that his
people would remain quiet until a permanent arrangement was
made for them. 19
What a change was here revealed in Neamathla! In 1817,
only five years before, he had sent word to General E. P. Gaines,
commanding at Ft. Scott, that if American troops so much as
crossed to the Indian side of the Flint River, they would be at-
tacked. Now in 1822, although goaded by uncertainty and sus-
pense, he was meek and tractable while the United States,
through carelessness and poor organization, appeared to trifle with
the future of his people. The steep decline of the Florida Indians
was here vividly demonstrated. 20
At length the white personnel began to reassemble. At long
last Agent Humphreys made his appearance in Pensacola on
Christmas Eve. A month later, Acting Governor Walton issued
him instructions. He had delayed the issue because in DuVal’s
absence he truly did not know what the policy of the government
was. Naturally, his orders were comfortably general. Try to get
the savages to give up the hunt and turn to agriculture, he said,
and “. . . prevent animosity and dissension among themselves,
and suppress apprehension of severity or injustice from our Gov-
ernment, and of violence from the Creek Indians.” General or
not, this was a big order. 21
Governor DuVal returned to Florida in March, 1823, and
bustled about condemning everyone but himself for the confu-
sion which his absence had created. 22
Meanwhile, in Washington the problem of the Florida In-
dians was under discussion. President Monroe referred to it in
his annual message. Thereupon the House of Representatives
established a temporary committee to report on that portion of the
19. Thomas Wright to G. Walton, Dec. 7, 1822, ibid., 578.
20. George Perryman to Lt. Sands, Feb. 24, 1817, ASP: Military Affairs,
I, 681, 682.             
21.  G. Walton’s instructions to Humphreys, Jan. 21, 1823, Territorial
Papers: Florida, XXII, 602.
22. DuVal to Secy. of State, Mar. 16, 1823, ibid., 649.
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message. The head of this committee, Thomas Metcalfe of Ken-
tucky, wrote to Florida for information and then on February 21,
1823, gave his report to the House. His committee, marvelous to
tell, took Article Six of the treaty of transfer with Spain seriously.
The Indians, the report said, must be accorded the privileges of
citizens of the United States. The thing to do, it continued, was
to give each Seminole family a grant of land. This action would
break up the tribal bond and introduce in its stead the energy of
private enterprise. Thus stimulated, they would be prepared to
amalgamate with the white society. Even though this report
showed scant appreciation of the grip upon the Indians of their
own culture, it was surprisingly humane. It was also not much
attended to. 23
Joseph M. Hernandez, in 1823 territorial delegate to Con-
gress from Florida, helped lead the administration toward action.
In reply to his urging, Secretary Calhoun stated the new policy.
Commissioners were to be appointed at once to hold a talk, and be
instructed to insist upon a concentration of the natives south of
“Charlotte’s River.” If there should prove to be insufficient land
for cultivation in that area, the commissioners were to be em-
powered to extend the reservation northward toward Tampa Bay.
The documents do not show why the region along the Apalachi-
cola was given up in favor of a southern reservation. They do,
however, show that the Indians who ranged east of the Suwannee
favored the latter, while those to the west of that river were almost
more willing to migrate to the Far West, beyond the Mississippi,
than to such a place. 24
In any case, Secretary Calhoun meant what he said. On April
7 commissions went out of the War Department to James Gads-
den of South Carolina and to Bernardo Segui of Florida, accom-
23. Metcalfe for Comm. on Indian Affairs to the House of Representa-
tives, Feb. 21, 1823, ASP: Indian Affairs, II, 408-410.
24. J. M. Hernandez to Secy. of War, Mar. 11, 1823, Territorial Papers:
Florida, XXII, 644; DuVal to Secy. of (State, Mar. 16, 1823, ibid.,
649; Secy. of War to J.  M. Hernandez, Mar. 19, 1823, ibid. ,  652;
J. Gadsden to Secy. of War, June 11, 1823, ibid., 695.
Charlotte’s River was a name that showed on several contemporary
maps. Inasmuch as little was known of the south of Florida, its position
did not correspond exactly with any watercourse existing today, but it
probably was what became known later as Pease or Peace Creek. This
stream also bore the designation of Tolochopko or Talakchopko Creek on
some maps. See maps issued by J. S. Tanner in 1823, John Lee Williams
in 1837, and Capt. John Mackey and Lt. J. E. Blake in 1840.
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panied by the instructions described to Hernandez. Little is
known of Segui except that he was a Minorcan who had migrated
to Dr. Turnbull’s colony of New Smyrna. But Gadsden’s name is
more widely recognized because of the purchase he made in 1853
which filled out the boundaries of the continental United States,
except for Alaska. He had been a lieutenant of engineers during
the War of 1812, and an aide to General Jackson thereafter,
holding that post in the invasion of Florida in 1818. By 1820
he had attained the grade of colonel and been appointed adjutant
general, but he resigned in a huff when the Senate refused to
confirm his appointment. The new assignment as commissioner
to treat with the Indians brought about his migration to Florida. 25
On June 30 Governor DuVal was instructed to make himself
a part of the commission. He would have been appointed when
the other two were, said the Secretary, except that it had not been
known then that he had returned from Kentucky. DuVal ac-
cepted on July 15, but much of his energy had to be devoted to
being governor. Of the pair, Gadsden and Segui, the former took
the initiative. It did not seem feasible to meet with the redmen
until their summer agriculture was over, so the date set was Sep-
tember 5. Three months in advance of that day Micanopy and
Jumper, a “Redstick” Creek who had established himself as first
counsellor, committed the tribes over which Micanopy had some
jurisdiction to be present. In an attempt to avoid incidents which
might jeopardize the forthcoming critical negotiations, Governor
DuVal revoked all trading licenses issued to white men before his
administration. 26
Beginning with his summons to the Indians to come to the
talks Gadsden took a hard tone. He gave them to understand
that a treaty was to be concluded, and that “. . . those tribes who
neglect the invitation, or obstinately refuse to attend, will be
considered as embraced within the compact formed, and forced
to comply with its provisions.” This is obviously not the language
of diplomacy but rather of the strong to the weak. That was per-
fectly clear to the Seminoles.
25. “James Gadsden” in Dictionary of American Biography; also Terri-
torial Papers: Florida, XXII, 42n on Gadsden; Commissions to Gads-
den and Bernardo Segui, Apr. 7, 1823, ibid., 659, 660.
26. Agreement marked by Micanopy and Jumper, June 4, 1823, ASP:
Ind ian  A f f a i r s ,  I I ,  432 ;  P roc l ama t ion  June  7 ,  1823 ,  Terr i t o r ia l
Papers: Florida, XXII, 694; also ibid., 659n.
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Gadsden’s personal preference was to remove the natives from
Florida altogether. Inasmuch as this was not included in his in-
structions, he undertook to sell the Secretary of War on the need:
[Florida] must be as internally weak as she is externally
assailable. An Indian population, under these circumstances,
connected with another class of population, which will in-
evitably predominate in Florida, must necessarily add to her
natural weaknesses. . . . It is useless to enlarge on the policy
of removing a class of savages from where they may prove
dangerous to where they would be comparatively harmless.
In this presentation the Commissioner revealed a principal rea-
son why many white men wished to get rid of the Florida Indians.
That other “class of population” to which he referred was not
secure as long as there existed Indian villages to which they could
escape. Too many slaves to suit the masters had already disap-
peared, presumably in that direction. 27
As for Calhoun, he needed no convincing. He agreed that it
was important to move the savages out of the peninsula, but
could do nothing to bring it about. His reason? There were no
lands west of the Mississippi available which the government
could assign to them, and no funds to purchase any. The policy
of systematic Indian removal, although the Secretary could not
know it, still lay seven years in the future. 28
Meanwhile, Andrew Jackson, living the life of a planter at
the Hermitage, learned of the proposed negotiation and offered
Secretary Calhoun his advice. He had already communicated his
ideas to his friend Commissioner Gadsden, he said, and presumed
to address the government unsolicited because he wished very
much to see Gadsden succeed in his first Indian assignment. The
thing to do, Jackson said, was to send half the Fourth U.S. In-
fantry Regiment from Pensacola to the vicinity of Tampa Bay.
This show of force would hasten the concentration of the In-
dians which was to be arranged in the forthcoming talks; indeed
without it they might refuse to comply. 29
James Gadsden had already adopted his old chief’s views. A
month before Jackson’s letter to the Secretary he had urged a
27. J.  Gadsden to Secy. of War, June 11, 1823, ASP: Indian Affairs,
I I ,  4 3 3 ,  4 3 4 .
2 8 .  I b i d .
29 .  A .  Jackson  to  Secy .  o f  War ,  Ju ly  14 ,  1823 ,  Terr i t o r ia l  Paper s :
Florida, XXII, 719, 720.
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show of strength in the following words: “. . . a judicious loca-
tion of an adequate force simultaneous with the concentration of
the Indians cannot but have the happy effect of obtaining such a
controul as to render them perfectly Subservient to the views of
Government.” The use of the phrase “perfectly Subservient,” if
the Commissioner chose his words carefully, once more indicates
that the relationship between the two negotiating parties was
hardly one of balance of power. 30
The movements of troops on the flanks of the proposed reser-
vation was calculated to influence the Seminoles. But this was
not the purpose of the detachment of soldiers to be present on
the treaty grounds. A military detachment was a standard prop
at Indian parleys; in truth the savages would have felt deprived
without the panoply and color which their presence added. Ac-
cordingly, Governor DuVal directed Captain John Erving, com-
mandant of St. Francis Barracks in St. Augustine to send one
officer and twenty-five enlisted men to the site. The Captain be-
gan by protesting that he could spare only half that number, but
in the end produced the full complement under the command of
Lieutenant James Wolfe Ripley. 31
The detachment would not have far to go since the spot se-
lected for the council was the second landing place on the north
bank of Moultrie Creek, about five miles south of St. Augustine.
By contrast, the Indian bands west of the Suwannee River would
have to travel 250 miles to get there. On the other hand, Mican-
opy’s bands had been consulted and had no doubt favored the
site which was very convenient for them. In judging the choice
of the meeting place one must remember that there were no
inland white settlements at the time, no central points to which
the supplies necessary for a council could be transported. 32
During the summer Governor DuVal appointed Horatio S.
Dexter - erstwhile negotiator for the Seminoles - to act as sub-
agent in the place of Peter Pelham, still ill and absent. Dexter,
who knew the Indians of the peninsula quite well, estimated that
1500 of them would attend the talk. They would consume three
30. J.  Gadsden to Secy. of War, June 11, 1823, ibid. ,  696.
31 .  In te rchange ,  DuVal  and  Cap t .  John  Erv ing ,  26 ,  27 ,  Aug . ,  1823 ,
ASP: Indian Affairs, II, 436.
32. St. Augustine East Florida Herald, Sept. 6, 1823, described the treaty
grounds as the second landing place on the north bank of Moultrie
Creek.
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tons of rice. But the other persons responsible for the success of
the negotiation were not as optimistic as he. There was some
anxiety among them that important chiefs might absent them-
selves in spite of Gadsden’s dire warning. To insure the atten-
dance of the trans-Suwannee bands, Agent Gad Humphreys and
interpreter Stephen Richards conducted a party of 350 the whole
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250 miles. Their trek was conducted so skillfully that the Mika-
sukies and Tallahassees (the most important bands west of the
Suwannee) did not feel themselves herded; indeed were willing
to see the two white men given an especial reward (to be noted
later). In the end, the pessimists were closer to the truth than
Dexter. Many Indian families were left home to tend the crops,
so that only about 425 redmen, including a few women, attended
the talks. If Dexter’s estimate had been followed concerning pro-
visions, those present must have had to wade through the rice. 33
The Florida Indians - both those who attended and those
who stayed away - did not constitute a cohesive society. About
all they had in common was the Creek culture. There were many
divisive factors tending to offset the common culture. For one,
the bands spoke two major, mutually incomprehensible tongues,
Muskogee and Hitchiti, besides various dialects of these. Second,
the Indians had not come to Florida from the north as a body, but
in individual bands, having no contact with each other, over the
span of a century. The last increments had come to the peninsula
as recently as 1814, and some even later. Some bands of the
late-comers had amalgamated with those already here, others had
not. All in all, with such a background, there could hardly have
been very much cohesion.
The three major groupings were called Mikasuky, Tallahas-
see, and Seminole. The two former resided west of the Suwan-
nee, the latter had scattered pretty well over the upper portion of
the peninsula. Contemporaries usually reserved the name “Semi-
nole” for those peninsular Indians who stemmed from the band
which had migrated into what is now Alachua County in the mid-
dle of the eighteenth century. Cowkeeper had been head chief
at the time of migration. It will be obvious, however, that in this
article, “Seminole” is applied to almost all of the Florida Indians.
For purposes of negotiation the diverse bands who arrived at
Moultrie Creek needed a head chief. Accordingly, a mile and
one-half short of the treaty ground they foregathered to reach an
agreement among themselves. They chose Neamathla, head chief
of the Mikasukies. He had the respect of red and white men
33. DuVal to H. S. Dexter, May 10, 1823, Territorial Papers: Florida,
XXII, 681; St. Augustine East Florida Herald, Sept. 6, 1823; Boyd,
op. ci t . ,  86.
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alike; indeed Governor DuVal called him the most remarkable
savage he had ever seen. 34
Because of the Indians’ organizational meeting the council
itself got under way one day later than agreed. The only ac-
count known to me of the opening day written by a person who
was there, (other than the official minutes) is the diary entry of
the Reverend Joshua Nichols Glenn of St. Augustine. In com-
pany with numerous other townsfolk he took the day off to see
the show at Moultrie Creek. These are his words:
Sat 6th the Treaty with the Floriday Indians commenced to
day in the morning Capt. Wm. Levingston his wife and
Daughter Mr. and Mrs. Streeter and my Self went up to Moul-
try the place of holding the Treaty in a very comfortable Boat
-accompanied by many other gentlemen and Ladies in other
B o a t s  - a little after we landed the Indians came from their
Camps to the Commissioners Camp to Salute the Commis-
sioners & hold their first talks this was quite Novel - the
Indians came in a body with a White Flag flying - beating
a little thing Similar to a Drum and Singing a kind of a Song
at the end of every appearant verse one of them gave a
Shrill hoop - which was succeeded by a loud and universal
Scream from them all - in this way they marched up to the
Commissioners - when two of them in their birthday Suit
and painted all over white with white Sticks in their hands
and feathers tied on them - came up to them (viz the Com-
missioners) and made many marks on them - then their
King Nehlemathlas came forward and Shook hands and after
him all the chiefs in rotation - after which the King Smoked
his pipe and then observed that he considered us gentlemen
as Fathers and Brethren and the Ladies as Mothers and Sis-
ters the Commissioners then conducted the chiefs into the
bark house they had bilt to hold their talk in and after they
had all Smoked together they held their first Talk - in the
evening we returned to Town and the Governor was unwell
he came with us - 35
What was an outing for the curious townsfolk was the be-
ginning of nearly two weeks of exacting negotiations for the prin-
cipals at Moultrie Creek. Seventy chiefs and warriors took part
34. Minutes of the Council, ASP: Indian Affairs, II, 437. For comments
by white men about Neamathla see Gad Humphreys to DuVal, April
7 ,  1 8 2 4 ,  i b i d . ,  6 1 7 ;  D u V a l  t o  S e c y .  o f  W a r ,  J a n .  1 2 ,  1 8 2 4 ,
Territorial  Papers: Florida,  XXII, 823; DuVal to Secy. of War,
Mar. 19, 1824, ibid., 904.
35. “A Diary of Joshua Nichols Glenn: St. Augustine in 1823,” Florida
Historical Quarterly, XXIV (Oct., 1945), 148.
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in the deliberations conducted within the “bark house.” Here, the
show of immediate force played no part. I have seen no docu-
ment indicating that the Indians were required to disarm at the
treaty grounds, but it is probable that they left their weapons at
the Indian camp one and one-half miles farther down the creek.
As for the detachment of twenty-five red legged infantry (mem-
bers of the Fourth Artillery serving on foot), they served pri-
marily as stage decoration, but had in addition a police func-
tion. 36 At least four officers who came along for the spectacle
added the color of their uniforms to the decor, and also added
their signatures to the document finally completed, as witnesses
that it was done in good order.
James Gadsden opened the negotiating. He followed the same
stern line he had employed when summoning the Indians to the
meeting. General Jackson, he reminded them, had subdued them
twice, and might have driven them into the ocean had he chosen.
What the General had done to them was wholly just, inasmuch
as they alone were the cause of the quarrel which had brought
him upon them. Nevertheless, Gadsden continued, the President,
their “Great Father,” was willing to forget the past. But in re-
turn they would have to concentrate; he would not permit them
to remain scattered all over Florida as they then were. “The
hatchet is buried; the muskets, the white men’s arms, are stacked
in peace. Do you wish them to remain so?” The implication was
plain enough, the Seminoles had better agree to the terms offered
or take the consequences. The silken glove here barely concealed
the iron fist. 37
Two days elapsed before Neamathla replied. The records do
not chronicle what took place in the interval. From the fragments
of his talk, which Gadsden reported, it is clear that the chief‘s
tone was surprisingly defiant. For instance, he let the Commis-
sioners know that the Florida Indians regarded the “Redstick”
Creeks in their midst as incorporated with them. They would not
drive them out. This brought a rejoinder from Gadsden the follow-
ing day. Again the mailed fist shone through the thin covering:
“Brave warriors, though they despise death, do not madly contend
36. Minutes of the Council,  ASP: Indian Affairs,  II,  437; signatures on
the treaty, Charles J.  Kappler, Indian Affairs,  Laws and Treaties,
2 vols., Sen. Doc. 452, 57 Cong., 1 Sess., II, 207.
37. Minutes of the Council, ASP: Indian Affairs, II, 437, 438.
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with the strong.” The events of that day, September 10, seem
to have broken the Indian resistance. Neamathla’s next speech
showed the change. His people did not want to go to the reserva-
tion to the south. It was a bad place because the soil was too
poor to sustain them and because it was too close to the big water
across which evil influence could waft to corrupt the young men.
The rest of what he said can best be told in his own words:
We are poor and needy; we do not come here to murmur or
complain; . . . we rely on your justice and humanity; we hope
you will not send us south, to a country where neither the
hickory nut, the acorn, nor the persimmon grows . . . For me,
I am old and poor; too poor to move from my village to the
south. I am attached to the spot improved by my own labor,
and cannot believe that my friends will drive me from it. 38
The allusion to the acorn and the hickory nut are not mere
caprice. Like most savage peoples the Seminoles needed oils, and
they derived them from nuts. Concerning the tenor of the whole
address, its abject humbleness is striking. Was this genuine or
was it deceit? In the light of the additional clause finally ap-
pended to the completed treaty, it is possible that he humbled
himself to impress his own people instead of the white men. On
the other hand, it is possible that the pity he induced in the white
negotiators may have influenced them to modify the instructions
of the authorities in Washington.
The minutes of the talks kept by the Commissioners include
nothing about activities on September 12, 13, and 14. They
cryptically report that on the 15th the outline of a treaty was read
to the Indians. How the provisions in it got there is not known.
Nor is it known how the red negotiators reacted to it, for Sep-
tember 16 and 17 are also slurred over. Indeed there is only one
other entry of consequence except the bald statement that on
September 18 the chiefs signed the treaty. But the event re-
corded for September 19 is of unusual interest. On that day an
additional article was drawn and signed by the interested parties.
It allotted reservations of from two to eight miles square to Nea-
mathla, Blunt, Tuskihadjo, Mulatto King, Emathlochee, and
Econchatomico in the valley of the Apalachicola River. These
chiefs and their followers did not have to move south after all as
they had so much detested to do; indeed they scarcely had to
3 8 .  Ib id . ,  4 3 8 ,  4 3 9 .
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move. The Commissioners frankly told the Secretary of War that
the assent of these six powerful western headmen could not have
been secured without this “equitable provision.” Using balder
terms it would be possible to call this article a bribe. 39 After the
inclusion of the special article, presents were distributed. On
September 21 the Seminoles left the treaty grounds having been
there seventeen days.
What were the provisions of the document to which thirty-
two chiefs had put their X’s? The first paragraph stated that the
Florida Indians appealed to the humanity of the United States,
and threw themselves upon its protection. Next, they surrendered
all claim to the “whole territory of Florida” except for the district
shown on the accompanying map. Their reservation as it was
finally enlarged included about 4,032,940 acres. The Commis-
sioners had exercised the discretion, given them in their instruc-
tions, to move the reservation northward if there was not enough
good land in the preferred area to support the Indians. The latter
had said that they would not go south of Charlotte’s River unless
forced. On these two counts, the entire tract lay north of that
stream instead of south. In addition, it was provided that the
boundaries could be extended to the north if the reservation did
not include enough tillable land. (Two extensions were made in
February and December, 1825.) All in all, if the Seminoles had
title to the “whole territory of Florida” they were ceding roughly
28,253,820 acres of ground. In return for this the United States
obligated itself to:
Protect the Indians as long as they obeyed the law.
Supply them with $6000, worth of agricultural equip-
ment and live stock on the reservation.
Pay $5000 a year for twenty years.
Keep white men out of the reservation except those au-
thorized to be there.
Provide the natives who had to move with meat, corn,
and salt for one year.
Pay up to $4500 for improvements which the Indians
were obligated to abandon.
Provide up to $2000 for transportation to the reservation.
Maintain an agent, subagent, and interpreter in the reser-
vation.
39.  Ibid. ,  439; Kappler,  op. cit. , 207; Commissioners to Secy. of War,
Sept. 26, 1823, ASP: Indian Affairs, II, 440.
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Pay $1000 a year for twenty years to maintain a school
on the reservation.
Pay $1000 a year to maintain a blacksmith and gun-
smith on the reservation.
The cash considerations, and those in kind converted to cash, add
up to $221,000. Expressed in payment per acre this comes to
roughly 3/4 cents; to be exact, 78/100 cents. 40
Three other points in the treaty are worth highlighting. First,
the Indians agreed to try to prevent the concentration of runaway
slaves in their midst. Inasmuch as the presence of fugitive Ne-
groes among them had done much to decide the white men to
force them out, this provision was very important. Second, the
boundaries of the reservation were nowhere closer to the coast
than twenty miles. Thus it was intended to cut the natives off
from intercourse with Cuba, in which they had for generations
received powder, ammunition, and arms, and had - Commis-
sioner Gadsden believed - been able to trade stolen slaves and
cattle. Landwards, too, they were encircled. Being cut off from
outside influence and the chance of expansion, the Commission-
ers believed the savages could be forced to take up agriculture.
This might ultimately soften their barbarism. Finally, the docu-
ment made no mention of duration, that is, it did not guarantee
the reservation to the Seminoles for any specified span of time.
Later, the redmen claimed that the duration was clearly twenty
years inasmuch as the annuities and several of the other payments
ran for that period. 41
Buried in the body of the treaty was a grant of land one mile
square to Gad Humphreys and Stephen Richards each. Like so
much of the rest of the document, it is impossible to say how this
40. Commissioners to Secy. of War, Sept. 26, 1823, Territorial Papers:
Florida, XXII, 747-751; Kappler, op. cit., 203-207. Concerning the
extensions to the reservation see, J. Gadsden to Editor, St. Augustine
News, July 3,  1839; Executive Order,  Feb. 24, 1825, Territorial
Papers: Florida, XXIII, 192, 193; T. L. McKenney to DuVal, Sept.
15, 1825, ibid., 318; Secy. of War to Delegation of Indians, May 10,
1826, ibid., 539.
treaty itself. In computing the cost of rations furnished them I used 1500
Indians fed per day at 121/2 cents per ration, a total of $68,437.55. The num-
ber of Indians and cost per ration was drawn from DuVal to Secy. of War,
July 12, 1824, ibid., 15.
41. J. Gadsden to Secy. of War, June 11, 1823, Territorial Papers: Flor-
ida,  XXII, 696; commissioners to Secy. of War, Sept. 26, 1823,
ibid., 749; Abstract of Council held Oct. 24, 1834, Sen. Doc. 152,
24 Cong., 1 Sess., 25ff.
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provision found its way in. But the Senate of the United States
thought it improper and struck it out before ratifying the balance
of the treaty. 42
Thirty-two Indians signed the Treaty of Moultrie Creek.
Were they representative of a majority of the bands in Florida?
Neamathla submitted, during the talks, a list of thirty-seven Flor-
ida towns and their chiefs. Seventeen of those chiefs can be posi-
tively identified as markers of the Treaty. But what of the other
twenty towns and chiefs? Either they were not represented, re-
fused to sign being present, were considered to be represented by
the mark of some higher chief, or their names on the treaty do
not coincide with those Neamathla gave. The latter is not im-
probable since white scribes put down the Indian names as they
heard them, so that it was very uncommon for the name of a chief
to be recorded the same way by any two or more white men.
Moreover, to offset the twenty missing chiefs we find on the docu-
ment fifteen additional names whose bearers do not appear in
Neamathla’s list of chiefs. The writer does not know whom they
represented. However, this much is certain, here was a more
representative group than the white men ever again gathered into
a Florida council. 43
The Treaty of Moultrie Creek, it is safe to say, was not en-
tirely a white-dictated document. In spite of the inequality of
the power of the two negotiating parties, there was some give on
the part of the stronger. The principal point yielded was to shift
the reservation from the south side of Charlotte’s River to the
north of it. In addition there was the special article which bought
the support of six influential trans-Suwannee chiefs. The Com-
missioners at least implied. that these six would not have knuckled
under without it. So, when one ponders the abject plea of Nea-
mathla, he cannot help wondering what part of it was sincere,
and what proportion window dressing. I confess I do not know,
and do not know how to find out.
Even so, the effect of the inequality of the treating parties
looms large. Each side recognized the imbalance and shaped its
conduct accordingly. Ten days after the signing, James Gadsden,
in a private letter to Secretary Calhoun, said as much. “It is not
42. Territorial Papers: Florida, XXII, 747n.
43. Neamathla’s list is included with the Minutes of the Council, ASP:
Indian Affairs, II, 439.
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necessary,” he wrote, “to disguise the fact to you, that the treaty
effected was in a degree a treaty of imposition - The Indians
would never have voluntarily assented to the terms had they not
believed that we had both the power and disposition to compel
obedience.” Yet the Commissioners felt they had exercised no
more coercion than any powerful party would have done in a
similar situation. 44
Nevertheless, the taint of coercion did not fade away. Two
years after the signing, the newly created Superintendent of In-
dian Affairs wrote a letter to each of the three Commissioners.
Informants told him, he said, that the Indians had been forced
into agreement at Moultrie Creek. Required from each was a re-
port in response to this charge. It is hard to say what the Super-
intendent expected to get in answer, and I have seen but one of
the responses. Governor DuVal reacted with indignation. Who is
my accuser, he demanded? Not until he was confronted by him,
and also accused of specific sorts of duress would he reply. Since
the proceedings were public, he added, anyone could have at-
tended and checked what went on. 45
In summary, the matter of coercion, it seems clear, stemmed
altogether from the discrepancy between the power of the two
parties. James Gadsden did not scruple to remind the savages
over and over of the engulfing power almost certain to be un-
leashed against them if they refused to reach an agreement satis-
factory to the United States. No one was abused or manhandled
on the treaty grounds. Would any government, having the same
margin of power on its side have shown greater forbearance in
the 1830’s? It seems doubtful. The Senate found the treaty
legitimate enough to ratify on December 23, 1823. Thereupon,
since the Indians had no such formality to go through, the pro-
visions were presumed to be in effect. 46
What did the absence of any stipulation about duration sig-
nify? On this, the evidence is contradictory. John C. Calhoun,
certainly one of the most important of the principals, seemed to
regard the arrangement made in the treaty as enduring. Writing
44 .  J .  Gadsden  to  Secy .  o f  War ,  Sep t .  29 ,  1823 ,  Terr i t o r ia l  Paper s :
Florida, XXII, 752.
45. T. L. McKenney to DuVal, Bernardo Segui, and J. Gadsden, Dec. 15,
1825, ASP: Indian Affairs, II, 642; DuVal to McKenney, Jan. 22,
1826, Territorial Papers: Florida, XXIII, 422.
46. Ratification, Territorial Papers: Florida, XXII, 747n.
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to the President on January 24, 1825, he said:
. . . . it is probable that no inconvenience will be felt, for many
years, either by the inhabitants of Florida, or the Indians,
under the present arrangement . . . there ought to be the
strongest and most solemn assurance that the country given
them should be theirs, as a permanent home for themselves
and their posterity. 47
In contrast, James Gadsden wrote to Andrew Jackson in
1829 that the idea behind the treaty had been to get the Indians
concentrated in order eventually to move them west. It is probable
here that he was expressing the view of the Commissioners rather
than that of the government. The three had stated in their report
that it would have been much better to get the Seminoles out of
Florida. As for the other party to the treaty, when pressed
later to leave Florida altogether, the chiefs, claimed that their un-
derstanding about duration was twenty years. 48
Writers have more often than not condemned the Treaty of
Moultrie Creek; indeed Annie Abel, a competent scholar called
it one of the worst Indian treaties ever made by the United
States. 49 It does not seem to me that the march of events, as I
have paraded it here, warrants quite so strong a criticism. But
whatever the moral judgment passed on this treaty, no one can
deny that it was the first in a series of disasters which, in the end,




Secy. of War to President, Jan. 24, 1825, ASP: Indian. Affairs, II,
5 4 3 ,  5 4 4 .   
Commissioners to Secy. of War, Sept. 26, 1823, Territorial Papers:
Florida, XXII, 750; J. Gadsden to A. Jackson, Nov. 14, 1829, Jack-
son Papers, Library of Congress.
Annie Heloise Abel, “The History of Events Resulting in Indian
Consolidation West of the Mississippi,” American Historical Asso-
ciation, Annual Report, 1906, I, 330, 332.
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SEA ISLAND COTTON IN
ANTE-BELLUM FLORIDA
by JERRELL  H. S HOFNER  AND  WILLIAM  WARREN  ROGERS
IN THE LATE 1850’s Florida surpassed Georgia and South Caro-lina in the production of Sea Island cotton. This develop-
ment was made possible by three factors: climate, soil, and tech-
nological progress. While nature supplied the first two requisites,
the latter factor was the result of inventive Floridians who de-
signed and patented cotton gins that made the production of Sea
Island cotton profitable. A combination of environment and me-
chanical development thus enabled Florida to supplant the tra-
ditional leaders and become the nation’s largest producer of long
staple cotton.
Florida was not the first area to cultivate Sea Island cotton.
When Spain controlled Florida, little effort was made to develop
an agricultural economy based on staple crops. 1 After England
secured the region in 1763, there seemed little cause for opti-
mism. In 1775 Englishmen were told that farming lands in
Florida “must be condemned on comparison with very great tracts
in our other colonies,” and were therefore, “such as no person
would move to, from the worst of our colonies, in order to culti-
vate them.” 2 As late as 1831 the naturalist John James Audubon
remarked of Eastern Florida, “The land, if land it can be called,
is generally so very sandy that nothing can be raised on it.” 3 De-
spite such overly pessimistic statements Florida soon developed
into an important agricultural region.
Sea Island cotton was peculiar to the offshore islands and
coastal area of Georgia and South Carolina. It was a long staple,
quality cotton with a smooth black seed which did not adhere to
1. Ulrich Bonnell Phillips and James David Glunt (editors), Florida
Plantation Records from the papers of George Noble Jones (St. Louis,
1927), 10-15.  
2. An American, American Husbandry . . . of the British Colonies,
Harry J.  Carman, editor,  (New York, 1939),  364-365. Originally
published in 1775, this work contains valuable information concern-
ing agriculture in colonial America. 
3. Edith P. Stanton, Early Plantations of  the Hali fax Concerning the
Ruins (n.p.,  1949), quoting a letter of Audubon to the American
Monthly Journal of Geology.
[ 373 ]
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the fiber. Better known was upland cotton, a short staple cotton
with a green seed which clung to the fiber. Both types had been
grown in America since colonial days but the difficulty in clean-
ing the fiber precluded the extensive use of either. Since most of
the cotton was used for domestic purposes, the Sea Island variety
proved popular because it lent itself readily to cleaning by hand. 4
As the market for cotton increased toward the end of the
eighteenth century, both varieties came into commercial produc-
tion. Short staple cotton revolutionized the southern economy
when Eli Whitney invented a saw gin in 1793 which tore the
cotton away from the seed and provided an efficient system of
cleaning the fiber. This unleashed the tremendous potentiality of
upland cotton. In 1792 domestic consumption of all types of
cotton was about five and a half millions of pounds and only 138,-
328 pounds were exported. By 1860 the southern states pro-
duced 2,079,230,800 pounds, of which 1,765,115,735 pounds
were exported. 5
Sea Island cotton owed its surge of popularity to the declin-
ing profits of indigo and rice in the coastal areas of South Caro-
lina and Georgia. About 1785 the coastal planters became fa-
miliar with an improved variety of Sea Island cotton introduced
from the Bahamas. 6 Credit is usually given to Josiah Tatnall and
Nicholas Turnbull of Skidway Island near Savannah for first pro-
ducing this improved variety, but several men were planting it at
about the same time. 7
It was soon discovered that this cotton, when properly pre-
pared for market, commanded a premium price because of its
long staple and superior quality. The method of cleaning it dif-
fered from that of the Whitney gin in that Sea Island cotton had
to be pulled between rollers to force the seed out without damag-
ing the fiber. Until a better method of cleaning could be devised
the commercial possibilities of Sea Island cotton were restricted
4. M. B. Hammond, “Correspondence of Eli Whitney Relative to the
Invention of the Cotton Gin,” American Historical Review, III (Oc-
tober, 1897), 91; William H. Clark, Farms and Farmers: The Story
of  American Agricul ture (Boston, 1945), 123; Ulrich Bonnell Phil-
lips, Life and Labor in the Old South (Boston, 1929), 95.
5 .  Uni ted  S ta tes ,  Census  Off ice ,  Eigh th  Census :  1860 .  Agr i cu l t u re
6.
(Washington, 1864), xxvi.
J. A. Turner, The Cotton Planter’s Manual (New York, 1857), 278.
“The Beginning of Cotton Cultivation in Georgia,” Georgia Historical
Q u a r t e r l y ,  I  (March ,  1917) ,  41 -42 ;  E .  Mer ton  Cou l t e r ,  T h o m a s
Spalding of Sapelo (Baton Rouge, 1940), 65-67.
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by the amount of labor required for cleaning and the consequent
cost of production.
Production of long staple cotton was further limited to the
low areas near the coast and the offshore islands where it could
receive the effects of the coastal climate. The area where it could
be produced was limited to a strip about twenty or thirty miles
wide adjacent to the coast from the Santee River in South Caro-
lina to the Florida Everglades. When Sea Island cotton spread
into Florida, its geographical limits were greatly extended. Be-
cause the peninsula was affected by the Gulf breezes from the
west and the Atlantic Ocean from the east, it was found that Sea
Island cotton thrived as much as sixty miles inland. 8 A fine qual-
ity cotton of the long staple variety was grown in Alachua Coun-
ty almost in the center of the state. 9
After Florida became a territory, settlers moved into the area
in increasing numbers and cotton became the leading staple crop
in the 1820’s. Because of its agricultural adaptability, Middle
Florida, the area between the Apalachicola and Suwannee Rivers,
outstripped East and West Florida in population and wealth. 10
In 1827 a caustic writer found central Florida acceptable but dis-
missed East Florida, because it “has no back country and is rapid-
ly going to decay,” and West Florida where “the lands . . . are,
likewise, very barren.” 11 A former resident of Virginia, who had
moved to Tallahassee, wrote home in 1828 praising the farming
possibilities of his new home. We pointed out that both upland
and Sea Island cotton could be grown and looked forward to the
time “when we get in a fair way of making and good Gins to pick
it.” 12
Further evidence of the culture of long staple cotton in Mid-
dle Florida was given in 1853 at a planters’ convention in Colum-
bia, South Carolina. At the convention a paper written by John
C. McGehee of Madison was read. The planter-politician’s essay
8. Letter from John Finlayson, n.d., 1854, Records of the Agricultural
Department of the Patent Office, National Archives, Record Group
16. Hereinafter National Archives material is cited as NA, RG fol-
lowed by the appropriate number.
9.  Western Journal  of  Agriculture [St.  Louis, Missouri],  VI (1851),
179.             
10. Sidney Walter Matin, Florida during the Terri torial  Days (Athens,
Georgia, 1944), 108-109.   
11.  Niles Weekly Register,  XXXIII (September 22, 1827), 53.
12. See letter from “A Friend” quoted in Savannah Georgian, February
5, 1828.  
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was entitled, “‘Black Seed Cotton.” 13 The overseer of El Destino
plantation near Tallahassee recorded in 1854 that he had two
buildings housing cotton seed, apparently of the upland variety,
and “5 Sacks of Black seed Cotton in my room.” 14
On the east coast, Sea Island cotton was widely grown. On
Fort George Island at the mouth of the St. Johns River, Zephaniah
Kingsley made large profits in the 1830’s and 1840’s from Sea
Island cotton. 15 The crop was also grown by the planters who
moved into the Halifax River country in the 1820’s. A contem-
porary described them as “almost wholly English settlers from the
Bahamas, who quitting those sterile rocks, came hither to avail
themselves of a better soil; all of them have prospered and several
have become very rich by raising sea-island cotton.” 16
In 1824 the Agricultural Society of East Florida reported that
Sea Island cotton was the region’s leading product. The average
yield was 150 pounds per acre, and would have been more had
it not been for the usual casualties. These casualties were caused
by the “caterpillar, red bug, and occasional extremes in drought
or gales.” 17 With the general outlook so favorable, the boast was
soon made that the production of indigo, rice, and cotton in the
older states was “thrown in the shade when compared with the
abundant crops of these staples in Florida.” 18
In order for the crop to expand and prosper an adequate
cleaning process was needed. The thesis that the ante-bellum
South was a static society based on cotton plantations and slave
labor and therefore made little or no contribution to the nine-
teenth century industrial revolution has been successfully chal-
lenged. 19  The case of Sea Island cotton and Florida offers a
specific example of how mechanical inventions were made to an-
swer the requirements of an agrarian economy.
13. Because McGehee was unable to attend, his paper was read by Noah
B. Cloud. See Weymouth T. Jordan, Rebels In The Making: Plant-
ers’ Conventions and Southern Propaganda (Tuscaloosa, 1958), 87.
14. Phillips and Glunt, Florida Plantation Records, 554.
15. Philip S. May “Zephaniah Kingsley, Noncomformist (1765-1843),”
Florida Historical Quarterly, XXIV (April, 1945), 151.
16. Alfred Jackson Hanna and Kathryn Abbey Hanna, Florida’s Golden
Sands (New York, 1950), 64, quoting Charles Vignoles, Observa-
tions upon the Floridas.
17. Washington National  Intel l igencer,  September 17, 1824.
18. James L. Watkins, King Cotton: A Historical and Statistical Review,
1790-1908 (New York, 1908),  126.
19. See Thomas C. Johnson, Scientific Interests in the Old South (New
York, 1936), passim.   
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Cleaning Sea Island cotton required the principle of the roller
gin, or “churka” gin, which was developed in India. Modifications
were made in America. Various claimants, from such scattered
locales as the Louisiana Territory, West Florida, South Carolina,
Georgia, and the Bahamas, offered evidence in the last decades of
the eighteenth century of having invented roller gins. 20 No really
satisfactory method was developed and until mid-century most Sea
Island cotton was cleaned by the inefficient foot or treadle gin. 21
In South Carolina it was estimated that one hundred pounds
of Sea Island cotton required about fifty days work; the work be-
ing measured in “tasks.” 22 A field hand could tend about three
and a half acres of cotton. This limit was due as much to the
wide use of the hoe as it was to the laborious ginning methods.
In Florida, where manuring was not so necessary, and where
prejudice against use of the plow gave way early, one hand could
tend about seven acres. 23
Florida’s chief advantage, however, was the adoption of the
“McCarthy Gin.” Fones McCarthy, sometimes referred to as
James McCarty, was born in Georgia around 1790. 24 He first
patented his gin in 1840 when he was a resident of Demopolis,
Alabama. 25 He soon moved to Orange Springs, Putnam County,
Florida, and his gin came into general use in Florida in the early
1840’s. Obtaining a seven year extension on his patent upon
expiration of the original in 1854, 26  McCarthy remained at
Orange Springs and patented an improvement on his gin as late
as 1867. 27 Apparently his major source of income came from
the sale of his gins.
McCarthy’s gin, like most inventions, was an improvement
on ideas which were extant at the time. Although rather crude
20. Hammond, “Correspondence of Eli Whitney,” 91; Bernard Romans,
A Concise Natural  History of  East  and West  Florida (New York,
1775), 141; Lewis C. Gray, History of Agriculture in the Southern
United States  to  1860 (Washington, 1933), II ,  674.
21. American Agriculturist [New York], IX (July, 1850), 206; De Bow’s
Review, XVI (June, 1854), 596; Solon Robinson, Facts for Farmers
(New York ,  1867 ) ,  936 .
22.  American Agriculturist ,  IX (July,  1850),  206.
23.  De Bow’s Review, XVI (June,  1854),  598; Gray,  History of Agri-
culture,  II,  736-737.
24. See Original Censns Schedule One, Seventh Census.
25. Letters Patent Number 1675, July 3,  1840, NA, RG 241.
26.  Scienti f ic  American [New York],  IX (April ,  1854), 259.
27.  Letters Patent Number 67327, July 30,  1867, NA, RG 241; Scien-
t i f ic  American,  XVII (August 17, 1867),  103.
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by comparison with the saw gins that evolved from Whitney’s
invention, the machine cleaned the long staple cotton without
injuring the fiber. It incorporated the well known roller principle.
The cotton was introduced into a hopper and drawn from it by
a drawing roller. As the cotton passed from the hopper to the
roller it was met by a saw or stripper, which was driven upward
against a fixed plate. This action separated the staple from the
seed, allowing the seeds to fall through a grate at the bottom.
The drawing roller had a strip of leather wound spirally around
to draw the cotton through in a sheet at the same time channel-
ing off any hard substance that might be left. The cotton wound
on to a receiving roller from whence it was removed by a comb
which moved forward and back as the gin operated. 28
The gin was usually powered by one horse, although steam
was introduced to it in 1854. 29 Using one horse for power and
one worker to feed it, this gin cleaned five times as much cotton
as did the old treadle gins and did it more efficiently. Costing
about $100, the gin’s output was estimated at 150 to 200 pounds
per day. 30 McCarthy’s 1867 improvement altered the gin so that
the cotton was fed vertically from above instead of horizontally.
This prevented the seeds from being thrown into unginned cotton
and thereby speeded up the operating process. 31
The McCarthy gin remained a favorite with Sea Island cotton
planters for many years. Yet it was not introduced into South
Carolina until 1853. 32 At that time William Seabrook, the first
planter outside Florida to use the gin, was so impressed with its
results that he sent samples of ginned cotton to the New York
Industrial Exposition and the spinning mills at Manchester, Eng-
land. It was favorably received and both places reported that the
gin left the cotton in exactly the condition required for spinning.
There were some complaints about the cleanliness of the cotton
thus prepared, however. Extreme care was necessary in preparing
the fine quality cotton in order for it to command the highest
market prices. 33
28. Letters Patent Number 1675, July 3,  1840, NA, RG 241.
29.  De Bow’s Review, XVI (June, 1854),  597.
30. R. F. W. Allston, Essay on Sea Coast  Crops (Charleston, 1854),
15-16; Watkins, King Cotton, 128.
31. Letters Patent Number 67327, July 30, 1867, NA, RG 241; Scien-
t i f ic  American,  XVII (New Series, August 17, 1867), 103.
32.
33.
Watkins, King Cotton, 83.
De Bows  Rev iew ,  XVI  ( June ,  1854) ,  597 .
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One writer expressed surprise that an invention of so much
value to planters was ignored by South Carolinians for a number
of years. 34 This was due in part to the lack of promotion for
inventions, a circumstance made more difficult by the limited
advertising media available. Floridians, however, knew of Mc-
Carthy’s work, and, not unexpectedly, some began developing
gins. Patents on Sea Island cotton gins were issued to Henry
Clark of Newport, Wakulla County, in 1855; and to James E.
Ferguson of Micanopy, Alachua County, in 1861. 35 These gins
differed only slightly from the earlier efforts of McCarthy.
Given the proper climate, soil, and technological devices, Sea
Island cotton became an important part of Florida’s agricultural
economy. In 1860 there were 65,153 bales of cotton ginned in
Florida. This represented a significant increase over the 45,131
bales ginned in 1850.3 6 Undoubtedly most of this cotton was of
the upland variety, although the census schedules made no dis-
tinction as to type of cotton.
Florida planters continued the culture of long staple cotton
because they received high prices for it and in the 1850’s aver-
aged better than 30 cents a pound. 37 Prices are difficult to ascer-
tain because it was a peculiarity of the Sea Island cotton market
that transactions were often secretly made and never published. 38
Scattered reports do give some indication of the value of the
product. St. Marks exported 45,407 bales of upland cotton in
1854. This was valued at $1,816,280. Also shipped that same
year were 1,518 bales of Sea Island cotton valued at $77,418.
Undoubtedly, many of these bales were produced in South
Georgia. 39  In 1856 Key West shipped 3,912 bales of upland
cotton valued at $136,920, and 573 bales of Sea Island cotton









Letters Patent Number 12376, February R G
Letters Patent Number January 1,
1 3 ,  1 8 5 5 ,  N A ,
31062, 1861, NA, RG
241;
241.
United States, Census Office, Eighth Census: 1860. Agriculture, 19.
Gray, History of Agriculture, II, 739.
Coulter, Spalding of Savelo, 72-73.
NA, RG 16. This was a tabulation compiled December 31, 1854,
by Hugh T. Archer, Port Collector at St. Marks.
Repor t  o f  the  Commiss ioner  of  Pa ten ts .  1856 .  House  Execut ive
Document  Number 65, 34th Congress, 3rd Session, 507. According
to Gray, History of Agriculture, II, 733-734, by 1858 Florida plant-
ers  were  producing  more  Sea  Is land  cot ton  and  rea l iz ing  grea ter
profits from it than planters in any other state.
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Florida, along with Georgia and South Carolina, was the only
area that produced Sea Island cotton in commercial quantities,
and it never made up more than a fraction of the total cotton
crop of the South. Yet it was significant, and as one historian
has remarked, it was Sea Island cotton that first introduced the
white, fleecy staple to the world. 41
41. Coulter, Spalding of Sapelo, 74.
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A NORTHERNER REPORTS ON FLORIDA: 1866
Edited by JOE  M. RICHARDSON
I N THE FALL OF  1865 Colonel Thomas W. Osborn, AssistantCommissioner of the Freedmen’s Bureau for Florida, decided
to divide the State into five districts, and send agents on inspection
tours of each. The inspectors were to make full reports on the
general condition of the freedmen and the amount of crops being
raised. Special notice was to be taken of the proportion of non-
producing members among the ex-slaves, and the number of white
and colored schools, scholars, and teachers in each section. In
addition, the agents were to gauge the white attitude toward the
Union, and determine whether the civil officials recently appoint-
ed as Bureau agents showed an interest in the affairs, or a disposi-
tion to act as agents. After considerable delay, A. E. Kinne toured
East Florida. Kinne had come to Florida from Syracuse, New
York, to teach in Negro schools operated by the National Freed-
men’s Relief Association. The following report was submitted at
the close of his investigation, on October 15, 1866 :
Col T. W. Osborne [sic] 1
Asst. Com. Bureau R. F. & A. L. for Florida
Sir,
I have the honor to submit the following Report as the result
of observations made during a tour of inspection in the “4th Dis-
trict of East Florida Embracing the counties of Nassau, Duval,
St. Johns, Clay, Putnam, Marion, Sumpter [sic] and Hernando.”
It affords me great pleasure to be able to report that the of-
1. Thomas W. Osborn, a colonel from New Jersey, was Assistant Com-
missioner of the Freedmen’s Bureau in Florida from September 13,
1865, to June 11, 1866. Osborn had earned a degree from Madi-
son University in New York, and was studying law when the war
broke out whereupon he became an artillery officer in the Union
Army. He was described by his superior, General Oliver O. Howard,
as   “a quiet unobtrusive officer of quick decision and pure life.”
Oliver Otis Howard Autobiography 2 vols.  (New York, 1907), II,
218 ;  Rowland  H.  Rer i ck ,  Memoir s  o f  F lor ida ,  2  vo l s .  (At lan ta ,
1902), I, 306; William Watson Davis, Civil War and Reconstruction
in Florida (New York, 1913), 393. The text of this report is taken
from Records of the War Department, Bureau of Refugees, Freed-
men,  and Abandoned Lands ,  Ass is tant  Commiss ioner  for  F lor ida ,
Reports Received, National Archives.
[ 381 ]
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ficers and people on whom I called, uniformly received me with
kindness, and communicated any information desired with com-
mendable frankness. In the plan of my report I have chosen not
to follow the order of notes as found in my diary, as such a course
would involve much useless repetition both of language and facts.
The propriety of such arrangements will be manifest when
it is known that there is much uniformity of practices in the
counties which compose the “4th District” and which were visited
by me.
CONDITION  OF  FREEDMEN
The condition of the Freedmen is generally better than ex-
pected. Instead of finding them wandering from place to place,
or idling, they were generally employed on the plantations, in
mechanical labor or as house Servants. 2
Very generally written contracts had been entered into be-
tween Employers and Employees - with a disposition on the part
of Each to meet the conditions of such contracts.
The division of the last year’s crop, though in some cases not
fairly done, has given pretty general satisfaction and in many
cases enables the freedmen to supply themselves with food for the
ensuing year. From information gathered from various sources,
without actual and formal investigation the conclusion is irresist-
ibly reached that subsequent to the suspension of hostilities and
the Surrender, the freedmen did not generally labor as faithfully
as before the surrender and hence the crops suffered, resulting in
the diminution of the amount which might otherwise have been
reasonably expected. Still in many cases very good crops were real-
ized and whenever the division was equitably made in such cases
the share to the freedmen has been such as to enable them to sub-
sist for the present year.
It was found that those freedmen, who had been fairly dealt
with both in humane treatment and an equitable division of the
crops, were dilligently [sic] and contentedly laboring for their
2.  Immedia te ly  a f te r  emancipa t ion  many Flor ida  Negroes  tended  to
wander about and congregate in towns but by 1866 most of them
were back on the plantations, largely at the insistence of the Freed-
men 's  Bureau .  S te t son  Kennedy,  Palme t to  Coun t ry  (New York ,
1942), 93.   
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former masters under contracts 3 - while those who were other-
wise treated, or supposed themselves to be, were separated, by,
sometimes their own choice and sometimes by the choice of the
employer, from the old plantation and either laboring for others
or their whereabouts quite unknown. Most commonly, the freed-
men know, from general reputation, the character of the neigh-
boring planters - so that they are found with those whom they
have chosen to labor for. Said one influential planter, “the Ne-
groes have a kind of telegraph by which they know all about the
treatment of the Negroes on the plantations for a great distance
around.” I judge they avail themselves of this knowledge in the
choice of their employers. Indeed so certain and sudden is the
retribution, that I found some large planters who were unable
to employ a single laborer-their broad fields . . . doomed to be
uncultivated . . . the present season-while others more favorably
known, are able to obtain all the help, and more, than they can
employ. While this state of things is everywhere existant, there
is on the whole a want of laborers. Where there is one planter
who has engaged more than his complement, there are two who
can not obtain so many as they want. The question naturally
arises, where are the laborers? After much inquiry I came to this
conclusion. The want is traceable to the following:
lst - Many Small farmers, hitherto unable to own a laborer,
is able now to hire one or two-and these in the aggregate,
amount to many.
2nd - A few planters are engaging rather more than their
usual number.
3rd - Some are engaging in lumbering, and by the liberal
wages they are offering are taking from their accustomed places
many freedmen who otherwise would be planting. 4
3.  Many f reedmen upon emancipa t ion  fe l t  tha t  they  were  no t  rea l ly
free unless they left the old plantation where they had always work-
ed. However, those who had been well-treated frequently returned
to work for their former masters under contracts. One reporter wrote
that “within a few days {after emancipation} nearly all were back on
their old plantations again, hard at work on the suffering crop.”
New York Tribune, June 20, 1865; Walter Lynwood Fleming, The
Sequel of Appomattox (New Haven, 1921), 38.
4 .  In  June ,  1866 ,  i t  was  repor ted  tha t  there  was  a  th r iv ing  lumber
industry around Fernandina. The freedmen were doing the majority
of the work for wages, averaging twenty-six dollars a month. One
lumberman repor ted  tha t  even  “common,  poor ,  unre l iab le ,  l azy
Negroes” had “to be paid $1 per day and found.” The average wage
for the farm laborer was about twelve dollars a month for first-class
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4th - Another cause is found in the fact that so many are
desirous of collecting and living about villages and cities. 5
5th - Allow me to suggest one other cause which may, or may
not be operating more or less remotely in producing this result.
Freedmen are not infrequently sent or enticed away and do not
return. Their friends and employers institute a search without
success. I have some grounds for believing that many meet with
violence. 6 I am also fearful that others meet with a still worse
fate - that they are decoyed away under various pretenses for the
real purpose of sending them to a market-perhaps to Cuba. 7
The wants of the District through which my tour led me,
clearly indicated that not an able bodied man or woman need be
idle for want of labor. 8
males. More frequently they worked for a division of the crop, so
naturally the freedmen were eager to work in the lumber industry.
Junius E. Dovell, Florida: Historic, Dramatic, Contemporary, 4 Vols.
(New York ,  1952) ,  I I ,  545 ;  New York  Tr ibune ,  J u n e  7 ,  1 8 6 6 ;
Senate Execut ive Documents ,  39th Cong., 2nd Sess., Rept. 5, pp.
43-44.
5. The Freedmen’s Bureau and the military frowned on the Negroes’
desire to reside in the towns, and took action to prevent their con-
grega t ing  there .  For  example ,  in  June ,  1865 ,  the  Commander  o f
East Florida ordered the military in Jacksonville to “cause all Negroes
unemployed to be sent out of the town . . . .” and to take measures
to prevent their return. In September of the same year the Assist-
ant Commissioner of the Freedmen’s Bureau wrote to the agent at
Fernandina to put an end as “far as possible” to the Negroes collect-
ing around posts and towns. The agents were to prevent the collec-
tion by refusing to give rations to any except the most destitute and
needy.  Le t te r  to  Col .  Wi l l iam L.  Apthorp  f rom Capt .  Samuel  L .
McHenry, June 18, 1865, in U. S. Army Commands, Florida, Vol.
XVI, RG 98, National Archives; Letter to Capt. D. P. Hancock from
Asst. Comm. T. W. Osborn, September 24, 1865, in U. S. Bureau
of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands, Florida Records, Na-
tional Archives. Hereafter cited as B.R.F. and A.L.
6. Violence toward the Florida Negro in 1866 was certainly not un-
known. It was reported that around Fernandina, the locality Kinne
is  wr i t ing  of ,  there  was “a band of  persons  s ty l ing themselves
Regulators threat[en]ing the lives and property of citizens . .  .  .”
In February, 1866, Kinne had written that “several freedmen have
been  dr iven  f rom the i r  p lace  of  labor ,  th rea tened  and  even  f i red
upon, one colored man four times.” Letter to Asst. Comm. T. W.
Osborn  f rom Thomas  Leddy ,  February  24 ,  1866 ,  in  B .R .F .  and
A.L. ;  Let ter  to  Ass t .  Comm. T.  W.  Osborn  f rom A.  E.  Kinne ,
February 13, 1866, in B.R.F. and A.L.
7 .  There  had  been  severa l  rumors  tha t  Negroes  f rom Flor ida  were
being shipped to Cuba and sold as slaves, but investigations showed
the rumors to be false. Letter to Comm. Oliver O. Howard from Asst.
Comm.  T .  W.  Osborn ,  November  14 ,  1865 ,  in  B .R.F .  and  A.L . ;
Le t te r  to  Bvt .  Col .  George  L .  Har t ruf f  f rom Maj .  Gen .  John  G.
Fos te r ,  Apr i l  27 ,  1866 ,  in  U.  S .  Army Commands ,  F lor ida ,  Vol .
VI, RG 98, National Achives.
8. Labor was scarce in that area, but “no scarcity of labor appears to
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This want of labor compels many person, hitherto unused to
labor to rely upon their own personal efforts for a maintenance
of their families, and it is nearly wonderful that SO many of this
class are found so cheerfully yielding to the necessities of the
situation.
With reference to the clothing of the freedmen, my testimony
is not flattering; yet relatively it compares not very unfavorably
with that of the poor whites. 9
Whether in quality or quantity the freedmen’s clothing is
Equal to that of the Slave I know not, but the opportunities I have
had for observation assure me that it is inadequate to the wants
of any people 10 - certainly not for a people having been going
through a process of civilization and christianization for two or
three hundred years. But there will be less actual suffering than
I have expected to witness . . . .
C O N T R A C T S
In some counties very few contracts have been made. 11 In
others very generally the laborers are working under contract,
witnessed by the Judge of Probate. 12
be  caused  by  indolence  on  the  par t  of  the  f reedmen but ,  on  the
contrary, they appear very anxious to be employed.” Letter to Lt.
Al lan  H.  Jackson  f rom Bvt .  Maj .  Jacob  A.  Remley ,  January  31 ,
1867, in B.R.F. and A.L.
9. Many observers commented that the poor whites were in almost as
deplorable a condition as the freedmen. One Northern lady wrote
that she visited thirty-seven white and Negro families in Jacksonville
and found them “equally poor, equally dirty and destitute.” A few
of the freedmen however, were relatively well-dressed for Northern
benef icent  organiza t ions  sent  many barre ls  of  c lo th ing for  them.
Letter to Asst. Comm. T. W. Osborn from Miss E. B. Isham, March
6, 1866, in B.R.F. and A.L.; Letter from Esther H. Hawks, February
8,  1865,  in The Freedmen’s Record,  I  (March 1865),  39.
10. One observer, William Cullen Bryant, who visited Florida in 1843
and aga in  in  1873 ,  be l ieved  tha t  the  Negroes  were  more  “nea t ly
attired” while slaves. Charles I. Glicksberg, “Letters from William
Cul len  Bryan t  f rom Flor ida ,” Florida Historical  Quarterly,  XIV
(April, 1936), 263-264.   
11. The Bureau Agent of Marion County wrote that some of the freedmen
were  hes i tan t  to  make  cont rac ts ,  because  they  were  assured  of
employment anyway. Furthermore the ex-slaves frequently had an
avers ion  to  the  te rm contrac t ,  “bel ieving as  i t  i s  b inding tha t  i t
partakes of the character of slavery.” Letter to Lt. Allan H. Jackson,
from Bvt. Maj. Jacob A. Remley, January 31, 1867, in B.R.F. and
A.L.
12. Osborn, on November 21, 1865, issued a circular making the Judges
of Probate in each county a Bureau agent. This, of course, authorized
them to supervise the making of contracts. Tallahassee Semi-Weekly
Floridian,  November 27, 1865; House Executive Documents ,  39th
Cong., 1st Sess.,  Rept. 70, p. 86.
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On examination of these contracts it is found that though
generally fair in the conditions some were very unfair and such
as to render it impossible for the laborer to comply with them and
not be greatly in debt at the close of the year.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whatever may he the conditions of these contracts or the
intentions of those making them, there is room for trouble in their
final settlement and unless great care and supervision are exer-
cised justice will be cheated. There is so wide a difference be-
tween employer and employee, in respect to their ability to trans-
act ordinary business and to comprehend the force of a contract,
and so great a desire rapidly to repair losses and regain fortunes,
and withal so little desire on the part of employers to see the
freedmen rise in any respect, that unless an enlarged benevolence
is to govern in the settlement at the close of the year, little will
have been accomplished for the colored man except to arouse him
from a not too trusting confidence to an unpleasant and incon-
querable suspicion. The officers appointed to act as agents in the
several counties of the state seem willing to do as well as they
know how, but in some counties but little attention is given to any
of the duties of the office of Judge of Probate-certainly little as
agents of the Bureau. 13
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S C H O O L S
Total number of children in colored schools . .  . . . . . .. 990
” ” ” ” ” white ”  . . . . . . . . 172
Total number of teachers in col’d schools  . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
” ” ”  ” ” white  . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... 4
At Fernandina there is an asylum for orphan children. This in-
stitution was opened in the winter of sixty four in the building
formerly owned by Joseph Finegan. 14 It is under the care and
13. In early 1866, Osborn reported that the civil officials were generally
acting in good faith. Some cases of partiality, however, had been
observed, and some removals had been effected. Letters to Comm.
Oliver O. Howard from Asst. Comm. T. W. Osborn, January 10,
February N.D., 1866, in B.R.F. and A.L.
14. Joseph Finegan had been a Confederate general and his property had
been  conf i sca ted .  His  house  was  re turned  to  h im in  June ,  1866,
whereupon the asylum was moved to Magnolia. Letter to Comm.
Oliver O. Howard from Asst. Comm. John G. Foster, October 1,
1866, in B.R.F. and A.L.
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support of the National Freedmen’s Relief Association of New
York. The Superintendent, Miss Chloe Merrick, with Miss
[Abbie W.] Johnson as assistant are laboring with a commend-
able zeal. 15 Fifty children, gathered from various parts, are here
clothed [,] instructed [,] and fed, and made to feel neither want
[n]or orphanage.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CROPS
So broken and disarranged have been the system and practices
of farming during the past few years, that no very definite infor-
mation as to the relative amount of crops raised . . . can be given.
Such was the restriction on cotton growing placed upon the plant-
ers by the Rebel Congress that very little cotton has been raised
the past year, 16 and in the districts of Eastern Florida, the work-
ing force has been so irregular that it was really difficult to obtain
any positive and reliable information.
But from repeated inquiries and comparing results the average
amount of cotton to the acre is not seventy five pounds, while the
range is from fifty to four hundred pounds.
So with corn, the average is believed to be not more than
Eight bushels to the acre while the range is from five to sixty.
In respect to sugar cane there does not appear to be so great
a difference, the reason I judge to be, that only a comparatively
small amount of land is thus appropriated, and that little of the
very best quality. From two to four barrels of sugar or from six




Miss Merrick was from Syracuse, New York, and later became the
wife of Harrison Reed, first Republican Governor of Florida. She
exhibited great energy and executive ability, and the asylum was
described as “a perfect success and a model institution.” Miss Johnson
was from Massachusetts. The National Freedmen, I (December 15,
1865) ,  382-383 ;  Le t t e r  to  Comm.  Ol ive r  O .  Howard  f rom Ass t .
Comm. T. W. Osborn, November 1, 1865, in B.R.F. and A.L.
Cotton was a major factor in the diplomatic history of the South
dur ing  the  Civ i l  War .  I t  was  be l ieved  tha t  a  shor tage  of  co t ton
would force England and France to render aid to the Confederacy.
In order to insure the scarcity of cotton, many bales were burned,
and the Confederate Congress “passed a joint resolution that ab-
solutely no cotton ought to be planted in 1862.” Frank L. Owsley,
King Cotton Diplomacy (Chicago, 1931), 47.
The Commissioner of Lands for Florida, in 1874, reported that before
and during the war Marion County produced more sugar and sea
is land  cot ton  than  any  county  of  the  S ta te ,  “nor  does  i t  p roduce
a less quantity of these articles under the present system of free
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Of all the country through which we passed I do not think
more than one tenth would be regarded such as to reward well
the labor of the tiller of its soil, while not one hundredth part
of the country passed through is under any attempt at cultiva-
tion. 18
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L U M B E R I N G
Along the banks of the St. Johns River and the gulf coast of
the County of Hernando, something is being done or proposed to
be done this year, but very little or nothing during the last.
At present prices, lumbering promises the best and readiest
return of any business.
Twelve dollars per thousand is given for lumber delivered in
the log at the mill.
Lumber, selling at thirty dollars per thousand, enables all
parties to realize large profits, and pay high prices for labor at the
same time. Of course these profits will be proportionate to the
nearness and facility of market
Moral Condition of the People
This is the gloomiest picture to behold.
Physical decay and devastation, consequent upon the war-
ruined and deserted homes-prostration of business - hop[e]less-
ness of the future-bereavement of those too poor . . . to purchase
the habiliments of mourning - too proud to confess the guilt that
caused their grief, and too hateful to love what they can not
possess - these and such as these, are the burdens, self-imposed,
of the people of the district through which I passed. I speak of
labor .” S i x t h  A n n u a l  R e p o r t  o f  t h e  C o m m i s s i o n e r  o f  L a n d s  a n d
Immigration of the State of Florida, for the year ending December
31, 1874 . . . (Tallahassee, 1874) 143.  
18 .  The  s ta tement  tha t  l i t t l e  o f  the  so i l  o f  Eas t  Cent ra l  F lor ida  was
under cultivation is not surprising. The population of the counties
visited by Kinne was sparse. In 1860 there were only 15,242 whites
in the eight counties under consideration, and only a few more by
1870 .  Colone l  John  T .  Sprague ,  in  December ,  1866 ,  wro te  o f  a
f ront ie r  in  F lor ida  ex tending  f rom Tampa Bay eas t  as  fa r  as  S t .
Augustine. Letter to Comm. Oliver O. Howard from Asst. Comm.
John T. Sprague, December 31, 1866, in B.R.F. and A.L.; Eighth
Census,  I, 55.
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the masses. True there are exceptions, but none have entirely
escaped. 19
Present pressing demands of natural wants will stimulate ac-
tion and energy in a people, whose moral condition is measurably
unimpaired. But the remedies for this condition, it seems to
me[,] lie beyond the reach of the people we commiserate. With-
out any school system, without a pure gospel - this people have
lived and suffered up to the time of the Rebellion, and since that
time have experienced more than a want of these. In one county,
known to be loyal, there has not been a sermon preached in four
years. From observations and information carefully gathered, I
have formed . . . the deliberate opinion that the next to the last
thing that will be reconstructed, in this portion of the State,
will be the school system, and the last, will be the religious
organizations.
Dissatisfied, as many may be, with the present status of these
vital interests, they desire to be let alone. Public opinion, as
measured by numerous private and individual opinions, is set
against any and all efforts on the part of Northern individuals
and associations, to ameliorate or reconstruct.
They would doubtless accept of pecuniary aid, if so proffered
as not to place them in the seeming attitude of beneficiaries. Such
is the spirit of the people, generally that the promise, to “the
poor in spirit” must be with conditions. They are not poor in
Spirit!
Occasionally some persons offer to open a school for the
children of the white people, but too often this is done by persons
whose qualifications for such work are either unknown or in-
sufficient. And this is the best that can be hoped for, for a long
time. 20 The few ministers, resident, are an insufficient supply for
19. In regard to the destruction of the Civil War once Florida historian
wrote that “destruction of property in the state was appalling. Real
and personal property exclusive of slaves shrank from an assessed
value of $47,000,000 in 1860 to $27,000,000 in 1865. The loss
of slave property was estimated at $22,000,000. Such losses were
fairly well distributed, permitting few of the population to escape.”
Kathryn T. Abbey, Florida Land of  Change (Chapel Hill ,  1941),
2 9 3 .  
20. The opportunities for education of white children were so limited
that they sometimes attended Negro schools provided by the Freed-
men’s Bureau and Northern organizations. For example, in December,
1867, it was reported that ten white children attended Negro schools
in Fernandina, two in Jacksonville, and one in Palatka. In March
and April,  1868, it  was reported that one white in Putnam County
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the great demand herein indicated. The condition of the poorer
class of whites is as deplorable as that of the blacks.
Remove from off the freedman the bitter hate and prejudice
which seems to be intensified now that he is free, and his condi-
tion will be rapidly improved. He is poor. He has always been
poor, hence does not feel his poverty. He is hopeful because free.
Hopeful of the future, for the means of education which he has
heard is open to him - for the right to life and property which he
supposes is involved in his lately acquired freedom. These stim-
ulants to him, operate inversely to the white laborer and excite
their jealousy if not hatred. 21
My observations impel me to state before closing this report,
that the ends of justice to the freedmen can be met only by a wise
and careful watchfulness of his interests by those who are his
friends, who believe in his humanity, and who will steadily, wisely
and persistently push aside that prejudice which now jeopardizes
the rights which his humanity involves.
Respectfully Submitted 
A. E. Kinne
Agt. B.R.F. & A.L.
attended school with Negroes, five at St. Peters Parish School in
Nassau County, and two at Lincoln School in Jacksonville. Teacher’s
Monthly School Reports in B. R. F. and A. L.
21. Many observations of the period indicate that the greatest hostility
t o w a r d  t h e  N e g r o  c a m e  f r o m  t h e  p o o r e r  w h i t e s .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,
General Israel Vogdes wrote in July, 1865, that the “poor whites”
hated “the planters and the Negroes, envying the first and fearing
the last.” Another observer stated that the white man’s “hatred of
‘yankees and niggers,’ seem to be in direct proportion to the depth
of their ignorance, and the length of time that has elapsed since
they last saw a newspaper.” Osborn reported in January, 1866, that
the feeling toward the freedmen “among the little planters, lawyers,
. . . the  c racker  and  o ther  smal l  f ry  i s  contempt ib le  whi le  the
substantial planters have a degree of consideration for the former
slaves that could hardly be expected.” Letter to Comm. Oliver O.
Howard from Brig. Gen. Israel Vogdes, July 31, 1865; Letter to
Comm. Howard from Asst. Comm. T. W. Osborn, January 10, 1866;
Letter to Lt. Allan H. Jackson from W. L. Apthorp, September 16,
1867  in  B .R .F .  and  A .L .
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Vicente Manuel de Zespedes and the Restoration of Spanish Rule
in East Florida, 1784-1790. By Helen Hornbeck Tanner.
(Ann Arbor, University of Michigan [Doctoral Dissertation],
1961. 365 pp.)
The British Meet the Seminoles; Negotiations between British
Authorities in East Florida and the Indians: 1763-68. Col-
lected and annotated by James W. Covington. Contributions
of the Florida State Museum, Social Sciences, Number 7.
(Gainesville, University of Florida, 1961. 66 pp. Map, facsi-
mile, notes, and references. $1.00.) 
THERE IS STILL so much to do in Florida history, especially in
the pre-American periods (also in very recent Florida history).
Naturally this does not mean that we should rejoice indiscrimi-
nately about publications dealing with these periods. They must
be based on genuine documentation in order to further the true
recreation of Florida’s past. They also must be readable. The two
publications under review are genuine contributions and are based
on solid documentation. Furthermore, the Tanner work is highly
readable and well organized. The Covington monograph is of
lesser readability and organization but of adequate documentation.
Some of the most original (but not too readable) research
comes from theses and dissertations. The Tanner book is a doctoral
dissertation done at the University of Michigan, mostly based
on sources from the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History at
the University of Florida. Thanks to the modernization of thesis
writing at Michigan the dissertation, instead of being typed, is
now multilithed and therefore can be made available to a larger
audience. The Tanner work unquestionably and without reser-
vation merits this enlarged readership. It is a top work. Mrs.
Tanner, under no pressure of any deadline, has spent many years
preparing, writing, and polishing the work. She was guided by a
master in the profession, Dr. Irving Leonard. The result of all
this is a finished work of good documentation, good style, good
organization, sketching important events interspersed with lighter
episodes, providing serious thoughts and good humor.
[ 391 ]
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The Tanner work does exactly what the title implies. This in
itself is most commendable. The title is not misleading and the
reader is not disappointed after he has read the study. The work
contains fourteen chapters with the following titles: “The Ap-
pointment” [of Zespedes]; “Arriving in East Florida;” “Some
Problems of Coexistence” [with the English and outlaws]; “A
Year’s Major Events” [of delightfully sketched St. Augustine
happenings of 1785]; “Romantic Springtime, 1785” [problems
of love that even involved the Governor’s daughter who eloped];
“Spaniards, Indians and Scotsmen;” “Bare Subsistence” [discus-
sing the standard of living]; “The Grand Tour” [through Florida
with Governor Zespedes in 1786-1787]; “Future Florida: A
Vision” [of Zespedes as a result of his “Grand Tour”]; “Threats
from the Turbulent Frontier” [of the budding United States];
“Fray Cyril de Barcelona’s Visit” [of 1788-1789 “to investigate
the religious life of the province”]; “Military Reform and In-
truders” [such as William Augustus Bowles]; “Fiesta in St.
Augustine” [celebrating the coronation of Charles IV of Spain
in 1789 (This chapter was published in the Florida Historical
Quarterly XXXVIII (April, 1960), 280-293)]; “The End of
Zespedes’ Regime” [in 1790]. The bibliography following the text
is good and inclusive. In sum, the Tanner study merits praise.
Its pseudo-publication by the muhilith method is not enough. It
should receive letter-press publication.
The Covington brochure is far smaller and covers topics that
occurred during the English period (1763-1783) which directly
preceded the Zespedes administration. The English period is
fruitful for research; documentation is available. We need some
good monographs of these twenty years of rule to complement
the few good books already written. Therefore, using the too often
printed cliche of reviewers, this is a welcome booklet. It contains
a seventeen-page introduction; yet in a most unconventional
manner the introduction, from page 5 on, is a transcript of three
documents. Pages 18 to 41 contains documents dealing with
the Picolata Congress of 1765 between the English and the
Indians. And the third section, pages 42 to 59, contains more
documents about the second Picolata Indian Conference of 1767.
There are fifty-five footnotes and a modest - too modest - bibliog-
raphy. The documents, according to the author, were unpublish-
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ed papers taken from the Public Record Office in London (Co-
lonial Office Papers 5-540: 36-42).
It is good to have these documents easily available in a
handsome publication. There is some doubt in my mind that all
of them are unpublished. For example, the real estate map on
pages 30-31 is available in its original form in the Crown Collec-
tion of Maps of North America, Series III: North American
Colonies: Florida. (Furthermore, the bibliography does not have
the Lockey and Siebert tomes; and there is no reference to the
thorough study of Professor Charles Fairbanks of Florida State
University sketching the emergence of the Seminoles.) The main
criticism of the Covington brochure-and which stands so in
contrast to the Tanner book-is the lack of a unified and smooth
narrative. For example, in the introduction Covington presents
us with a most fascinating discovery: the Robertson Report of
Florida of 1763. But who is Robertson? Covington does not tell
us. Furthermore, what relationship does the report have to the
Picolata Conference and why is the report in the introduction?
Another example of this disjointed presentation is the author’s
failure to relate the first Picolata Conference to the second one.
But these shortcomings are balanced by the merits. The docu-
ments are interesting, valuable, and full of useful data. The
transcription is excellent. The printing is first rate. The booklet
should be acquired and read. It is available from the Florida State
Museum in Gainesville. A word of praise must go to the Museum,
especially to Professor Ripley P. Bullen its dynamic Curator of
Social Sciences, for sponsoring this monograph series.
One afterthought might be permissible. The Tanner study
was written from original documentation, all available in the
United States, such as the various collections (Lockey, Stetson,
etc.) at the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History in Gainesville,
the rich East Florida Papers collection at the Library of Congress,
and others. The Covington source comes directly from its original
place in England although almost all of the Colonial Office Papers
can be obtained in the United States at Gainesville, at St.
Augustine (library of the St. Augustine Historical Society), and
in Washington.
We have in the United States, especially in Florida, a store-
house of documentation of the non-American periods of Florida
history. It has taken years to gather. Yet there is a tendency (as
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evidenced in the various quadricentennial festivities, and the St.
Augustine restoration project) to rush off to Europe in search
of these documents. This difficult and time-consuming task (de-
lightful as may be a European junket) has already been done by
past scholars of excellent preparation and repute. Basic and
conscientious Florida research must be done by the researcher
who knows archival Florida bibliography and who knows how
to control his zest for a European trip if research is his main
goal. After a thorough knowledge of what is easily available in
the United States and what has been printed, a journey to the
European archives is well in order. Tanner and to a slightly lesser
extent Covington have correctly followed this procedure.
In sum, the larger, pseudo-published Tanner study and the
Covington brochure are the type of original studies we need.
University of South Florida
CHARLES  W. ARNADE
Southern Tradition and Regional Progress. By William H.
Nicholls. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1960. xviii, 202 pp. Bibliography. $5.00.)
DR. NICHOLLS, a professor at Vanderbilt University and President
of the Southern Economic Association, defines economic progress
as “an increase in per capita real income.” The only satisfactory
rate of economic progress for the South, he says, is one “sufficient-
ly high to bring the South’s per capita material well-being up to
a par with that of the non-South.” To achieve such a rate of
progress, Professor Nicholls argues that the South must continue
to attract, promote, and build up industry. This follows because
“far more families are trying to make a living from farming than
Southern agricultural resources can possibly support at a level
of living comparable with that afforded by similar non-farm
occupations.” Until many new, better-paying job opportunities are
provided for these surplus farm workers, there can be little
economic progress in the South.
But, the argument goes on, to gain financially strong, high-
wage industries, the South must develop a labor force having
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or capable of learning industrial skills; and it must also develop
urban communities which are good places in which to live. They
must have good public schools not likely to be closed down or
subjected to violence. They must provide such public services
as paving, sewerage, zoning, and police and fire protection. There
must be an atmosphere of law and order. There must be respon-
sible and efficient state and local governments financed by non-
discriminatory taxes. Unless the South develops such communities,
it cannot hope to acquire enough industry to solve its problem
of rural overpopulation and poverty.
The difficulty is that the developing of urban areas attractive
to industry is inhibited by the following elements of the Southern
tradition: agrarianism, a rigid social structure, an undemocratic
political structure, “the weakness of social responsibility on the
part of the South’s traditional socio-political leadership,” and the
“intellectually debilitating  effects of the Southern tradition of
conformity of thought and behavior.” To each of these parts of our
tradition Professor Nicholls devotes a chapter, and his contention
that they tend to limit and slow down the industralization of
the South is quite convincing. He hopes that his analysis will
“make Southern economists and business leaders more aware
of the noneconomic barriers to Southern economic progress.” I
wish that all of them might read his book.
University of Florida
GEORGE  R. B ENTLEY
The Patriot Chiefs. By Alvin M. Josephy, Jr. (New York: The
Viking Press, 1961. xiv, 364 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliog-
raphy, index. $6.00.)
The Patriot Chiefs consists of a series of biographies of Ameri-
can Indian leaders, from the almost legendary seventeenth
century Iroquois, Hiawatha, to Chief Joseph of the Nez Perces
who died in 1904. In addition the author has selected for in-
dividual treatment King Philip, Pope of the Pueblos, Pontiac,
Tecumseh - whom he calls “The Greatest Indian,” - Osceola,
Black Hawk, and Crazy Horse. One may demur at the omission
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of certain other great Indian leaders - Cochise and Geronimo,
for example - but doubtless they did not suit the purposes of the
author.
It is probably inevitable that a biographer should show
partisan leanings, especially when he is writing about the heroes
and victims of a lost cause. Everyone by now is aware of the
shameful duplicity of the white man in his dealings with the
Indians. But Mr. Josephy is somewhat uncritical in his acceptance
of the stereotype of noble redman vs. greedy, stupid, and treacher-
ous white. With only minor exceptions his patriots are sans
reproche, whereas his non-Indian Americans are a pretty sorry lot.
The author’s research into published sources has evidently
been extensive. He writes about his heroes with authority and a
commendable enthusiasm which gives them the breath of life.
His treatment of their white antagonists, however, is too often
summary and superficial, notably his dismissal of Custer as purely
contemptible. The whites were, as everyone now realizes, guilty
of atrocities of an eye-for-an-eye sort, but the complexion of the
dirty fighter is of no single hue. Perhaps we are meant to feel
that the white man should have known better.
Mr. Josephy stresses the fact that Indian leaders at their
best developed a sense of nationality, and that some of them,
particularly those he writes about, were capable of looking beyond
tribal rivalries to the concept of an Indian nation. In this sense,
at least, they were genuine patriots. Hiawatha and the League of
the Five Nations which he wanted to establish were far ahead of
his time and people, and no less a civilized man than Benjamin
Franklin held the League up to his fellow colonists as something
for them to emulate. Tecumseh’s largely futile attempts to unite
the northern tribes against the white man were the aspirations of
a chief whose intelligence and integrity even his white enemies
respected; but the people whom he hoped to lead were not ready
to give up personal power and tribal independence for an un-
proved concept of nationhood.
Thus it was with the other Indian patriots. With no political
tradition and no sense of history their schemes of federation for
collective action and survival had no chance of success. Their
cause, however tenaciously fought, must inevitably be lost.
The Patriot Chiefs gives the reader much of this sense of
inevitability, the Greek tragedy of a race. The patriots themselves
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are gallant, desperate, and doomed. Mr. Josephy sees his pro-
tagonists in fine, clear perspective, and traces their rise and fall
with a skillful hand. His somewhat partisan bias by no means
destroys the interest and authority of his work, a book recom-
mended to the reader who wishes to know more about those
leaders of the vanquished race who so valiantly tried to hold
back the advancing tides.
University of Georgia
CLARKE  OLNEY
The Confederacy, A Social and Political History in Documents,
Edited by Albert D. Kirwan. (New York, Meridian Books,
1959. 292 pp. Notes, bibliography, and index. $1.45)
This volume falls short of the scope announced in its sub-
title. Actually it is a group of selected excerpts from documents
joined together by a kind of running commentary supplied by the
editor. Following a brief but adequate introduction the material
is divided into eleven topical chapters. The material in each
chapter is arranged in chronological order.
Several very good characteristics can be identified as soon as
one begins an examination of this volume. First, all of the editor’s
comments are printed in italics. It is easy to separate the doc-
umentary parts from the editorial comments. Secondly, the
materials selected do give a fairly good sampling of the “flavor of
society” in the Confederacy during the war years. In an age when
the American People wrote and read (more or less intelligently),
instead of accepting as gospel the palavering of their “mass in-
formation” propagandists, the problem of selecting representative
documents was not a small one. Here it is rather well done.
The result is a good volume that will give the casual reader
with an historical bent a feeling of the contemporary opinions and
complaints of the Southern citizenry. It can serve a much more
useful service as a reference for public school teachers of United
States history. Most teachers are so over-burdened with the so-
called extra-curricular activities that they have little or no time
for scholarship - the art of learning something. It will provide
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those teachers who are interested an easy and inexpensive source
for these materials - most of which have never seen the inside
of a public school library. This should be its primary use, and as
such it is excellent. All kinds of interesting classroom “materials”
can be extracted from its pages. These materials might even
infuse a little life into the pages of our classroom text-books.
The reviewer of a collection of documents can usually find
many reasons for criticisms. When one considers the millions of
documents from which to make selections, this becomes apparent.
However, there are a few small faults which should be mentioned.
First is the section headed “King Cotton.” This should have been
called “King Cotton Diplomacy” as most of the contents are
concerned with the impact of cotton on the diplomatic policies
of the Confederacy. The editor should have at least indicated
that the influence of such “Cotton Thinking” was just as important
in all other areas of Southern life, both public and private.
More excerpts should have been included to show how the
economic structure of the Confederacy deteriorated almost from
the first day of the struggle. Outstanding examples are not difficult
to find. This reviewer would have been inclined to add some
statistics - one such list was mentioned but was not included.
More emphasis might have been given to the ways in which the
politicians, both confederate and state, failed to provide the kind
of leadership which might have lessened the importance of this
enervating, paralyzing, malignant growth.
Only one other major criticism seems to be in order. The
excerpts on religion (or most of them) as selected are good,
and they illustrate the position of the various religious groups in
the Confederacy. But the editor should have included some
comment showing the much more important role played by
religion and the clergy in society, in the Civil War period. Few
people realize just how important the “church” and the clergy
were to the daily lives of the people of the South in those trying
days.
The editor did not attempt to gloss over or avoid some of the
unheroic acts of some individuals, either North or South. He in-
cluded information about the Northern “cotton-thieves” and the
Southern “patriots” who collaborated with them. If any citizen
believes that either side in this conflict was above reproach,
without its fair share of grafters and speculators, or governed
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only by the dictates of national welfare, honesty, and patriotism,
he had best not read these documents.
The bibliography is good. Most of the excerpts were taken
from printed sources that are not to difficult to obtain from a
library of reasonable proportions. Those who desire to read the
complete documents on any section or subject will have little
difficulty in doing so. The notes and index are equally complete
and adequate. The price of the paper-back edition makes this
material readily available even to the poor student who is seriously
trying to become educated.
Freeport, Grand Bahama
THEO  R. P ARKER
True Tales of the South at War; How Soldiers Fought and
Families Lived, 1861-1865. Collected and edited by Clarence
Poe. (Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina Press, 1961.
2 0 8  p p .  $ 2 . 9 5 )
Dr. Clarence Poe, for half a century Editor of The Progressive
Farmer, has long been a student of the history of the South and
served the North Carolina Literary and Historical Association as
secretary, president, and member of the executive committee.
Himself “the son of a Confederate soldier-farmer who survived
the War” and “named for a Confederate who did not survive,”
he finds among his earliest recollections tales told by Confederate
soldiers about their wartime adventures, and he early began an
effort to preserve the records of these war memories. Finally he
called upon the 1,400,000 subscribers to his magazine for Civil
War letters, diaries, and reminiscences. The result was this book
which he calls “a book by Southerners themselves-about soldiers
who did the doing, daring, and dying at the front, the wives
and others who kept the home fires burning, the children and
grandchildren who later heard the stories of the old folks.”
It is indicative of the genial impartiality of the editor that
he uses the name “Civil War,” for his tales are not Yankee-hating
ones; they admire the human qualities of wearers of the blue
as well as of the wearers of the gray. Nor is this book in any
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sense a “romance;” there is a good deal of the sort of thing that
Bruce Bairnsfather did so well for World War I with his cartoons:
Southern and Northern soldiers exchanging tobacco for food and
clothing  - with the result that “the Northern ‘body-lice’ battling
the Southern ‘cooties’ ” prevented the new owners from getting
much sleep. There are also tales of heroism on the field of battle.
The thrilling views of brigades drawn up for battle, and cavalry
charges, mingle with the gruesome pictures of the aftermath of
battle on the field and in the hospitals - with the stench of
corpses and of incurable wounds. The impact of the war upon
women and children appears in diaries of soldiers’ wives, and
there is also graphic description of the horrible lot of prisoners
of war. The editor has done a skillful job of marshalling his
materials. At the beginning are many brief tales of volunteering
in the early days of the conflict; the last story is called “A
Prodigal Soldier’s Return.” The tales vary in length from one
paragraph bits to the forty-five page Reminiscences of Berry
Benson containing accounts of battles such as Spotsylvania,
stories of his capture while scouting within the Northern lines,
his escape from Point Lookout Prison, and the final scene at
Appomattox: “So B. K. and I left the little tattered, weary, sad
and weeping army - our army - left them there on the hill with
their arms stacked in the field, all in rows-never to see it any
more.”
Dr. Poe’s book is not to be mistaken for a carefully docu-
mented history of the Civil War or even of any part of it; it is
rather a mirror reflecting the somewhat time-mellowed feelings
about the war of those who had a part in it.
ROBERT  S. W ARD
University of Miami
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Civil War Centennial Commission
On the 29th of September, 1959, Governor LeRoy Collins,
by Proclamation, established a Florida Civil War Centennial
Commission, calling upon it to:
(1) develop statewide promotion and publicity for Florida’s
Civil War Commemoration,
(2) encourage proper observances and suitable commemo-
rative ceremonies of Civil War History,
(3) sponsor appropriate educational activities, and
(4) perform all other duties which serve their program
and support the national objectives of the observance
of the Centennial of the Civil War.
The Proclamation further stated that the Commission should
be composed of interested, able and qualified citizens who were
to serve at the pleasure of the Governor and without compen-
sation.
The Governor appointed the following persons as Com-
missioners :
Dr. Weymouth T. Jordan
Miss Roumelle Bowen
Mrs. Murray Forbes Wittichen
Mrs. Herbert O. Vance
Mrs. T. Aubrey Morse
Mr. Guyte McCord
Mrs. L. A. Davis
Dr. A. J. Hanna
Mrs. Harry E. Wood
Mr. W. A. Coldwell
Later others were added and as of April 30, 1960, the
entire Commission consisted of the original 10 and the following:
Mr. Adam G. Adams Mrs. Willis B. Maxwell
Mr. E. M. Covington Mr. James Messer, Sr.
Mr. James C. Craig Mr. H. Plant Osborne
Mr. Grover C. Criswell, Jr. Dr. R. W. Patrick
Mr. Rolland Dean Mr. Lucius S. Ruder
Mr. Carl E. Duncan Dr. C. W. Tebeau
Mr. Harley L. Freeman Mr. T. T. Wentworth, Jr.
[ 401 ]
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Dr. John E. Johns Mr. James H. White
Judge James R. Knott Judge Ben C. Willis
Mr. Guyte P. McCord acted as temporary chairman for a
meeting held on December 12, 1959, and Mrs. T. Aubrey Morse
was elected to serve as secretary to the Commission.
On January 30, 1960, Mr. McCord was elected honorary
chairman; Judge James R. Knott, temporary chairman; Dr. John
E. Johns and Miss Roumelle Bowen, vice chairmen.
At a meeting on April 30, 1960, Mr. Adam G. Adams was
elected chairman, whereupon the offices of the Commission were
established in the chairman’s office at 208 Valencia Avenue,
Coral Gables, Florida.
The principal business of this meeting was consideration of
the report of the steering committee: Dr. C. W. Tebeau, chair-
man, Mrs. Wittichen, Mrs. Vance, Mr. McCord and Judge
Willis. This report was unanimously adopted, including eight
particular items which, it was hoped, would be financed by an
appropriation of the Legislature.








the monthly publication of a chronology of events in
Florida or affecting Florida, beginning in December,
1960;
the creation of a revolving fund for the purpose of
publishing books on the Civil War and Reconstruction
period;
the collection and preservation of printed, manuscript,
and artifact sources of Florida history during the War
years;
development and publication of a bibliography of
printed and manuscript sources of Florida history in the
War  period;                    
creation of a panel of speakers available for talks on
the Civil War;
appointment of an Executive Secretary with facilities
for conducting the business of the Commission;
and, to provide expense money for the Commission.
In addition, the steering committee recommended the creation
of local committees, the encouragement of publications in his-
torical magazines, and the marking of historical sites.
The Commission was, by private contributions and money
from Governor Collins’ contingent fund, able to begin publication
of the monthly leaflet Florida A Hundred Years Ago. Prior to the
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meeting of the Legislature, Governor Farris Bryant contributed
from his contingent fund so that publication has been uninter-
rupted. 
Governor Bryant issued a Proclamation on the 9th of January,
1961, proclaiming the years falling between the dates, January
10, 1961, and April 9, 1965, as “Florida Civil War Centennial
Years.”
Governor Bryant appointed a Commission consisting of the
following: 
Mr. Adam G. Adams Judge James R. Knott
Miss Roumelle Bowen Mrs. T. Aubrey Morse
Mr. John Boyles Mrs. Herbert O. Vance
Mr. E. M. Covington Mr. T. T. Wentworth, Jr.
Mr. James C. Craig Judge Ben C. Willis
Mr. Grover C. Criswell, Jr. Mrs. Murray Forbes Wittichen
Mr. Ben L. Cunliff, Jr.
naming as chairman and secretary the persons who formerly
served in those capacities.
This Commission met in Tallahassee on March 20, 1961.
This meeting largely looked forward to the probability of receiving
an appropriation from the Legislature. It was announced that
Dr. Samuel Proctor of the Department of Social Sciences of the
University of Florida, will undertake the assembling of events in
Florida A Hundred Years Ago.
Through the able assistance of Judge Willis, Miss Bowen, and
Mrs. Morse, House Bill 1440 was enacted into Chapter 61-404
with an annual appropriation of $12,000 for the biennium July
1, 1961, to June 1, 1963.
This bill named the Governor, Secretary of State and Super-
intendent of Public Education as the Florida Civil War Centennial
Commission and specified that the Commission should appoint a
planning committee of twelve members to carry out the wishes
and objects of the Commission. The Commission appointed the
same persons who had been acting as the Commission prior to
the enactment of the Legislation.
Members of the old Commissions and the planning committee
have attended the third National Assembly at St. Louis and the
fourth National Assembly at Charleston, as well as meetings of
the Confederate States Civil War Centennial Conference at
Atlanta, Richmond, Charleston, and Jackson.
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The Commission will publish, early this summer, a manual
for the use of local committees which should stimulate interest
in commemoration of the Civil War Years throughout the State.
This manual will contain a short history of the National and the
Florida Commissions, and an expression of why commemoration
is desirable, how commemoration should be conducted, suggested
procedures for local committees, and an outline of projects. It
will also contain an outline “Contract of Loan” under which an
individual may temporarily deposit historic materials with the
State and a “Contract of Gift” by which an individual may give
materials to the State of Florida.
The Commission particularly would welcome information
about speakers who are willing to make talks on the Civil War
period.
Of utmost concern to local centennial committees will be
the problem of raising funds. The State Commission is unable
to cooperate through financial contribution but the Commission
stands ready to lend advice and to perform whatever services it
can to assist in any project.
Archaeological-Historical Salvage 
The Florida State Cabinet has made a significant step toward
the preservation of historical materials found in Florida waters by
the appointment of a committee of professional historians and
archaeologists to act in an advisory capacity to the Cabinet. The
following appointments to the committee have been made by the
Governor: Charlton Tebeau, University of Miami; Robert Fuson,
University of South Florida; Charles Fairbanks, Florida State
University; John Goggin, University of Florida; and J. C. Dickin-
son, director, Florida State Museum. Van Ferguson, director,
Internal Improvement Fund, will serve as ex-officio chairman.
The Cabinet, acting as trustees of the Fund, is charged with the
control of state owned waters and the licensing of any salvage
operations in them. The awareness by the state’s governmental
leaders of the importance of salvaged materials to the knowledge
of our history is gratifying indeed.
News of Local Historical Societies and Commissions
Overseas Railway Marker Dedications and Motorcade
The fiftieth anniversary of the arrival of the first Florida East
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Coast Railway passenger train at Key West was commemorated
by the dedication of markers at Homestead and at Key West dur-
ing a day-long celebration on January 20, 1962. The Historical
Association of Southern Florida organized the extensive activities
which included a motorcade between the two points, breakfast,
luncheon, dinner, and addresses on the history of the railway.
Mrs. Jean Flagler Gonzales, granddaughter of Henry M. Flagler,
and William H. Krome, a son of William J. Krome, chief engineer
of the overseas railway, unveiled the marker at Homestead. At
Key West, the marker was unveiled by Mrs. Gonzales and Mrs.
Nora K. Smiley, author and historian, and a sister of William J.
Krome. These two markers bring to a total of nineteen the num-
ber of markers erected by the Association.
The St. Augustine Historical Society: Earle W. Newton, execu-
tive director of the St. Augustine Historical Restoration and
Preservation Commission, addressed the Society on “The Mean-
ing of Restoration for Americans” at the January meeting. J. Ty-
ler Van Campen was re-elected president; W. I. Drysdale was
named vice president; Otis Barnes, treasurer; and Mrs. M. W.
Kettner, secretary. The January issue of El Escribano commemo-
rates the fiftieth anniversary of the extension of the Florida East
Coast Railway to Key West. This issue carries a supplement con-
taining reprints of some of the contemporary material in the So-
ciety’s archives relating to the “Eighth Wonder of the World,” as
the overseas railway once was called.
The Palm Beach Historical Society: The opening of the old
Royal Poinciana Hotel in Palm Beach in 1894 was commemo-
rated on January 21 by the unveiling of a historical marker on
the hotel site. Mrs. Jean Flagler Gonzales unveiled the marker.
This ceremony in Palm Beach was one of several in Florida east
coast cities in observance of “Henry M. Flagler Day.” Recent
speakers before the group include Mrs. Murray F. Wittichen and
Mrs. Henry J. Burkhardt, who arranged a program on Jefferson
Davis. Charles W. Arnade, University of South Florida, spoke
in January on “Three Hundred Years of Spanish Rule in Florida,”
This Society, with headquarters at lovely Whitehall, has received
a number of gifts of source materials on the area. A recent dona-
tion was a collection of diaries, memoirs, and letters written from
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the Palm Beach area during the early 1890’s, a gift of Vincent
Gilpin of West Chester, Pennsylvania.
The Hillsborough County Historical Commission: A plaque
commemorating the visit of President John F. Kennedy to Tampa
on October 18, 1960 (when he was a candidate for the presi-
dency), was dedicated at the west entrance of the Hillsborough
County Court House in November. The plaque is one of a score
at the county’s historically significant sites which have been
placed by the Commission during the last five years. Theodore
Lesley is chairman of the markers committee.
Martin County Historical Society: “Pioneer Days” was sponsored
by the Society and the Stuart Chamber of Commerce on Novem-
ber 17-18, 1961. During this celebration the Elliott Museum,
gift of retired industrialist Harmon P. Elliott to the Society, was
dedicated. Designed and built by Mr. Elliott, the museum houses
a valuable collection of antique vehicles which he had collected
over the years. Mr. C. O. Rainey, a former president of the
Society, was a close collaborator with Mr. Elliott in this project.
New officers of the Society are Maurice Hartman, president;
Mrs. Hugh Willoughby, C. A. Porter, and R. C. Fernon, vice-
presidents; Mrs. Cornelia Abbott, secretary; and Mrs. Justin
Smith, treasurer. 
Pensacola Honors T. T. Wentworth
The City Council of Pensacola adopted a resolution on Feb-
ruary 8, 1962, commending Mr. T. T. Wentworth, Jr., for his
untiring efforts in preserving the historical treasures of the region.
A director of the Florida Historical Society and a member of the
Board of Editors of the Quarterly, Mr. Wentworth has long been
known and admired for the single-minded dedication which he
has brought to the collecting and displaying of historical artifacts
connected with Florida. His collections are presently displayed in
his own museum at Pensacola. In recognition of his devoted
services the Council saluted him “as a generous and outstanding
citizen of this community whose only reward shall come from
the admiration and commendation of his fellow men, but which
is and shall be rich and sincere.”
The Council also resolved to erect and dedicate at some suit-
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able place within Pensacola a public marker commending its hon-
ored citizen. 
Where is the Bemrose Manuscript?
In 1940 the Quarterly published portions of an Indian War
manuscript which consisted of memoirs by an English hospital
steward named John Bemrose. The Society library has a typescript
copy of this manuscript but the location of the original is now
unknown. The manuscript was edited for the Quarterly by
Robert Charles Stafford, who had purchased the original from Dr.
Arthur Freeman. Dr. John K. Mahon of the University of Florida
History Department, now preparing a history of the Indian War,
would like very much to see the original manuscript and will be
grateful for any assistance our readers can give to him in locating
either of the above gentlemen, or the Bemrose manuscript.
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In this number we continue the reminiscences of Florida
begun in our last issue by the late Jane D. Brush of Michigan,
widow of Alanson P. Brush, a pioneer of the automobile industry.
*  *  *  *
TALES OF OLD FLORIDA
by JANE  D. BRUSH
CHAPTER  II: CAMP  ON  THE  MYAKKA
The next morning Al and I got up early; Mollie gave us our
breakfast before the others, and we hurried over to Furman’s
and Ida’s little house at the back of the Helveston place. We
found them about ready to start. The two tents had been stowed
in the wagon the night before, the bedding carefully wrapped
and then packed between the tents for further protection. Ida’s
big box of camp supplies was ready and waiting; Furman added
a few tools, the big jug of drinking water which they always
carried, and last a queer looking contrivance which I learned to
know well later - a Dutch oven.
As we started on our trip, Flora, Ida’s horse, showed her
mettle and Furman was busy keeping her in order. A tall, well-
built man, Furman looked particularly well on horse-back and the
way he managed Flora excited my admiration. Before we reached
Sarasota, Flora had settled down and was showing how well-
behaved she could be. The Primes were waiting for us and in
no time our little cavalcade was out on the open prairie. As we
jogged along on the road - you could barely see ahead that it
was a road - I found it was a good chance for a little visit with
my husband.
“Al,” I said, “What is this Myakka you all talk about so
much?”
“The answer to that,” said Al, “would depend on where you
were, and whom you asked.” He went on, “If you were down
near Charlotte Harbor or Punta Gorda, they would tell you it
was a river of considerable size, being tide-water for quite a
distance. They would probably add that it drained a large area
[ 408 ]
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of very good grazing land. Then, if you went farther up the river
you would come to a good-sized settlement; one of the oldest in
this part of Florida. Many of these settlers would live on, or near,
two small lakes, Upper and Lower Myakka. These settlers might
tell you they live in Myakka, a small town, but we are not going
to see any of those places.” He went on, “The upper reaches of
this river drain a wide region east and south of Sarasota. It is
a peculiar bit of country; of plains or prairies dotted by humps
of land; land which we in the north might call ‘hummocks’, but
which down here are called ‘hammocks’. The main stream of
the river winds around these hammocks. During the rainy season
the stream is very busy, carrying off the superfluous water, and
there are spots where it has hollowed out quite deep holes behind,
like a series of ponds. From the banks of some of the hammocks
near these holes one can fish, and Furman has been hearing that
the fishing is unusually good this year.” Just then Furman, who
had been riding behind talking to George Prime, came up along
side of us.
“Can't we turn off here,” asked Ida, “and make a short-cut
to Big Hammock?”
“Of course you can,” said Furman, “but it will be very rough
driving,” and he glanced doubtfully at me. Then Al spoke.
“If your wagon and supplies can stand it, I guess we can. You
are no real ‘tender-foot,’ are you, Janie? Go ahead with your
short-cut.”
So we drove right out over the plains for some distance.
Ahead the ground looked invitingly smooth, but the low spreading
leaves of the scrub palmetto were deceptive. Under the inviting
smoothness of its leaves, the spreading roots of the plant, writhed
like ungainly serpents, sometimes partially underground, some-
times above. It certainly was very rough going, and at times things
in the back of the wagon rattled around rather alarmingly, but we
were soon back on a road again; at least it was a smooth grassy
trail, and we were very near to the hammock. A short climb up
a rise of ground and we were on the top of Big Hammock. It was
beautiful!
Now, Florida is a land of beauty, most of it associated with
water, from its rivers-many of them navigable-and its lakes to
the almost infinite variety of its coast line. Its outlying keys give
it an infinitude of diversified beauty. But here was something
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different; here was stark beauty of line-the sweep up from the
surrounding prairie, and the grandeur of towering pines and oaks,
softened and made fairy-like by trailing festoons of Spanish
moss. All about us, filling in the background, was a great variety
of foliage. If I ever saw an ideal camping spot, this was it. There
was no end to beautiful places for pitching a tent. Soon each
family had chosen a camp-site and the men worked together
till the tents were up. With these seasoned campers this didn’t
take long, and then I got my first lesson on how to make a good
camp bed. First came a pile of pine branches. These were laid
with care so that they formed a springy foundation which would
keep our bed off the ground, but it was evened and smoothed by a
layer of flat palmetto leaves. To this we added armfuls of a soft
dry grass which we brought up from the surrounding prairie.
This might seem to be enough, and indeed it often was, but this
night, because it was there in such abundance, we added a layer
of Spanish moss soft as a hair mattress. A felt blanket over all
gave us a comfortable couch if we wanted to rest during the day,
and it was ready to receive our soft cotton blankets and our
pillows for the night. Anyone who wants a better bed than this
should not go camping!
As soon as our beds were ready, we gave our attention to
collecting fuel for our campfire. The location of the fire had been
chosen before the tents were put up. They were so spaced that
all three tents would be within the circle of its radiance. Not
being near any water, we had to be sure there was a pile of fresh
dirt available to bank a fire or smother it, as the case might be.
Now to provide a big pile of fuel for our evening campfire!
“Look for pine,” they said. I had thought I knew all about
pine, for it had been our common fuel in my childhood in north-
ern Michigan, but this southern pine was quite a revelation to me.
A piece of heart pine was not only inflammable - it was almost
solid pitch! A splinter of it could be lighted and carried like a
torch. They called it “light-wood” down here; sometimes they
talked of “fat pine,” a very descriptive term. I learned something
about looking for it in an isolated region like this. Find a place
where a tree has been struck by lightning, or blown over by
some gale or hurricane. The bark and outer layers of wood will
sooner or later disappear, but if you explore the crumbling debris,
you will find pieces of heart pine which will still burn like a
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Getting dinner on Big Hammock, out on the Myakka.
Alzarti House on Sarasota Bay.
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torch and add gloriously to your evening fire. While the women
folk were looking for fat pine Furman and Al were scouring the
woodland around us for a different kind of wood; something
that would bum slowly and hold that fire a long time. In partic-
ular they looked for a wood called “button wood.” This, they
told us, would be almost as good as charcoal for our camp
cooking. There was a great diversity of foliage on this hammock,
and they soon found what they wanted.
Is it simply because this was my first camping experience in
Florida, or was it really the most beautiful spot I ever saw?
How can I tell? I have however, several photographs taken that
first afternoon, which would go far to justify my thought. The
composite picture in my mind, however, is much more complete
and vivid than the one I am able to show. I can see three tents
and the big campfire with its rude seats. I see Mable, gathering
her handfuls of moss. I see George Prime tending the early
morning fire, his bird-dog, Sport, beside him. Oh yes! I can see
it all! Can you?
We did not use the Dutch oven that night. There had been
no time for hunting or fishing. Instead, Ida got out a long-han-
dled frying pan and we had generous amounts of bacon and eggs
with toasted cheese and assorted sweets, according to individual
tastes. Always for Furman it would be Florida cane syrup; al-
ways for Al it would be Ida’s guava jelly. As for me, I liked both;
perhaps I took both! We did not linger long that night around
the fire. We had worked hard and were tired; besides, the next
day would be full, for we planned to go to the deep holes on the
Myakka River, and fish for big-mouthed black bass.
The next morning we didn’t waste much time. After a some-
what hasty breakfast, we tidied up our tents, fastened them shut
as well as we could, banked our camp-fire, and taking a picnic
lunch we started for our fishing in the Myakka River-in the
deep holes Al had told me of. It was quite a little drive from
where we were. When we got there I was interested; it was a
curious looking place. Queer - to think that in the wet season
these “holes,” which looked like a series of detached ponds, would
be connected by a flow of water which would ultimately empty
into Charlotte Harbor and so into the Gulf of Mexico.
The men got the rods ready and we all went to work. Leav-
ing the horses and the wagons in the shady spot which had been
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chosen for our picnic lunch, we took our positions at the differ-
ent holes to find out where the best fishing was. There was quite
a little rivalry; each one wanted to show up with the biggest string
of fish. The stories that had been told about this place had not
been exaggerated; we caught so many fish that when we got hun-
gry at noon-time and met at our picnic spot, our combined string
of fish was so long that everyone agreed that to go on fishing
would be foolish. Mr. and Mrs. Prime said that two would be
enough for them; Ida said one would do for her family. That
would leave a big string - ten or more fish - to show the folks
at Alzarti House that this had been no wild goose chase. The sug-
gestion that one should be cleaned and fried for our luncheon was
turned down. “I will take one of the biggest,” said Ida, “and stuff
it and bake it in the Dutch oven for our dinner; you don’t want
fish twice today.” We all agreed, so we boiled our coffee and sat
down to our picnic luncheon of crackers and cheese, bread and
butter with a great variety of sweets. Our picnic spot was close
to one of the pools so our long string of fish was left in the water
till we were ready to start back to camp. We wanted them to be
fresh when we reached home. Our Southern friends were jubi-
lant over these fresh water fish and even I, who very much pre-
ferred Spanish mackerel, had to admit that these big plump,
greenish-brown fellows were fine looking fish.
We were so anxious to get these fish home while they were
nice and fresh, that it was decided that we would spend just one
more night in camp, and then drive home the next day. So after
luncheon things were packed to go back to Big Hammock. In our
wagon were the fishing poles, Furman’s tools and Ida’s box of
picnic lunch. Ida was in her seat and I was waiting for Al to
come and help me up when Mabel begged for a little ride on her
mother’s horse. After putting Mabel on Flora, Furman took the
long string of fish just out of the water, and put them in the back
of the wagon. “Don’t put those wet things in here,” said Ida,
“they will make our crackers and everything else smell of fish.”
“All right,” said Furman, “I’ll carry them back of me on
Flora,” and he tied the rope with the fish to the back of Flora’s
saddle. Was it the strange damp weight that Flora objected to,
or did she smell the fish? Who can say? But there was no ques-
tion as to how she felt. “This is an insult,” she seemed to say,
“and I’ll not stand it!” Not in a hurried way, but slowly, very de-
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liberately, she dropped her head toward the ground and just as
slowly her hind quarters began to rise in the air. “I’ll get rid of
that thing,” she seemed to say. Mabel did not scream, but she
clutched wildly at the saddle. Then things happened fast. Al
sprang to Flora’s head while Furman snatched Mabel off her back
and then began untying the string of fish. All this movement
had not soothed Flora. She now seemed thoroughly frightened
and tried to bolt. She was very hard to hold as she pranced
around. But Ida was now out of the wagon; she knew her horse.
“Here,” she said, “Let me get on her. I’ll take that out of
her!” Obediently, Furman held his hand, and in a jiffy, Ida was
on Flora’s back and had turned her head out toward the open
prairie. Flora was ready to run and Ida, instead of checking her
in any way, urged her on, giving her sharp little slaps with the
reins. Never had I at that time - nor have I since - seen such
riding. Ida kept her precarious side seat on a man’s saddle, sit-
ting erect with no apparent effort. The tumultuous start had
jarred her hair-pins out and her long dark hair streamed after
her. I was thrilled! Oh, what a Brunhilde! I would never hear
that opera again without thinking of Ida and her wild ride across
the Florida prairie. I picked up a few hairpins which had fallen
almost at my feet as she wheeled Flora out toward the open plain,
then I got in with Al while Furman took Mabel beside him and
we started out over the faint trail which wound over the prairie
and around some smaller hammocks to Big Hammock. We caught
up with Ida finally. She was sitting quietly in a shady spot,
braiding her long hair so that a few pins would hold it up. Flora
was perfectly meek and gentle; she had lost all desire to run. Ida
and Furman changed places and we were soon back in camp, the
fish dangling from the back of the wagon.
We didn’t have long to rest after we got back to Big Ham-
mock for it was nearly time to prepare our dinner - and we
wanted it to be a good one. The Primes had left the picnic spot
ahead of us, and they had the camp fire blazing. Ida selected the
fish she wanted for our dinner and while Furman got it ready
for her to cook, Al and George Prime took the rest of the fish.
Choosing a shady spot, they strung them up between two saplings.
I have been present at more pretentious banquets, but never,
I am sure, at one where the food tasted better than at this dinner
at Big Hammock. The big fresh water bass stuffed as only Ida
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could do it, and baked in the Dutch oven, was our main dish,
but besides that there were some other things not often found on
a camping-trip menu. Hot baking-powder biscuits, and hearts of
palm served with Hollandaise sauce, are not common on such
occasions.
The use of the Dutch oven was new to me and I watched
the process eagerly. As soon as the fire was at the right stage, the
heavy iron skillet, on its sturdy three legs, was pushed down in
the hot ashes, with live coals banked all around it. Then coals
were shoveled into the concave top of the cover till it could hold
no more. This would soon produce an oven hot enough to bake
anything. When it was ready, a green sapling with a pronged
end was slipped under the half ring which made a handle for
the cover. Now the cover was lifted just enough to slip Ida’s
pan of biscuit in. It would take these about fifteen minutes to
bake. Then the cover was lifted again - carefully and briefly
- and the deliciously stuffed fish took the place of the biscuit.
Ida quickly wrapped her biscuit in the heavy bread-cloth which
was a part of her camp equipment. Those biscuit would still be
hot when we were ready to eat. I speak from years of experience
with Ida and her hot bread-cloth. Al and Furman insisted that
we had at hand a fine vegetable to add to our dinner. They cut
down a palmetto plant, peeled its terminal bud out from its pro-
tecting sheath, boiled it in salted water and were about to serve
it with melted butter, when Al had a thought. “My dear,” he
said, “make us some Hollandaise sauce, like they serve in hotels
with artichokes; it would be good with these palm hearts.”
“I know it would be good,” I said, “but I never made any - I
don’t know how.”
“Don’t you know what to put in it?” asked Al.
“Why yes - in a way,” I said, “but it’s tricky to make, and I
would need a double boiler and an egg-beater.”
“Well,” said my resourceful husband, “You have a skillet, a
saucepan and a fork. Go ahead - try it.”
“All right,” I said, “Bring me the butter jar, two eggs, some
salt and a lemon; but don’t blame me if you can’t eat it.” I don’t
know what magic of good luck was with me that day - I know
it wasn’t skill - but the truth is, I never afterward, in my own
kitchen and with every convenience, made better Hollandaise
sauce than that which was concocted out on the Myakka. As for
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palm hearts, we came to know them in the north - where they
“grew in cans” - but though they sold at luxury prices, they
could not compete with these we got for nothing out in the wilds
of our “Old Florida.”
It did not take long after dinner to dispose of our work. The
paper napkins we used scrubbed each plate and utensil so clean
that a very little water completed the job. All the refuse was
piled on the fire and reduced to ashes. We had no use for peo-
ple who left a disorderly camp. We sat around for awhile, talk-
ing over the events of the day. The men had found a log which
they placed near the fire; with a blanket for a cover it made a
good seat for anyone who wanted such a luxury. These talks
around a camp-fire are very pleasant, but they were not prolonged
too late on this occasion for it had been a long day in the open
air and we were somewhat tired. There was a faint fragrance of
pine boughs all around us and our camp beds seemed inviting,
so we went to bed fairly early and were soon in a dreamless sleep
- at least I speak for myself. Sometime in the night, I was
awakened by a violent barking. That would be George Prime’s
bird-dog. “I wonder what’s troubling Sport,” said Al sleepily.
We did not have to wonder long. There was no mistaking those
grunts and squeals. Pigs - razor-backs! Many herds of them
ran wild over these plains, but they did not often invade the thick
growth on the hammocks. What could have drawn them? Sud-
denly a voice rang out - it was Ida’s - “They are eating our
fish!” That cry brought everyone out in a hurry in a great di-
versity of night apparel, Furman had hastily pulled on a pair of
trousers, but his nightshirt stuck out in the back. Al appeared
shamelessly in his “undies” - he had neglected to pack his
night-shirt.
This band of “razor-backs” - there were at least a dozen of
them - were not easily driven off. As soon as one was driven
away from the string of fish, another would take its place; but
at last the men with sticks and stones, aided by Sport, had the
whole pack started down the slope toward the open prairie. Then
Furman stepped into his tent and came out with his shot-gun,
loaded with bird-shot. “Just to make sure they don’t come back,”
said Furman as he peppered them with little lead pellets. The
sting of the shot brought a burst of shrill squeals, and the slow
moving herd broke into a run. When they slowed down Furman
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fired again, which brought a new burst of squeals and more run-
ning. For some time Furman kept this up and I finally fell asleep
with the memory of those receding squeals in my mind.
The pigs did not come back. In the morning we examined
the damage. It was not very great; a few fish were missing but
the ends of the rope on which they had been strung were tied
so high that only a few could be reached by the marauders. We
still had a fine string of fish to take home, and what a good story
to account for its not being much larger!
Perhaps it is natural that the return from a trip like this
should be less exciting than the one going out. To most of our
party camping trips were so frequent as to seem commonplace;
even to Al, it was a renewal of a pleasure he had once enjoyed
and had missed, but to me it was a new and thrilling experience
- an adventure! Had I never camped out before? To be sure
I had but not in this way. A few years before, I had been in-
vited to spend a couple of weeks camping in northern Michigan.
We had several tents erected over board floors; we slept on fold-
ing cots and used folding chairs around a folding dining-table.
We were on the outskirts of a thriving resort town on the shore
of one of our Great Lakes. A walk of ten or fifteen minutes took
us into town where we ordered supplies which were brought to
our tent by a delivery boy. Down here it was different. Nowhere
on our ten or twelve mile drive had we seen a house. What was
equally strange to me - there were no fences! Nothing, I think,
so impressed me with the primitiveness of this country, as the
sweeping lines of its plains, with never a fence!
As we jogged along toward home I thought again of those
fish. “Al,” I said, “I always thought that black bass were a north-
ern fish, but they called these bass. I’m sure the smallest one we
have is larger than any I ever saw up North.”
“I don’t know much about it,” said my husband. “When I
lived down here, I spent most of my time on salt water, but I
have heard fishermen say that the biggest large-mouthed black
bass in the world were found in Florida’s fresh water lakes.”
We were making a leisurely return trip across the Florida
plains and as always the nearer we came to Alzarti House the
more our late experiences became background and we were look-
ing forward to new adventures. One thing puzzled me, and I
finally said, “It is hard for me to understand why our Southern
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friends value fresh water fish so highly when so many kinds of
salt water fish are easily available.”
“It is just human nature,” said Al. “Circumstances do not
often let them get a big catch of fresh water fish. To them big-
mouthed bass is as rare as mackerel and blue fish are to you." As
we reached the Helveston home Al helped me down and as he
did so remarked laughingly, “Well, here we are, my dear, and I
think I can promise you that the next time you go fishing, it will
be for salt water fish.”
(Continued in the next issue)
* * * *
Mr. Ralph E. Wager, of Panama City, sends us the follow-
ing account of legend, lore, and history concerning early Wewa-
hitchka.
* * * *
AN INDIAN STOCKADE AND
FORT IN NORTHWEST FLORIDA
by RALPH  E. WAGER
I N THE EARLY 1830’s there came to the area of Wewahitchka,Florida, several members of a Richards family whose ances-
tors had left France, landed in North Carolina and from there
had migrated to Alabama. With their families they found their
way to the wilderness of forest along the Chipola River wherein
they made their clearings and built their log houses. Their route
was possibly along the Euchee and Holmes valleys to Marianna,
and then aong the river. Whatever their route, they came into a
land abounding in fish and game, with good soil and pleasing
climate.
One of the four men, Jim Richards, constructed his house on
a slight rise of ground within the bounds of what is now Wewa-
hitchka. His family of wife and five children doubtless enjoyed
their new home. Leaving one day on a hunting trip, the father
returned to find his house in ashes, and his wife and three chil-
dren massacred. The other two children hid in a nearby swamp,
now known as Hunter’s Head. Both were found the following
day, the girl after a long search. The name of the lad was Jehu;
that of the girl is not known. The Indians, perpetrators of the
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tragedy, left without knowing of the children’s escape. The chil-
dren were between the ages of seven and twelve years. The In-
dians may have been Seminoles or a wandering band of Creeks.
Mr. Joe Hunter, who was born in Wewahitchka in 1883 and
died there in 1961, related that his father, a superintendent
of two of the large orange groves along the Chipola, bought the
lot on which the tragedy occurred and on it built his home, now
long since disappeared. But the naked lot remains. Both father
and son were familiar with the legends of the community.
The story is that Mr. Richards, so enraged over the loss of
his home and family, vowed vengeance on all Indians. It is related
that he did kill some of them, and that his friends had forcefully
to restrain him when an Indian came into sight. Though it has
no historic confirmation, Mr. Hunter thought that there was a
place on the Chipola called Bloody Bluff so named because of the
encounter there between Mr. Richards and two Indians whom he
killed.
The boy’s name, Jehu, is perpetuated as the name of a ceme-
tery, near Wewahitchka, land also in that of a landing on the
Dead Lakes. It is also of interest to point out that the site of the
cemetery was the place where were kept the horses of a contingent
of Union soldiers during the Civil War. A crude fort was erected
nearby. These Union men were sent to protect the approaches
to the river, and also to deter traffic on it. It is thought that on
returning to their northern homes, these soldiers made known
to their friends the plentiful game, fertile soil, and pleasant cli-
mate experienced during their sojourn. The result was a marked
migration of people from the North attracted by the rapidly grow-
ing orange industry in the 1870’s and 1880’s which attained
remarkable proportions until the “big freeze” of 1895 destroyed
the trees. Old residents of the area say that the trees reached
great size and bore abundantly. The fruit was shipped by large
boats to Columbus, Georgia, and other points for distribution,
moving up the Chipola to the cut-off and thence into the Apa-
lachicola River. The modern cemetery is an interesting landmark.
The name Jehu reminds one of the tragedy of the massacre. Five
miles from the site of the massacre, in the direction of the old
town of St. Joseph, other members of the family made their
homes - Jehu, Stephen, and John, who was a Methodist preacher.
It is stated in an old letter, that “it was not safe for a white
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man to go unprotected.” It seems then, that a body of Indians
were remaining in the area. Mr. Hunter’s belief was that the
massacre, together with the constant menace, led the few families
to group themselves in building a stockade and fort for protec-
tion. This they did, so that at night refuge might be taken in it,
and it seems also that one house was built within the stockade.
Fierce dogs were set loose in the stockade at night to warn of in-
truders, and also to seek outside for Indian approach. The site
of the stockade and fort is well known, and still is referred to as
the Fort Place. The plot of ground at the time consisted of about
seven acres of fertile soil, later cultivated over a period of many
years.
The stockade, formed by vertically placed puncheons, en-
closed an area of over an acre and a half. The fort, of typical
blockhouse construction, was sixteen by thirty-two feet, of two
stories. The second floor extended out over the first a few feet.
Heavy hewn logs, ten inches square, were pegged together by oak
pins. On one side of the second floor was an opening through
which a ladder might be lowered and raised. Port-holes were
built into the walls of both stories, admitting light, and serving
for the use of firearms. A stick-and-mud chimney was centrally
placed with an opening on each side of the bottom part supplying
heat and a means of cooking in each of the two rooms. A heavy
gate opened into the stockade, and an equally heavy door opened
into the fort.
Twenty miles away lay St. Joseph with hundreds of inhabi-
tants. The venturesome construction of a railroad from the Bay
to Depot Creek was completed in September of 1836. In 1839,
a branch of this railroad to Iola was completed, and the stockade
and fort lay between this railroad and a bayou and creek extend-
ing about a mile and a half from the Chipola River close to the
site. The railroad was somewhat over a quarter of a mile dis-
tant. 1
It seems certain that construction of the stockade and fort
was completed before the railroad. Mr. Hunter was of the opin-
ion that the massacre, which by tradition took place in 1833, was
1. Editor’s Note: A definitive treatment of the railroad from St. Joseph
to the Apalachicola River is found in Robert R. Hurst, Jr., “Mapping
Old St. Joseph, Its Railroads, and Environs,” Florida Historical
Quarterly,  XXXIX (April ,  1961), 354-365.
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the immediate cause of the united effort to guard against further
atrocities at the hands of Indians. It is reasonable to think that
the railroad came by after the completion of the stockade.
There is no record of Indian interference in the construction of
the railroad, but depredations took place for many years in places
not far distant. One member of the Constitutional Convention of
1838-39 in St. Joseph was compelled to leave to guard his proper-
ty from Indian depredations. How long the few people of the com-
munity used the stockade and fort is not known. The failure of
the railroad, about 1841, left the area again isolated in its wilder-
ness. The Chipola River, not far away, made travel by water pos-
sible, but many years elapsed before the forests were even partly
cleared away and farms opened. Even as late in time as the early
part of the present century it was possible for one to blaze out a
section of forest and say, “This is mine.” Squatters were every-
where, for the lands had not been surveyed until about 1850,
after which time titles could be gotten. The Richards people were
pioneers, dependent only on their own ingenuity, living in a wil-
derness of forest and stream.
One of the family, John Richards, the Methodist minister,
gave to Wewahitchka its present name. In an Indian language it
means “two-eyes,” referring to the two lakes lying within its
boundaries. It had had other names, such as “Double Ponds,”
and “Spectacles.”
The construction of the stockade and fort has been described
by Mr. Hunter, who as a child played in the fort, then occupied
by his uncle. Mr. Edwin Banks, still living, saw the place in
1905, and again in 1910. He recalls that the building was not
then occupied. The stockade had long since fallen. He was im-
pressed by the heavy construction of the building. He recalls
walking along the old railroad right of way which still had many
of the ties in place.
It seems that soon after the turn of the century, the “fort” was
deserted and the upper story fell into decay. Mr. W. C. Whaley
repaired the building in 1918. The port-holes were cemented
up, and shuttered windows cut in the walls. He lived for a short
time in the house, repaired by a new roof and floor. Mr. W. B.
Smith occupied the place for some years, a marriage of his dau-
ghter taking place in it in 1923. By 1930 the house, unused
for a few years, became an easy source of timber for neighbors
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and nothing now remains, the lumber having been carried away
to be put to other uses.
The clearing on which the stockade and fort were located,
is still clear of forest growth. For some years it was cultivated as
a garden. Access to the spot is not difficult although the road
leading to it is narrowed by growth on either side.
Soon after the Civil War, the tract of land containing the
site of the fort, was bought by Mr. S. S. Alderman, an extensive
operator of orange groves, some of which grew close to the site
of the fort. People still recall the enormous trees and the heavy
crops of fruit they bore. The “big freeze” of 1895 destroyed the
trees and the extensive groves were not renewed. The property
then came to a Mr. Daffin, who married the daughter of its for-
mer owner. Mr. T. Spencer, an engineer on the river boats,
bought the property. He died in 1917, leaving it to his daughter
who now holds title to it.
Wewahitchka, the site of the massacre, for many years was a
scattered community, dependent on its production of Tupelo
honey, and the trees of its extensive forests. Logs were transport-
ed to the Chipola, rafted, and then floated to Apalachicola’s mills.
It is now a pleasant town, the county seat of Gulf County with
modern homes, churches, and schools. The old railroad right of
way, for many years traveled by cart and automobile, is hard-
surfaced, making for easy travel to neighboring towns.
The tradition of the massacre, and the building of the fort,
still lingers in the minds of the older people. The fort place is
quite unknown to the younger generation, nor are they familiar
with its history.
An effort to find the burial places of the older Richards peo-
ple has been unsuccessful. There is a tradition that years ago a
burial place existed not far from the Jehu cemetery but no trace
of it remains.
It is the opinion of the writer that the site of the stockade
and fort should be memorialized by the Board of Parks and His-
torical Memorials. It was one of the few structures of its kind in
northwest Florida. It testifies to the hardihood of the first white
men who came into a land little frequented hitherto save by the
Indians.
* * * *
Mr. Leon O. Prior, a graduate student at the University of
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Miami, has sent us the following account of Florida’s participa-
tion in the building of the Washington Monument.
* * * *
FLORIDA AND THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT
by LEON  O. PRIOR
In 1833, the Washington National Monument Society was
organized by influential citizens of Washington, D. C., to build
a monument to the memory of George Washington. Construc-
tion funds were to be raised by public subscription. 1 Before ad-
mission to statehood, and in 1838, Florida assisted in the fund
raising. 2 Later, Florida representatives participated in the cor-
nerstone ceremony on July 4, 1848, and the final dedication on
February 21, 1885. 3
One of the earliest national civic activities of the Florida citi-
zens was the collection of funds from the public for the construc-
tion of the monument. The statement of receipts of the Wash-
ington Monument Society for 1838 shows receipt of two hundred
twenty-seven dollars from the people of Florida. 4 School chil-
dren, as well as private citizens, took part in raising funds for
this purpose. 5
The laying of the cornerstone was planned for July 4, 1848.
Prior to this date, the National Monument Society invited each
state to have representatives attend the ceremony in Washington,
D. C. The invitation requested the delegation to bring a banner
inscribed with the great seal of their state. They were also re-
quested to bring some other article to be deposited in the monu-
ment. This article was to have a suitable inscription thereon, to
perpetuate to posterity, some knowledge of the state’s use and
origin. 6
1. United States, Department of the Interior, Washington Monument
(Washington, 1958), 1.    
2. Senate Document No. 224, 57th Congress. History of the Washington
National  Monument and Washington National  Monument Society.
Compiled by Frederick L. Harvey, Sec. of the Washington National
Monument Society (Washington, 1902), 30.
3. Letter by Cornelius W. Heine, Chief, Division of Public Use and
Interpretation, National Park Service, dated June 9, 1961, to the
writer.
4.  Senate  Document  No. 224.
5. Letter by Cornelius W. Heine, cited above.
6. Senate Document No. 224, p. 151.
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The spokesman for the Florida delegation at the cornerstone
ceremony was a Mr. Gregory Yale, who presented the Florida
banner to the Society on July 6, 1848. 7 The banner was ac-
cepted in behalf of the managers of the Society by a Mr. Fendall,
who gave the Florida delegates a piece of the cornerstone. 8 Also
deposited in the recess in the cornerstone were copies of various
newspapers from all the states. The newspaper from Florida de-
posited therein was a copy of the Quincy Times. 9 This was a
weekly paper published during 1847-1848. Issues of this publi-
cation for the period May 13-20, 1848, are available in the Li-
brary of Congress. 1 0 The public library and the historical society
at Quincy have no information concerning this newspaper. 11
Upon returning to Florida, the state delegation to the cor-
nerstone ceremony advised Governor William D. Mosely of the
receipt of the piece of cornerstone. This was encased in a box
of live oak, formerly a part of the United States frigate Constitu-
tion and was turned over to the Governor on December 4,
1848. 12
In 1849, the Board of Managers of the National Monument
Society extended an invitation to each of the States of the Union,
to furnish a block of marble, or other stone, the production of its
soil, for insertion in the monument.1 3 Governor Thomas Brown
accepted this invitation on behalf of the State of Florida, and in
a letter dated April 16, 1850, advised Elisha Whitlesey, Gen-
eral Agent of the Society, that he had shipped a block of stone.
The stone was to have inscribed on it the following:
Florida Sees in His Counsels Safety-In His Life an Example
-In His Memory a Perpetual Bond of Union. 14
On November 25, 1850, Governor Brown reported to the
Florida Legislature that he had shipped to the National Monu-










Ibid., p .  1 5 7 .
Winfred  Gregory  (ed . ) ,  A m e r i c a n  N e w s p a p e r s  1 8 2 1 - 1 9 3 6  (New
York, 1937), 98.
Letter by Alice Sanford, Librarian, Quincy Library, dated Feb. 8,
1961, to the writer.
Fla. House Journal, 1848, p. 40.
Gov. Thomas Brown’s Message to Legislature of Florida, Nov. 25,
1850, House Journal, 1850, p. 16.
Gov. Thomas Brown’s Letterbook, State of Florida, 163.
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ment Society, a block of limestone which had been quarried near
St. Marks. 15
The Florida State Memorial stone was placed in the interior
of the shaft, on the sixty foot level, during the 1850’s. As early
as 1900, the surface of this Florida limestone had powdered,
making the inscription thereon completely illegible. Many of the
older stones have deteriorated in this manner, but the National
Park Service hopes that a restoration program can be undertaken
in the near future. 16
Work on the construction of the monument progressed favor-
ably until 1854, when the building of the monument became in-
volved in a political quarrel. The collection of funds lagged. 17
On March 15, 1859, at the Masonic National Convention in Chi-
cago, the wives and daughters of Masons in attendance organized
a Ladies’ National Monument Association to aid in the comple-
tion of the monument. One of the Vice-Presidents in charge of
Florida activity was a Mrs. Margaret C. Brown. The Ladies’ As-
sociation was not successful, and collapsed in about two years. 18
With the outbreak of the Civil War in 1861, construction
halted. The monument stood incomplete at the height of about
153 feet for twenty-five years. Finally, on August 2, 1876, Pres-
ident Grant approved an act which provided that the Federal Gov-
ernment should complete the monument. 19 Just prior to the ac-
tion of President Grant, and in the period 1874 to 1876, there
was an unsuccessful public campaign for funds to complete the
monument. Among the contributions made during this campaign,
there is one of $82.00 from the Free and Accepted Masons,
Grand Lodge of Florida. 20
The National Park Service of the United States Department
of the Interior advises that it is impossible at the present time to
determine how much money was raised in any of the states for
the erection of the monument. Many of the records were lost dur-
ing the period 1854 to 1858, when the “Know-Nothing” party
had control of the building of this memorial. It is known, how-
15. Gov. Thomas Brown’s Message, loc. cit.
16. Letter by Cornelius W. Heine, cited above.
17.  Washington Monument.  
18.  Senate  Document  No. 224, p. 69.
19. Washington Monument.   
20. Senate Document No. 224, p. 71.
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ever, that both the Odd Fellows and the Masonic Orders of Flor-
ida contributed generously for the construction. 21
After the construction of the monument was resumed in
1880, under the supervision of the Engineer Corps of the War
Department, memorial stones continued to be presented by indi-
viduals, societies, cities, states, and foreign nations for insertion
tion in the walls. 22 At the 230 foot level on the interior east
side of the twenty-first stair landing, there is one memorial block
bearing the inscription “Presented by the Grand Lodge of the
State of Florida,” otherwise not identified. 23
The memorial reached the height of 500 feet on August 9,
1884. The capstone was set in place on December 6, 1884,
marking the completion of the work. 24 Official dedication took
place on February 21, 1885. The Florida representative at this
ceremony, riding in the dedication procession as an honorary
member of General Philip Sheridan’s staff, was Colonel Wallace
S. Jones. 25
Colonel Wallace S. Jones was the owner of El Destino and
Chemonie Plantations, both of which were located near Tallahas-
see, Florida. He served as United States Consul at Messina in
1885, and Consul General at Rome in 1895. His great grand-
father, Noble Jones, was a volunteer colonist who had crossed the
Atlantic to Georgia with General James E. Oglethorpe in 1733. 26
Although dedicated in 1885, the monument was not opened
to the public until October 9, 1888. It is five hundred fifty-five
feet, five and one-eighth inches high, and cost $1,187,710.31, 27








Letter by Cornelius W. Heine, cited above.
Washington Monument.  
Senate Document No. 224, p. 334.
Washington Monument. 
New York Times, Feb. 22, 1885.
Ulrich Bonnell Phillips and James David Glunt, Florida Plantation
Records from the Papers of George Noble Jones (St. Louis, Missouri,
1927),   23.                                                                                                                                                    
Washington Monument, 5.   
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